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International Class-Struggle Defense

Free Mordechai Vanunu!
On December I, Israeli nuclear technician Mordechai
Vanunu steps into the dock to stand trial for his life.
Charged with "espionage," passing secrets and "aiding the
enemy" i.e., the rest of the world, Vanunu faces the death
penalty for exposing the peril of Israel's nuclear arsenal of
100-200 bombs. In retaliation for his courageous act,
Vanunu was lured from London (with the connivance of
Thatcher's British Intelligence services) to Rome by the
Israeli. CIA, the Mossad, kidnapped and thrown into
Israel's notorious Shin Beth dungeon at Ashkelon where he
is now held in solitary confinement. Freedom for Mordechai Vanunu must become the rallying cry of all enemies of
imperialist militarism around the globe!
That the Zionist terrorists, who routinely murder and
torture Palestinians, now have their fingers on the nuclear
trigger is hardly new news. Indeed it is the common lore of
such novels as Gerald Seymour's Glory Boys. The real
bombshell revealed by Vanunu in the London Sunday
Times (5 October 1986) was the extent of the Zionist
nuclear arsenal, a fact Vanunu had learned during his nine
years as a nuclear technician in Israel's top secret Dimona
weapons plant. Two hundred A-bombs are far more than
sufficient to wipe out every Arab capital, suggesting that
the Zionist madmen have their sights aimed at a much bigger target: the Soviet workers state. And now Israel has the
delivery system as demonstrated by recent successful tests'
of the Jericho 2 ballistic missiles designed to carry nuclear
warheads over a range of 500 miles. Another version with a
900-mile range is expected shortly.
These missiles put strategic Soviet targets, including
Black Sea naval ports and Baku oil fields, within Israel's
reach. The Soviets responded with three stern warnings to
Israel including a July 27 Radio Moscow commentary in
Hebrew stating that the continued development of ·the
missile could cause the Zionist state "to encounter consequences that it could not possibly handle" (New York
Times, 29 July 1987). But the Zionist international terrorists are perfectly capable of setting off World War III in
their drive to destroy their Arab neighbors and the Soviet
Union. Like Reagan, they harbor illusions that they can
survive but they are ready to make a suicidal sacrifice if
necessary. And while Israel is preparing its ownholocaust, Gorbachev continues to pursue his pipe dream of
"peaceful coexistence" with Israel's quartermasters. in
Washington.
'
The international Spartacist tende'ncy and the Partisan
Defense Committee, a class-struggle, non-sectarian legal
defense organization In accordance with the political vi,ews
of the Spartacist League/U.S., have joined in the international outcry over the victimization of Vanunu and have
sought to publicize his case internationally. In F.rance our
comrades of the Ligue Trotskyste de France have worked
closely with the "Committeefor the Defense of Mordechai
Vanunu" in producing press dossiers on the case and
encouraging prominent public figures to speak out on
Vanunu's behalf.
As a Moroccan-born Jew who converted to Anglican-

Landau/ Jerusalem Post

Courageous Mordechal Vanunu gagged by police
guards on way to court In Jerusalem, December 1986.
ism, Vanunu does not have a lot of defenders in Israel although some, including among the Sephardic Jews of this
racialist and deeply polarized (;ountry, have responded
sympathetically. And his courageous stand has been recognized and felt i.nternationally, In Australia protesters
arrested for demonstrating agairist the CIA's spy station in
Alice Springs gave their name in court as "Mordechai
Vanunu." And Vanunu was recently named the recipient of
the 1987 Right Livelihood Award, known as'the "alternative Nobel Prize," and was nominated for the Nobel
Prize by the British Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation.
Noted author Gore Vidal wrote to the international Spartacist tendency, "Yes,1 think Vanunu is a hero and so ought
not to have a prize tarnished by such recipients as
Kissinger."
Mordechai Vanunu did a great service'for all of humanity in his courageous exposure of Israel's doomsday
machine. Now working people and all opponents of Zionist terror and imperialist war worldwide must champion
the cause of freeing this heroic man from the hands of his
arrogant and brutal Israeli jailers who threaten to plunge
the world into nuclear Armageddon. We encour~ge our
readers to raise this issue in their unions, civil rights and
civil liberties organizations. Hail Mordechai VanunuMake his freedom your fight! Send contributions and mes~
sages of support to: Mordechai Vanunu Legal Defense
Fund,·P,O. Box 45005, Sorrierville, MA 02145, USA .•
Contribute to the Partisan Defense Committee!
Contributions of $5.00 or more receive a subscription to Class-Struggle Defense Notes, newsletter of
the,PDC. To make a donation or get a single copy of
the latest newsletter ($.75 each) mail to: Partisan
Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal Street
Station, New York, NY 10013, USA.
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Return.to the Road
;~f Lenin and Trotsky!

Moscow's Red Square, 7 November 1919: ·V.1. ,Lenin' and Leon Trotsky, leaders of the Bol~hevlk Revolution;
on Its second anniversary.
'
,"
,

decr.eed land to the peasants, and offered a just and democratic peace to all belligerent nations, to put an end to the
. slaughterofthe imperi'alist worid war. As the delegates rose
to sing the Internatibnale-"Arise ye prisoners of 'star.vation! Arise ye wretched of the earth!"-it was a clarion
. 'call for world socialist revolution. Seventy years later, the
Bolshevik Revolution remains the greatest victory for the
working people of the world. '
The Russian Revolution was the living confirmation of
Troisky's theory of "permanent revohition"-namely, that
in the backward countries like Russia, the tasks associated
historically w'ith bourgeois-democratic revolution cannot
be accomplished by the weak bourgeoisie, but require the

ADAPTED FROM WORKERS VANGUARD
NO. 440. J3 NOVEMBER 1987

.

Seven decades ago there occurred the epochal event of
our, times, the Russian October Revolution of 1917. As the
crUiser Aurora trained its guns.on the Winter Palace, a new
dawn broke for mankind. For the first time, the program of
proletarian revolution was given flesh and blood. Under
the leadership of the Bolshevik' Party of Vladimir liyich
I-enin and Leon Trotsky, political power passed int.o the
hands of the working class. In its first act, the Congress
of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies

70th Anniversaiy~:~f Russian Revolution
!

.• ' - - - - -
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• For a planned economy based o~ soviet democracy!
• Soviet archives belong to the Soviet peoplesOpen the history books!
\,
• For unconditional defense of~the USSR against imperialism
and internal counterrevolution!
;

· proletariat to take staJe power at the head of the oppressed
masses. This understanding enabled Trotsky to stand with
Lenin,' against Zinoviev and Kamenev (and initially Sta~
. lin) who flinched in the face of the opportunity to take'
power, refusing to go beyond the struggle for bourgeois
democracy.
. . However; lacking the expected support of victorious
"reVOlutions in West Europe, the fledgling Soviet state was
surrounded by a hostile capitalist world .. Under these conditi()ns-after several desperate years of engulfing civil
· war,loss of industry, decomposition of railways and starvation in the cities and countryside-there developed tendencies .toward demoralization and depoliticization among
the toiling masses and toward bureaucratic command ism .
,,!nd loss of programmatic ideals and of revolutionary con'fidence among cadres of the new workers state. These tendencies culminated in a political counterrevolution which
found its supreme leader in Joseph Stalin and its program
in the dogma of. "socialism in one country." The forces of
· revolutionary internationalism, personified by Trotsky
after "Lenin's death, were defeated and later physically
exterminated.
. Yet fundamental conquests of the Bolshevik Revolution
have 'remained to this day, principally the collectivized
ec.oiu'lmy:built by ripping the productive resources out of
the hands of the capitalists and landlords. Ever since
November 1917, the imperialists have sought to bring back
capitalist exploitation. to the USSR. Today, with a warcra'zed maniac in the White House who dreams of "bombing [Russia] in five minutes," defense of the Soviet Union
against imperialism and capitalist counterrevolution is
· more than ever a duty for every class-conscious worker.

Stalin's Heirs and Stalin's Crimes
. To secure the rule of the bureaucratic caste, Stalin had to
destroy the entire ~olshevik leadership. Fifty years ago,
with, the infamous Moscow Trials and the Great Purge,
he institut!!d a reign of terror that wip~d out the entire
<;:.t,:ntral Committee w~ich had made the Revolution" Trotsky, Zino,viev, Kamenev, Bukharin and the others.- and decapitated the Red Army on the eve of Hitler's invasipn of the Soviet UI)ion.
.
With Khrushchev's revelations at the 20th Party Con. gress in 1956; the lid was partially lifted on these years,of
infamy, only to be clamped down again. Under Brezhnev
'. theKremlin ~ank into lethargy as the USSR was ruled by
, color}ess gray .old men, leading some to recall the Stalin

years; with nostalgia-at least the lights burned late ip the
Kremlin.
.
After a tentative start by Andropov and a retreat by
Chernenko, Soviet Communist Party leader Mikhail Gorbachev has vowed to get the country moving again: Suddenly there's great interest in the West in what's going.on in
Gortiachev's Russia. The words glasnost (openness) .and.
perestroika (restructuring) have become so .common ,in
political discourse they're not even translated from t,he'
Russian.
' , .
A lot of the interest in Gorbachev's Russia reflects the
.visible difficulties of American imperialism. There is the
phenomenon of "Gorby chic": kids in "London and New
Yor~,wearing T-shirts with Lenin's portrait, with "CCCP"
(USSR in the Cyrillic alphabet) as a big "screw you" to
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher. Reagan is still
going down in the aftermath of the Iran/Contragate fi!ls<;o,
at loggerheads with the Democrats over domestic policy,
outmaneuvered on the Central American "peace" plan,and
threatening the Iranians and the world by his irrational
adventure in the Persian Gulf. And to top it off,. there's
the stock market crash-a. giant vote of capitalist noconfidence in the imperialist leadership. After "Black Monday,';. the Wall Street Journal quoted a W'all Street quip:
"None of this would have happened if Reagan were still
President." Hitler's Thousand Year Reich was finished in
12 years; the Reagan Revolution was over in half that.
To mark the 70th anniversary of the October Revolution, . Gorbachev was slated to review the whole s"ubsequent course of the Soviet Union. The editor of the we~kly'
magazine Ogonyok, the flagship organ of glasnost in Moscow today, had said: "Gorbachev's speech will give us back
our past, both the good and the bad, so we may create our
future." In fact the speech, delivered on November 2, was a
lot Ii'mper than most people expected. His denunciation of
Stalin's
"repressive measures against a number of 'party
I
leaders and statesmen" was abstract and bloodless. Not a
single victim of the Moscow Trial frame-ups was ramedin
this speech as having been executed. And egregiously, Gorbachev actually praised Stalin's military leadership' in
World War II.
Gqrbachev lauded Stalin and Bukharin for defeating
Trot~kyism-"it was essential to disprove Trotskyism
before the whole people, and to lay bare its anti-socialist
essence" (Soviet ,Weekly, 7 November). At the same time,
he endorsed Stalin against the Bukharinite Right Opposition in'the late 1920s. After all the speculation in the Western press that Gorbachev would officially "rehabilitate"
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Red soldiers
demonstrate for
communism In
Moscow, 1917.

Bukharin, Zinoviev and Kamenev (and, some said, even
Trotsky), the speech denounced Zinoviev and Kamenev for
allying themselves with Trotsky and stopped short of
rehabilitating Bukharin, who was shot as an "enemy of the
people" in 1938 after Stalin's show trial focusing on the
"Bloc of Rights and Trotskyites."

- - - - Spartacist Pamphlet - - - -
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The Russian Revolution was the living
confirmation of Trotsky's theory of
. permanent revolution. This understanding
enabled Trotsky to stand with Lenin against
the Mensheviks and 'all those within the
Bolshevik Party who flinched in the.
face of the necessity to establish the
dictatorship of the proletariat.
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But the re-examination of Soviet history which began
under the slogan of glasnost has already turned into a political minefield which is ripping holes in the fabric binding
together the bureaucracy. The discussions among. the
Kremlin tops were so intense, the New York Times
(26 October) reported, that a heated Central Committee
plenum was devoted to Gorbachev's speech before it was
given. In the wake of this plenum-where Moscow party
leader Boris Yeltsin, known as a strong Gorbachev supporter, lashed out· at the slow pace of"reform"~there are
reports in the Western press that Yeltsin's threat to resign
his post may have been accepted.
.
Last February Gorbachev declared: "There should be no
forgotten names or blanks either in history or in literature." For Gorbachev, overcoming the alienation of wide
sections of the intelligentsia from the administrative hacks
is a key to building enthusiasm for perestroika. Many intellectuals are repelled by the drabness of official cultural life,
while the systematic falsification of Soviet history-the
treatment of Trotsky, Zinoviev, Bukharin and other Bolshevik leaders as non-persons-is an embarrassment to
Soviet scholars and even propagandists who want to deal
with their Western counterparts without the burden of lies
that no one believes and cover-ups that expose only their
perpetrators.
Gorbachev's "no blank pages" has in effect sanctioned an
intense debate on Stalin's role and on the fate of the Old
Bolsheviks. Last spring the organ of the Soviet Writers
Union published the novel Children of thE! Arbat by
Anatoly Rybakov. This devastating portrayal of'capricious
cru!!lty and terror in Stalin's ·Moscow during the 1930s
touched a raw nerve, producing a flood ofletters. One such
letter by playwright Mikhail Shatrov (whose father was
shot on one bloody day in March 1937 when 6,200 were
slaughtered in four different camps) stated that Stalin
"objectively did more for its defeat-the [Russian revolutionary] movement's-than our class enemies all together
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did,i',Abo.ut the same time, the June issue o.f Nauka i Zhizn
(Science and Life) published po.sthumo.usly a 1965 lecture
by'well"kno.wn writer Ko.nstantin Simo.no.v bitterly attacking Stalin's 1937 purge o.f Marshal Tukhachevsky and the
Red Army o.fficers, "If there had been no. 1937, there wo.uld
have' been no. summer o.f 1941," he said, referring to. the
Soviet army's co.llapse when Hitler's Operatio.n Barbaro.ssa
!>,ega,n,
,',
"

7

fo.r the first time o.nly verbaily and secretly to. the delegates
at the May 1924 13th Party Co.ngress and then suppressed
by Stalin, In referring to. Lenin's Testamenc,,in his 2 November address Go.rbachevcarefully omilled Lenin's call
that :"the co.mrades thilik abo.ut a way o.f removing Stalin
fro.m that po.'st," 'namely, general secretary (Collected
Works, Vol. 36, p, ,596 [Mo.sco.w, 1966]), Gorbacli-eywanted to. clearly signal the permissible limits o.f glasnost,
But it's no.t so easy, During the "Khrushche'v 'thaw," an
Revolution and Truth
important'layer o.f the So.viet po.litical,elite be,ca'me aWl!r~
In his o.wn'way Go.rbachev reco.gnizes that Tro.tskyism is ',' o.f so.me salient aspects o.f Russian histo.ry,lt iS,kno.wn that
the' left opposition to. Stalin'S heirs: "Tro.tskyism was a
Lenir, in the last critical mo.nths o.f his a~tive life', waged'a
po.l,itical c~rrent.who.se ideo.lo.gists to.o.k co.ver behind leftfigh( against bureaucracy, But the bureaucra,cy wo.n, and
ist, :,pseudo.-revo.lutio.nary rheto.ric," If the discredited
that: fact is decisive in understanding the So.viet Union
to.day,
' , ; ' "
"';
~~cil~"clo.!h 'sl<inders o.f Trotsky as an "agent o.f iinperial~
,isrri~:liave',beenreplaced in the mo.uth o.f the present So.viet '
Lenin fo.rmed a political bloc with Tro.~skyagainsHh,e
',ie'adersby ,new 'disto.rtio.ns to. serve Go.rbachev's new purtroika o.f Stalin and his then-allies Zino.viev and Kamel)ey,
poses, a,i least the way has been o.pened fo.r elements in the
He ~ought, Tro.tsky.'S active suppo.rt in defense o.f the state
.uSSR who. 'co.nsider themselves leftist Co.mmunists to. Io.o.k
mo.no.po.ly o.ffo.reign trade and'incurbing:the abu,ses o.fth~
'into.: .the 'po.litical reco.rd o.f Tro.tsky's struggles against ttie
'''W6rkers'al)cl Peasant~: .Inspectio.n" (~abkrin) which was
bureaucracy,
heacied by Stalin, until the middle o.f I ~22 and still cl.osely
~,,, This is despite the intentio.ns o.f Go.rbachev, who.se 70th
'ass~ciated with hi1ll thereafter. Particularly; Lenin so.!Ight
anniversary speech was far mo.re mealy-mo.uthed abo.ut the
to. gear up Trotsky to. lead a sharp struggle against ~talin'.s
,crim~s o.f,Stalin than 'the Khrushchev "revelatio.ns" o.fthree
highhanded abuse o.f the natio.nalities, 'particularly, tl'l.e
a~cade~ 'ago. (at least Go.rbachev did manage to. put in a
Geo.rgians;who. after enduring'natio'nal o.ppress'io.n und,e:r
go.o.d wo.rd fo.r Khrushchev), Khrushchev's famo.us "secret
the tsar wanted guarantees o.f the equality o.f natio.ns in the
speech" was delivered at a clo.sed sessio.n o.f the 20th Party
union o.f So.viet republics" Lenin insisted, that "exemplary
Co.ngress in ,1956, When Stalin died in 1953-after expunishment must be inflicted" o.n Grigo.ry 'Orjo.nikidze,
terminating all his o.ppo.nents and building an apparatus
Stalin's chief lieutenant, fo.r brutality and Great Russian
of .on~-man rule' backed up by massive secret-po.lice terchauvinism in the Geo.rgian affair. And he added: "The
ro.r-,-a po.wer fight was unleashed within the bureaucracy,
po.li~ical respo.nsibility 'fo.r all this truly Great-Russian
The Kremlin to.ps-who. had been acco.mplices in Stalin'S
natio.nalist campaign must, o.f co.urse, be laid o.n Stalin and
crimes o.r at least had participated in co.vering them upDzerzhinsky" ("The Questio.n o.f Natio.nalities o.r 'Auto.no.needed to. dismantle so.me o.f the mo.re o.nero.us and bizarre
misatio.n'" [December 1922], ibid" p, 610"
aspects o.f Stalin'sparano.id perso.nal dictato.rship, Thus, a
B,ut Trotsky pulled back fro.in the sharp struggle which
few mo.nths after Stalin's death, his much-feared head o.f
Lenin urged, He was'unable to. discern in advance w'here
ih'e'secret po.lice, Lavrenti, Beria, was sho.t in the Kre,mlin
,Staiin was go.ing (Stalin pro.bably didn't kno.w either), Arid
and po.sthumo.usly accused o.f having been a British spy
he ~as in so.me iso.latio.n: while no.w being the number two.
sinc~ 19 1,9 !
leaqer in the So.viet state, he had o.nly jo.ined the Bo.lsheviks
, Khrushchev's denunciatio.n o.f the "cult o.f perso.nality"
after, the February Revo.lutio.n (despite having then
was buttressed by the publicatio.n o.f Lenin's Testament,
perso.nally led the Octo.ber), He feared being tho.ught
dictated by Lenin during the perio.d o.f December 1922pers'o.nally self-seeking, Tro.tsky was 'co.nstrained to. be to.o.
Janua,ry 1923 befo.re the 12th Party Co.ngress, but revealed
mo.~est fo.r to.o. Io.ng when the necessities o.f maintaining a

Nlklta Khrushchev
denounces crimes
of Stalin at closed
session of 20th '
, Party 'Congress,
1956, partially
lifting lid on years
of repression.
,
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revolutionary policy required that he urgently push the
Leninist policy which he espoused, and therefore push
himself. .
Under the conditions of the exhaustion and atomization
of the Soviet proletariat by the Civil War and the' resultant
devastatio'n of the economy-and the demoralization
engendered by the defeat of the 1923 German Revolutionthe sqviets,ceased to function as governmental organs. But
debate could still take place within the Bolshevik Party and
in December 1923 the pages of Pravda were opened again
one last time for the ventilation of party discussion.
L.enin was incapacitated by illness and died on 21 January 1924 at the age of 54. At the 13th Party Conference
held in January 1924, Stalin and his allies in the "troika"
(Zinoviev and Kamenev) gutted party democracy to seize
the decisive ascendancy. In the fall of 1924 Stalin
announced his new schema of "socialism in one country":
the negation of the Leninist understanding that the survival
of ,the October Revolution depended upon its extension
internationally, above all to the advanced capitalist
countries.
In The Revolution Betrayed (1936), Trotsky explained
the social basis for the rise of the bureaucracy as rooted in
scarcity: "When there is little goods, the purchasers are
compelled to stand in line. When the lines are very long, it is
necessary to appoint a policeman to keep order. Such is the
starting point of the power 'of the Soviet bureaucracy."
"Socialism in one country" reOected in "theoretical"
terms the nascent bureaucracy's acquisition of selfconsciousness; henceforth, it would act deliberately to
preserve its privileges.
'To further consolidate his power, Stalin made and
unmade a series of blocs'with various party leaders, pursuing an impressionistic zigzag course. For example, once he
had, smashed the Left Oppositionists he was free to adopt
s!!ctions of their program. Having opposed their proposals
to check the disastrous consequences unleashed, by the
economic policies of the Right (led by Bukharin, Rykov,
Tomsky)-which turned its back on the necessity for a
policy of socialist industrialization, while giving the rich
peasants the upper hand in the countryside-Stalin then
turried around and imposed forced collectivization. The
wanton brutality and tremendous human cost of this
policy is supposed to be a secret in the USSR today. In

Troika of Stalin,
leon Kamenev
(second from
right) and
Gregory Zlnovlev
grabbed control
of the party after
lenin's death.
(Second from
left Is Alexei
Rykov.)

V.1. lenin in Gorki, 1922.
the course of this "left" turn, Stalin broke with and
politically destroyed the Bukharinite Right.
To secure the rule of the conservative bureaucratic caste,
it was not sufficient for Stalin to smash and isolate his political opponents. He had even to destroy the Stalin faction
itself, since many of its leading members were opposed to
shooting Communist opponents of their faction.
At the 17th Congress of the already mUltiply-purged
party in 1934. Stalin's re-election as general secretary
was ,conducted by secret ballot-and some 20 percent
voted against him. The 1934 assassination of Kirov-a
long-time member of the Stalin faction who was seen as
Stalin's potential rival-became 'the excuse for mass
murder, including a bloody revenge on the 17th Congress
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participants. Because 'ofthe secret ballot, Stalin was unable
to distinguish the "enemies" who had voted against him
from the "loyal" 80 percent-s6 he essentially killed them
all. Khrushchev's 1956 speech revealed that 70 percent of
the Central Committee elected by the 17th Congress had
been executed, a'long with an almost equal proportion of
the Congress delegates.
The degeneration of the Bolshevik Revolution was mirrored in Moscow's direction of the world Communist
movement. In the mid-I920s the. Communist International promoted revolution by bureaucratic means, sometim'es (particularly asso.ciated with Zinoviev) engaging in
lightminded insurrectionary adventures. The Chinese
Revolution of 1925-27 found Stalin and his then-partner
Bukharin'totally disoriented, first groveling before the
bourgeois-nationalist K.uomintang, then staging an insurrectionary adventure: the Canton Commune. Whatever
Stalin tried, nothing worked. During the so-called "Third
Period" which began in the late I 920s, the Comintern was
given over to ultraleft and sectarian posturing,-which in
Germany allowed Nazism to triumph withou\ a struggle by
the powerful German proletariat.
Fearful of resurgent, rearming German imperialism
under Hitler, Stalin then desperately sought an alliance
with the "democratic" imperialist powers, France and
Britain, under the rubric.ofthe "Popular Front" adopted in
f935. Stalin's stranglilati'on of revolutions abroad for the
sake of the "Popular' Front" went hand. in hand with the
extermination of the Old Bolsheviks inside the USSR. The
Moscow Trials coincided with Stalin's betrayal of the
Spanish Revolution in' order to gain the confidence of the
capitalist rulers in Paris and London. Successful p~oletar
ian revolution in Spain could have.inspiredtl)e workers of
the world-and given the Soviet workers the revolutionary confidence to sweep out the:Kremlin, oligar~hy, Stalin,

instead, sent in wave after wave of GPU agents. and
"commissars" to, smash-the advanced detachments of the
insurgent workers movement who wanted to fight 'for
socialist revolution; his "practical" policy was that the
wo'rkers should uphold the Republic to "win the war"
against General Franco. The result was the triumph 'of
Franco, who ruled Spain for the next four decades. This
was "socialism in one countr)," in action and at large. On
the basis of such crimes against the international proletariat, Trotsky branded Stalin the "gravedigger of
revolutions."
From the time of his exile from Russia in 1929 until his
death at the hands of a Stalinist assassin in 1940, Trotsky
carried forward the bannerofthe Left Opposition, the continuator of the authentic tradition of Lenin's Bolshevik
Party. As against the obscene spectacle of the' false
"confessions" paraded at the Moscow Trials-confessions
secur~d not only by terror but by the bewilde.red victims'
belief that in going along with Stalin's monstrous accusations they were "serving the Revolution"-Trotsky and his
comrades in Russia refused to "confess" or to recant their
revolutionary views.
Years later, Leopold Trepper, who was not a Trotskyist
(he was in fact a Polish Jewish Communist who created and
ran the Soviet "Red Orchestra" espionage network in Nazi
Germany and Occupied Europe during World War II),
paid .tribute to their steadfastness. Excoriating "all those
who did not rise up 'against the Stalinist machine," he asked
"who did protest at that time?" and then gave the answer:
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'. "The Trotskyites can lay claim to this honor ... they fought
"Stalinism to the death, and they were the only ones who
,did....
. .
.' "Today, the Trotskyites have a right to accuse those who
. once howled along with the wolves. Let them not forget,
however, that they had the enormous advantage over us of
having a coherent political system capable of replacing
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Left Oppositionists in Siberian exile demonstrate on annive'rsary of the Bolshevik Revolution 1928. The center
ba!lner, with pictures of Lenin and Trotsky.; proclaims: "Long Live the Dictatorship of ~he Proletariat:" ....

Stalinism. They had so';'ethi~g.to cling to in the midst of
their profound distress at se'eing the revolution betrayed.
They did not 'confess: for they knew that their confession
. would 'serve neither the party'nor socialism."
-Leopold Trepper, The Greal Game '('1977)

Contradictions of Gorbachev's Rl,Issla
The contrast between the feverish 'debate leading up to
Gorbachev's 70th anniversary speech and its cautious content 'highlights the contradictions of Gorbachev's' Russia.
The GOI:bachev line is a response by the Kremlin oligarchy
to. the changed realities in the"Soviet Union. The new
general secretary seeks to maintain bureaucratic administrative rule in the presence ofa sizable cultured petty·
bourgeoisie and the felt needs of the Soviet masses for a
better life. The intellectual layer that Stalin pretty much
destroyed during his 'reign is now a significant stratum in
Soviet society, and it interpenetrates the bureaucracy.
Gorbachev-a representative of the new generation ofStalinist bureaucrats' who did not participate personally in
Stalin's crimes-is also the first Soviet leader since Lenin
with a university education. It's been a long time since the
direct and open application of terror; no longer are there
millions of people in forced labor camps; police-state
repression has become more ind irect. Under these conditions and with these constraints, Gorbachev needs to
shake up the society as a means to overcome the sluggishness of the Soviet economy,
.
The Kremlin bureaucracy confronts a new generation
which does not measure social and economic progress
against the devastated condition of Russia after it defeated
Nazi Germany in World War II. Boris Kagarlitsky, a
Soviet sociologist and a principal organizer of the newlyformed Federation of Socialist Clubs, notes:
.
"The country which Gorbachev has inherited is already
not the same as the one that came into Khrushchev's'

hands. It is an urbanized society with a large' nu'mber' of
hereditary townspeople and skilled workers ... : Young
people have no memory of the poverty of the forties, but
react acutely to any threat to lower their present standard
.
.' .
-;.
of living."
-New LeJI Review, July/August 1987. '-: . .
What is involved here is not simply a hankering afte'r: Wes't"
ern gadgetry and consumerism. There is' a: sensi: in Russia
unlike in the West, that the country is supposed to belon~
to the working people. In fact, according'to officialideology, the USSR is supposedly "building socialism" arid
moving toward a classless society-the disappearance of
social inequality on the basis of material plenty. The people are bound to wonder why an economy that can put satellites into space "can't" make a decent pair of sneakers.
Gorbachev thus confronts a very different political consciousness than in the capitalist West. Traveling to Murmansk, high above the Arctic Circle, the Soviet leader'
spoke of "revolutionary tasks" and gave the marching
orders: "Work-this is what should be done now." That
will certainly pose radical changes in a country where during the Brezhnev period the standard joke was: ~we pretend to work, they pretend to pay us."
.
In moving to accelerate economic growth Gorbachev has
more than exhortation in mind. Under the rubric of
perestroika the present Kremlin leadership aims ·to
minimalize centralized economic planning in favor of
"market socialism" along the lines of Yugoslavia and H ungary. This program iJimplemented-and there is bound to
be powerful resistance to perestroika not only among the
working class but also from vested interests within the bureaucracy-will undermine collectivized property and
strengthen the internal forces for capitalist restoration. I.n
Yugoslavia four decades of "market socialism" in the mime
of "self-management" have produced the highest inflation
rate in Europe, East or West, massive unemployment arid
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intensified national conflicts which can rip the country
apart, Gorbachev's Russia is a long way from present-day
Yugoslavia, but perestroika is a first step down that road,
At'the same time, the policy of glasnost has unleashed
enormous political and intellectual ferment. A broad spectrum of heterogeneous socialist-oriented informal groups,
, the nyeformaly, is beginning to surface, According to
Ogonyok, there are 1,000 of thes'e nyeformaly groups in
Moscowalone, another 200 in Leningrad, ranging fr9m
•. .Green:" ecological groups to rock clubs and radical'socia)jst'. circles, The Gorbachev regime has tolerated these
'groiJps'(and some' elements of the regime have evidently
,be,en, promoting them), but this is juridically reversibleth~'.imofficialgroups can suddenly become really unofficial: 'Already the top hacks of the Komsomol (CommUllistVouth) are mapping out a strategy to combat this
'p,foiiferationof political groups outside the bureaucracy's
direct 'co'ntrol:'
"

"The .document prepared by the, Komsomol propaganda
department says that many of the groups serve a valuable
function, but it complained,that others read the works of
such politically unacceptable thinkers as Leon Trotsky.
and that some seem to be setting themselves up in competition with state organizations,"
-New York Times, 8 November

With the lid of repression lifted after 60 years, some vile
creatures are also crawling out of the political underground. The most sinister development under glasnost has
been the more public emergence of nativist Russian fascism represented by Pamyat (Memory), which demonstrated in front of the Kremlin last May, (See "Bolshevik
Revolution Smashed the Anti-Semitic Black Hundreds:
Pamyat-Russian Fascists Raise Their Heads," Workers
Vanguard No. 434, 7 August.) Railing against heavy metal
rock music, alcoholism, drugs and the "loose morals" of
Soviet youth, this group harks back to the anti-Semitism of
the tsarist Black Hundreds, It is trying to fuse the worst
excrescences of Stalinism-which used anti-Semitism
against the Trotskyist Left Opposition-with the backwardnessembodied in the old Russian Orthodox Church,
But Pamyat'has a problem-they are nativist Russian fas-

cists 'who are, however, constrained to appeal to the patriotism of all the Soviet peoples-because' half the population 'of the Soviet Union consists of non-Russian
nationalitieS.
/'Pamyat is not some collection of churchgoing old people and right-wing:nutcases on the fringe of Soviet'society,
Some of its leaders are drawn from elements of the
bureaucracy and the organization reportedly has the protection of the Ministry of Aviation Industry as well as toplevel elements of the Communist Party hierarchy .. Trotsky observed in the Transitional Program that "all shades' of
political thought are to be found among the 'bureaucracy,:
from. genuine Bolshevism (Ignace Re'iss) to' co'm p Ieie' fas~
cism (F, Butenko)," with the Stalinist center playing a
bonapartis't role, The tendency toward such polarization
exists because the :bureaucracy is not ruling dass but a
castewhich has no ide.ological justification for itS' rule,
claiming to stand' for the revolutionary ideals which 'it
."
betrays,
. Even the mystical blood-and-soil rhetoric which is a,hall~
mark of fascism can find an echo among some Stalinist
apparatchiks, For'exa'mple, in the mid-1960s a functionary of the Moscow' Komsomol distributed a leaflet
demanding:

a

, "Love for the motherland is a necessary and sufficient
condition for>citizenship, A cult of the ancestors must be
set up .... ,
"At first, a long campaign must be conducted in favor of
native, moral, and physiological values of virginal purity
, and honor, and to persuade young people of the criminal
., nature of premarital sexual intercourse. We must not stop
even at promoting ancient peasant customs: painting gates
with tar, public showing of the sheet after the wedding
; night, corporal punishment of women who give them, selves to foreigners, branding and sterilization of them::
-reproduced in Alexander Yanov,
'

The Russian Nell' RighI (1978)

The strain of nativist Russian fascism represented by
Pamyat has prov9ked widespread repUlsion among the
intelligentsia and political elite, A meeting last August in
Moscow 0(600 representatives from 50 unofficial groups
was i? large part a response to Pamyat. Out of this meeting

Russian Orthodox priests march at head of Black Hundreds pogromlsts,
1907. Mad monk Rasputln (right) symbolized last days of tsarlst autocracy.
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came two associatIOns. One was a Circle of Social
Initiatives, with a loose membership and a broad social
program along th'e lines of the West European Greens,
whose declaratiori proclaimed ·the ideals of "socialism,
democracy, humanism and progress." The second was the
Federation of Socialist Clubs, including 16 groups who
signed a manifesto. The Socialist Clubs; which seem to
include a component of veterans of the Red Army interventiori in Afghanistan, are also extremely heterogeneous
p·olitically. They include the Perestroika Club, sponsored
by some of Gorbachev's closest economic advisers. Others
ani. named the Che Guevara Brigade and Young Internadonalist Communards.
The Federation's manifesto contains an implicit denunciatii:m of Pamyat, a demand to "democratise the electoral
system" and a call "to show support and solidarity to revolutionary, liberation and democratic movements in the
capitalist ~orld and in developing countries" (London
Guardian, 12 September). At the same time, it declares that
t~e "life arid death of socialism in the USSR hang on
whether perestroika succeeds" and demands "to switch the
economy to self-management."
While there are many contradictory tendencies within
the Socialist Clubs and other nyejormaly, the political and
intellectual climate in Gorbachev's Russia is vastly different from the Poland of Solidarnosc in the early 1980s.
Solidarnosc was a company "union" for the CIA, the
Vatican and the Wall Street and Frankfurt bankers. Its
leaders and supporters hailed Ronald Reagan and were
bankrolled by U.S. imperialism. They reviled Poland's
greatest Marxist, Rosa Luxemburg, and idolized Marshal
Pilsudski, the fascistic dictator of inter-war Poland.
In Gorbachev's Russia some number of intellectuals and
politically-minded workers are seeking the road back to
Lenin. The conditions are ripe for the regeneration of
Leninist-Trotskyist understanding. For as stated in the

Transitional Program, the founding document of the
Fourth International, written 50 years ago, the "indestructible force" of Trotskyism in the USSR "stems from the fact
that it expresses not only revolutionary tradition but also
today's actual opposition of the Russian working class."
"A fresh upsurge of the revolution in the USSR," Trotsky
wrote, "will undoubtedly begin under the banner of the
struggle against social inequality and political oppression."
Today, a program for political revolution in the Soviet
Union, to oust the privileged bureaucracy and defend the
gains of October, can be elaborated begInning witb the
slogans: Stalin abused central planning-For central plan~
ning with soviet democracy! Soviet archives belong tathe
Soviet peoples-Open the history books! For unconditional defense of the USSR against imperialism and
internal counterrevolution! These can be the basis ofa revolutionary program to return the Soviet Union to t)1e road
of Lenin and Trotsky.

For Central Planning with Soviet Democracyl
Under the slogan of perestroika, Gorbachev has called
for "streamlin[ing] our bloated bureaucracy" of 18 million
functionaries, roughly 15 percent of the working population. I n his speech to the Central Committee last January,
he argues that the lack of democracy has produced widespread alienation among the working class. A whole stratum, including young people, have become "cynical," only
interested in "material well-being and gain by any means,"
work discipline is breaking down, and there is an increase
in alcoholism and drugs. And all these are obstacles to
economic development.
Fifty years ago, Trotsky wrote of the limits of Stalinist
.
industrialization:
"It is possible to build gigantic factories according to
a ready-made Weslern pattern by bureaucratic com,
mand-although, to be sure, at triple the normal cost. But
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, "Gorbachev and
wife Ralsa visit

. textile mill In
. ," Tallinn, Estonia.
. Bureaucrallc
parasitism and
. mismanagement
cripple Soviet
. economy.
For workers
control at
. ·the point of
production and
central planning
based on soviet
democracyl

the farther you go, the more the economy runs into the
problem of quality, which slips out of the hands of the
bureaucracy like a shadow. The Soviet products are as .
though branded with the gray ,label of indifference. Under
. a nationalized economy, quality de.mands a democracy
of producers and consumers, freed.om of criticism and
initiative-conditions incompatible with a totalitarian regime of fear, lies and flattery."
- The Revolution Betrayed (1936)

Trotsky's Transitional Program presents a program for a
way out of this impasse, for "a revision of planned economy
from top to bottom in the interests of producers and consumers," for workers control at the point a/production as
the foundation of genuine workers democracy. But this
program means the ouster of the Kremlin bureaucracy,
. which is a parasitic caste' sitting atop' the working class,
analogous to the trade-union bureaucracy under Western
capitalism.
As.an alternative to workers democracy, the Gorbachev
regime proposes market-oriented economic reforms. These
were decreed at the June 1987 Central Committee meeting
and enacted shortly after in the new Law on State Ent'erprises. According to Gorbachev's program for "Fundamentally Restructuring Management of the Economy," by
the end of 1990 individual enterprises will determine what
they produce and in what quantities, except for the military. sector. Most subsidies of prices will eventually be
eliminated. Enterprise managers will be able to cut wages
arid bonuses, and to sack "redundant" workers. If their revenues ,still don't cover costs, they'll be shut down.
, Stalin gave central planning a bad name: The economic
ills" of the Soviet Union today are not the result of central
planning. By ripping the productive resources out of the
hands of the capitalists and landlords and overcoming the
anarchy of themarket,'the Soviet Union was able to make
the leap from a backward peasant country into a great
industrial/military power in a fewdecades of brutal efforts.
qntralized planning was, a vital factor in this historic and
progressive achieyement. The ,Soviet, Union has built an
economy where there')s a job for everyone wh'o wants to
work, free 'universal education, free health care. There may

be infuriating shortages, but no hunger in contrast to the
U.S. where there are 20 million chro'nically hungry, Housing is.tight-many young couples live with their in-Iawsbut no one lives in the street, compared to hundreds of
thousands of homeless in the U.S,
'
It is the Stalinists' bureaucratic distortion ofthe planned
economy which has brought the Soviet Union to stagnation, And dismantling central planning while wooing
imperialist giants to set up joint enterprises and generating
a new class of petty capitalist entrepreneurs will necessarily produce unemployment and inflation, fueling the
interrial forces pushing toward the bloody restoration of
capitalism.

The National Question in the USSR
Centralized planning has also been key to welding
togetIier the more than 100 nations and national groups
which make up the Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics.
The centralized allocation of economic resources has contributed greatly to substantially narrowing the once vast
gulf separating the Turkic-speaking peoples of Soviet
Central Asia-nomadic herdsmen only a few generations
ago-from the peoples of European Russia. A factory
worker in Bokhara and Tashkent receives a similar wage
scale and social services as his fellow workers in Moscow,
Leningrad and Kiev, Contrast this with Yugoslavia where
"market socialism" and enterprise self-management has
widened national' inequality and dangerously aggravated
natiohal antagonisms.
'.
The imperialists lust to exploit national feeling within
the Soviet Union as a battering ram for counterrevolution,
notably through the Zionist-orchestrated campaign to
"Free' Soviet Jewry" as well as through the CIA-Ied'''captive nations" rightists. When the Red Army intervened in
Afghanistan, the imperialists were salivating that Islamic
fanaticism would insinuate its way among the Muslim peoples of Soviet Central Asia. (In fact, many of the Soviet
troops in Afghanistan come from those areas and know
very well that the October Revolution liberated their homelands.from terrible backwardness,) Earlierthis year, Radio
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Free Europe promoted a nationalist provocation in Estonia-which managed to attract all of a few hundred people.
But until political revolution restores Leninist internationalism to the Kremlin, the nationalities qqestion will
remain a time bomb. Thus last December, thousands of
students staged a vi'olent protest in Alma Ata, Kazakhstan
after Gorbachev ousted Kazakh party leader Dinmukhamed Kunaev and replaced him with an ethnic Russian.
In his speech to the Central Committee last January, Gorbachev addressed the concern that the Soviet Union could

had such a catastrophic effect that large sections of the
Ukrainian and some other non-Russian peoples actually
welcomed the invading Nazis. By way of revenge, Stalin
then deported entire peoples from their territories. To
c,ounter the growth of right-wing nationalism fueled by
Stalin'S policies, Trotsky in 1939 raised the recognition
of the right of self-determination for a Soviet Ukraine.
For Marxists, the democratic right of natiorial selfdetermination, however justified, is' subordinate to the
class principle of defense of proletarian state power against
capitalist restoration.

Contradictions of Perestroika

,

"

,UPI

Tatars protest near Kremlin, 25 July 1987. Tatars were
brutally expelled from Crimea In 1944 after Stalin
falsely charged they were all Nazi collaborators.
110,000 perished on forced march to Central Asia.
be destroyed by an escalation of conflicting national
claims. In particular, his regime seems to be moving toward
some sort of resolution of the Jewish question, mooting a
two-pronged policy: to allow the emigration of those Jews
(many of them Zionists) who wish to leave; and at the same
time, to eliminate the "nationality" category on internal
passports, thereby facilitating the full assimilation as
Soviet citizens of the vast majority of SovietJews who have
no desire to become Israelis (or, more commonly, New
Yorkers).
The Bolshevik Revolution created the basis for the full
emancipation of all the nations of the former tsarist "prison
house of peoples." But Stalin, with his nationalistic perspective, adapted' to and revived Great Russian chauvinism. On the eve of World War II, as he was murdering the
cream of the Red Army officer corps, Stalin rehabilitated
the Russian Orthodox Church-a nest of anti-Semitism
before the Revolution-as an instrument for propagating
patriotism, When the war broke out, Stalin's policies had

When colleciive farm workers at a farm in Kazakhstan
recently took advantage of the new law for election of managers by voting out a petty tyrant, the ousted director began
a hunger strike at the regional Communist Party headquarters, He charged "crude violations of ... existing rules
of Nomenklatura," referring to the system whereby managerial posts are filled from lists of party cap proved officials
(Financial Times, 21 October).
'
But opposition to perestroika is not limited to fearfui
apparatchiks; working-class resistance is also being felt.
Moscow News (No. 38, 27 September) reported a bus drivers strike in Chekhov, about 40 miles outside of Moscow,
because of a change in the system of wage payment. This
was so unusual they didn't know what to call it, so the
article was headlined "Incident." The bureaucracy's
response was also noteworthy: within 90 minutes they got
high-ranking regional leaders down to the bus barns to cool
things out, and !he manager was hauled before the city
party committee and reprimanded. A month later there
was a report of a three-day strike at the Likino bus plant.
This time Moscow News (No. 42, 25 October) headlined
"An Emergency" and admitted to a work stoppage, Facing
speedup, piece rates, "Stakhanovite" wage differentials,
and the prospect of inflation and layoffs, some sections of
the Soviet workers are getting "involved" over perestroika
in a way that Gorbachev & Co. did not intend.
Already at the time of the "trade-union controversy" in
the winter of 1920-21, Lenin pointed out that Soviet Russia
"is a workers' state with bureaucratic distortions" ("The
Party Crisis," January 1921, Collected Works, Vol. 32,
p.48 [Moscow, 1965]). Therefore, he said, the Communists must "use these workers' organisations to protect the
workers from their state, and to get them to protect our
state" ("The Trade Unions, the Present Situation and Trotsky's Mistakes" [December 1920], Collected Works, .YoL
32, p. 25 [Moscow, 1965]). After more than 60 years of Stalinist political domination of the Soviet Union, the fight for
, unions indepe'ndent of bureaucratic control, for factory
committees to institute workers control of production at
the base, is a cornerstone ,of the fight for soviet democracy,
and must be based on defense of socialized property.
To dampen working-class distrust of perestroika, the
Gorbachev regime is making a big to-do about'''democratization" at the enterprise level. Soviet Life (August 1987)
, highlighted the election of a' plant manager by a minibus
factory in Riga (Latvia) where the winning candidate w~s
favored by the administrative/technical staff and promised more efficiency rather than higher wages or better
housing.
But there is a built-in contradiction: what happens when
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workers vote against speedup, layoffs, and greater, wage
~differentiation? And if they can vote for plant managers,
pretty soon they will be demanding to vote.for. their high~r
ups as well. By offering Soviet workers the semblance of
democracy at the point of production, the Gorbachev
regime has opened the doc;>r to the demand for actual workers democracy-the reconstruction ,of real soviets (workers councils) and the re-enfranchisement of the working
p~op\e whose power .was usurped by the Stalinists.

Soviet Archives Belong'to the Soviet Peoples!
At the January 1987 Central Committee meeting where
Gorbachev first laid Qut his policies for perestroika, he
linkc;d them closely to glasnost. He noted that the causes of
"the p'eriod of stagnation" go "far back into the past and are
rooted' i.n that ,specific historical situation in which, by
virtue of well-known circumstances, ,vigorous debate and
creative ideas disappeared." Behind this euphemistic
reference to Stalin, a furious debate has been raging
over, questions 'of Soviet history. Unlike the '1956
"de-Stalinization" campaign, which soonset carefully prescribed limits, today Soviet liistorians, 'Writers, journalists
'and others are aggressively challenging taboo su bjects. AIready last winter, Moscow News (25 January) printed long
excerpts from Lenin's Testament, includi,ng ~he statement,
that Stalin' should be removed as general secretary"
'
Then in April the'prominent literary journal Navy Mir
(New World) published "The Brest Peace" by playwright
Mikhail Shatrov. In this work, which was scheduled to
open' at the Vakhtangov Theatre in Moscow on Novem''ber 7, Trotsky, Bu'kharin and Ziiioviev are presented more
or less historically accurately in the debates in the Bolshevik Central' Committee over signing the treaty of Brest.Litovsk that too.k Soviet Russia out of the imperialist
world war in 1918, (T <'> buttress the case against Trotsky as
an "ultraleftist," however, Lenin i~ ludicro'usly misrepresented" as the' father of "peaceful coexistence.") The
production ~f this play in Moscow explodes the fabrications of the Moscow Trials, as Lenin's comrades-in-arms,
vilified and slaughtered by Stalin, have 'ceased to be
. unon-persons."
.'
.
Among the Old 'Bplsheviks, Bukharin is, as the Paris
social-delT!ocratic Liberation pointed out, the "most easily
reintegrated." Bukharin's call on peasants to '.'enrich yourselves," is the 'message some market-oriented reformers_
want to ~end today,' to encourage the growth of a layer of
petty capitalists. His name is associated with the New
Economic Policy of the 1920s. Bukharin did not author
the' l'!EP, L~nin did-and Trotsky anticipated' Lenin in
proposing the "tax in kind," 're-establishing an economic
basis for the smychka, the alliance of the workers and peasants. But Bukharin turned this policy, necessary to recover
from the ruin of the Civil War and the extremes of War
Communism, int,o' a' program; opposing the necessary
collectivization of agrij:ulture imd illsisting \hat industrialization wopld have ,to ,proceed i1t" snail's pace. Trotsky
pointed 9ut that ,the Soviet Union did not have endless
time; if the urgent tasks of economi'c construction were not
addressed, the .Soviet Union would not be able to withsta'nd ,the eco~omic' and military' pressu'res of world
imperialism. '
'
,
'.
After being dumped as head of the Comintern and
ousted,
Bukharin submitted
to
. -from the Politburo
.. in 1929,
' . "
.
'

'

I

Stalln school of falsification: In original photo (top)
Trotsky stands on the steps; In later versions, Trotsky
,was disappeared. The late Isaac Deutscher said
writing Trotsky's biography was like dragging Trotsky
out "from under a mountain of dead dogs, a huge
load of calumny and obllvlon:"
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,
Stalin, was later named editor of Izvestia and even wrote
th~ Stalin constitution two years before his execution. Thus
at various points Bukharin served as the chief ideological
apologist for the Stalin regime.
As far as Trotsky is concerned, however, the debate in
Gorbachev's Russia is all over the map. In early July, Moscow News editor Yegor Yakovlev wrote a long article kicking off the series "Thus We Began" in Izvestia (12 July) on
'The First Government" of the Soviet republic. Among
those who were considered "heros and martyrs of the Revoli.aion," he lists "Foreign Affairs-L.D. Bronstein (Trotsky)." On 20 September another article in the same series,
by Izves.tia's chief political commentator Aleksandr Bovin"
quoted at length the powerful speech by Trotsky when he
walked out of the Brest peace negotiations:
, "We hope-said the People's Commissar of Foreign
Affairs-that shortly the exploited working masses of all
countries will take power into their hands like the working
people of Russia have. We are removing our armies and
our people from the war ....
"At the same time we declare that the conditions as submitted to us by the governments.ofGermany and AustriaHungary are opposed in principle to the interests of all
peoples."

Equally significant was the publication in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs daily bulletin Vestnik (Messenger) of a
photocopy of instructions by Foreign Minister Trotsky to
the Soviet envoy in Scandinavia. Along with exhortations
to use armistice negotiations as an instrument of revolution, the letter insists on the Bolshevik opposition to secret
diplomacy: "The openness [glasnost] of all negotiations is
for. us, of course, a question of principle" (Christian Science Monitor, 4 September).
" All this was evidently too much for the "conservatives,"
and by ihe end of the month they counterattacked. On
September 28, virulent anti-Trotskyist diatribes were published both in Sovetskaya Rossiya; the newspaper of the
Russian Republic, and the trade-union daily Trud.
Der Spiegel (27 July) reported on a meeting where
pandemonium broke out when Yuri Afanasyev, rector of
the Moscow State Historical Archives Institute, said he
was in favor of the publication of Trotsky's works. An old-

timer reportedly yelled out: "You have read Trotsky and
are sitting here in comfort. Do you know how many people were sent to Siberia for that?" While some information on Stalin's crimes has "trickled down" to the Soviet
people, the study of the real history of the Stalin years is
permitted only to a relative handful of apparatchiks, propagandists and academics with privileged access to the
official archives. Let the Soviet people know the truthopen the archives! Soviet publications now devote pages to
discussing and denouncing Trotsky and Trotskyism. Let.
the Soviet people judge for themselves-publish Trotsky'S
writings in Russia!

Defend the Soviet UnionFor Revolutionary Internationalism!
The third leg of Gorbachev's policy, in addition to
glasnost and perestroika, is pushing even more for
"detente" with U.S. imperialism. A summit meeting has
been announced for December 7 in Washington between
the Soviet leader and President Reagan, at which a treaty is
to be signed eliminating medium- and short-range nuclear
missiles. The U.S. administration has repeatedly refused to
place any limits on its scheme for space-based weapons to
regain nuclear first-strike capability against the Soviets.
After a couple of days of back-and-forth, the Kremlin
announced its acceptance of a summit without any American commitments.
Pentagon officials, mean'while, are selling the treaty on
the basis that it is Reagan's original "zero option," made in
1981 when NATO was "about to deploy the Pershing 2
missiles in West Germany, only eight minutes flying time
from Moscow. This plan was so advantageous to the West,
requiring that the Soviets give up many hundreds more
missiles than the U.S. would, it was designed to be-and
was-rejected by Moscow. Moreover, the U.S. plans to
offset the removal of Pershings by adding bombers and
other weapons. Once again, "arms control" in the mouth of
the Americans is a hoax serving to foster the development
of new weapons systems. The Soviet Union should build
and acquire whatever arms are necessary to de/end itself!
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~ Stalin's purge of

.5 officer corps on eve
of Nazi invasion led
to initial Red Army
collapse. But Soviet
peoples rallied
to defense of
USSR and fought
heroically to defeat
Third Reich. Woman
bomber pilot was
member of one of
Red Air Force's
three all-female
regiments.
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Soviet troops leaving
Afghanistan after
Kremlin announced
troop reductions.
New policy of
"reconciliation"
will encourage
murderous mullah
reactionaries.

The Kremlin bureaucracy is rightly frightened of the
prospect of nuclear war, a fear shared by the mass of the
Soviet peoples who saw their land devastated and millions
killed during the Civil War and again during World War II.
But many in the Soviet Union understand that appeasement of the nuclear nuts in the White House is not the road
to peace.
Only a very foolish person would take exception in principle to the USSR having to deal with the imperialists so
long as they exist and possess important sections of this
planet. But it is willful blindness-flowing from the conservative program of the Russian bureaucracy-to fail to
recognize that the American imperialists are vicious, irreconcilable opponents of every revolution that has overthrown capitalist exploitation. The U.S. military program
is aimed at breaking the will of the USSR. In this context
the present efforts by Gorbachev & Co. to conciliate
imperialism are doubly dangerous. The only road to peace
lies through successful working-class revolutions that will
narrow the imperialists' power base until they are finally
rendered impotent. As Lenin stated in his report of the CC
at the 8th Party Congress in March 1919: in the long run "it
is inconceivable for the Soviet Republic to exist alongside
of the imperialist states for any length of time. One or the

Spartaclst protest against 1981
opening of Polish Solidarno~c'
New York headquarters.
Russian signs from left: 600,000
Red Army Soldiers Fell to
Liberate Poland from German
Nazis; For Military Defense of
the Soviet Bloc Against
Imperialism I; Stalinism
,Undermines the Workers
States-For Trotskyist Parties
"
to Power!

other must triumph in the end" (Collected Works, Vol. 29,
p. 153 [Moscow, 1965]).
One 'thing the Democrats and the Reaganauts all agree
on is that "Afghanistan is the test" of Moscow's good will.
They Want to force the withdrawal of Soviet forces from
that strategically important country on the USSR's southern flank so that mullah-led reactionaries-who shoot
~own civilian 'airplanes with American Stinger missilescan carry through their jihad against every form of social
progre'ss. Last January, Afghan leader Najibullah called
for a government of "national reconciliation," Yet there
never can or will 'be "reconciliation" with these CIAfinand:d feudalists who vow "death to Communism" and
to all Communists,
The :battle lines between social progress and medieval
reaction have been drawn in blood in Afghanistan, noiably
over the status of women. A recent revealing article in the
London Independent (10 October) noted that the attempt
by the 'petty-bourgeois leftist regime in Kabul to stop the
selling of girl brides, liberate women from the veil (an allencorripassing head-to-toe shroud) and introduce female
literacy classes was "an important factor in fanning the
rural ~ebellion," Now, "in keeping with the new policy
of national reconciliation ... aggressive campaigning for
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firmly convinced that pushing revolutions from outside;
women's rights has been shelved." Yet the progress already
made cannot be undone without bloodshed. Particularly in
and doubly so bY,lJlilitary means, is futile and inadmissi.th~towns, the number of women in schools and wO'rkplaces ..~ , ble" (New York, riniei, 10 'Mart:h \986). "
',' ; .~( .
has dramatically increased; over half the students at Kabul
Contrary to those who today ,paint him' as a "pea.eeful
'University are women. If Gorbachev were .t'o sacrifice
coexistence"-nik, Lenin authored the plank of the March
, Afghanistan to placate Washington, the price would be a
1919 party program denouncing disarmament under'cap;
bloodbath of Afghan women at the hands of the rabid
italism as "the reactionary philistine illusion of 'pettyAfghan fundamentalists,
bourgeois democrats" and calling instead for "arming the
Afghanistan became the centerpiece of Democrat
proletariat and disarming ihe bourgeoisie" ("Preamble to
,Carter's anti-Soviet "human rights" campaign and the prethe Military Section of the Programme/, Collected Works;
text for the American boycott of the Moscow Olympics,
yo!. 29, p, 130 [MoscoW: 1965]), The Russian Communist
The i(lIernati6nal Spartacist 'tendency forthrightly pro-: 'Party (Bolsheviks) was formally committed to achieving
claimed "Hail Red Army in Afghanistan!" and called to
victory over capitalism "both in civil wars at home am! in
"Extend Socia'i Gains of the October Revolutionto Afgnan
international revolutionary wars," Today it can be no difPeoples!" This sentiment is shared by many in the Soviet
'fe'rent, as from Central America to Indochina and,AfghilOUnion', induding notably veterans of the Afghan war who
istan the imperialists are exporting counterrevolution
,are becoming increasingly assertive, An American librar~'
whose ,ultimate aim is '10 ,dismember the USSR and "toll
ian wrote to the New York Times (30 August) about ,hav~
back" ihe revolutionary gains of 1917:
'
ing seen a spirited demonstration in Leningrad by Afghan~,
'The futility of appeasing the relentless imperialist foes of
istan war veterans, who laid a wreath at a memoriai to'
the SOviet Union',was shown by ,the,c!i'sastrous ,results of
'those who died to defend ihe October Revciliaion during
,Stalin's faith in his pact with Hitler. The split b,etween Sta~
the Civil War; a'nd an unauthorized meeting of Afghan vets'
linism and Bolshevism is fundamental: the line was drawn
was reportedly held recently in Ashkabad in Soviet Cen;' ,; in blood, not only the bloo'd'o(the Old Bolsheviks shed by
tral Asia,
Stalin's terror inside the USSR, ,but also the blood of
In a recent article in Pravda reviewing readers' letters,On
aborted and betrayed proletari~n'struggles from China to
Afghanistan" one reader, the father of Sergeant YUi'i
Spain to Nicaragua or South .Africa tO,day, where, the felt
Shevchenko who died fighting in Afghanistan, voiced a
need of the oppressed masses for the, revolutionary transcommon complaint, asking that there be a recognition of
formation of society cries out for intransigent revolution:
his son's sacrifice on his gravestone: "Why can't it say that
ary leadership"
"
he died carrying out,his international duty. in Afghanistan?
Trotsky'S conclusion, written in .1'940, is valid today as
What are we ashamed ofT' (Pravda monthly English ediimperialism prepares a, nuclear Operation Barbarossa
tion, October 1987), What the Kremlin tops are ashamed of
against the homeland of the October Revolution: "Only'
is a'nything that smacks of "exporting revolution," which' . the w'orld' 'revolution can save the USSR for ,socialism:
Stalin forswore, ,In,his speech to the 27th CPSU Congress
But the world revolution carries wi,th itthe inescapable.
las't yea~"Gorbachev also denounced the, "Trotskyite:'. ,: blotting out of th'e Kremlin oligarchy," Return to,the road
hefesy of "revoluti'onary war,"adding: "Today, too, weare 'oj Lenin' a~dfrotsky! iii'
"
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Bulletin of the, Opposition
(Bolshevik-Leninist)
The complete Russian Bulletin of the Opposition is
a primary documentary record of the struggle of the
Bolshevik-Leninists during the period of Leon Trotsky's exile
from the Soviet Union in 1929 until August 1941. Addressing
the urgent programmatic issues for revolutionists facing
World War II-Hitler's rise to power, the Popular Front, the,
defense of the Soviet Union-the Bulletin, edited by Trotsky,
was the journal most heavily and directly influenced by
him during this period.
• A publisher's note in the first issue stated: "The immediate,
aim of this ,,'ublication is to serve the practical struggle in
the Soviet R!!public for the cause of Marx and Lenin." The
last number published an appeal "For the Defense of the
USSR."
Read the true history of the Trotskyist fight for Soviet
military defense, soviet democracy and international
proletarian revolution!
- - - - - - - - I n Russian - - - - - - - -

Volume I 1929-1930
Volume II 1931-1933
Above: Bullelln No. 52-53, October 1936
Headline: "The Moscow Trials-Trial of October"
Picture caption: "The Real Defendants"
Below right: Bulletin No. 64, March 1938
Memorial Issue for Leon Sedov

DlOnneTeHb

Volume III 1934-1937
Volume IV 1938-1941 ,

Published by Monad Press

Pr'lce: $180 (four-volume set, postpaid)
Order from: Spartacist
Box' 1377 GPO, New York. NY 10116, USA
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Where Is Gorbachev's
Russia Going?
,.

,

, TASS from Sovfoto

Kremlin leader Mikhail Gorbachev exhorts Soviet 011 worker's to work harder. Only workers' overthrow of
bu~eilucraJlc caste can revitalize Soviet ec~nomy. ,

.

'

lhe ,Russian Question,and Gorbachev
We are publishing below two sections, '.'The Russian
Question and Gorbachev" and "Deng's China and Political RevoJution," Jrom the document "Toward Revolutionary Conjuncture" written Jor the Eighth National
CofrJerence oj the Spartacist League/ U.S. A draJt oj the
first section, approved by the SL/ U.s. Political Bureau on
June 16, appeared in ~orkers Vanguard No., 432, 10 July
'1987. The 'document appears here as amended and adopted by the SL National ConJerence on 19 September.
~~'!'

'

The paralysis of the Reagan regime parallels and to some
degree interacts with the emergence of a new, more compe,tent and reform-minded leadership in the Soviet' Union. In
the media and American bourgeois political circles the contrast is made between the lazy, ineffectual and dull-witted
Reagan and the energetic, able and highly intelligent
Gorbachev, More substantively, significant sections of the
American bourgeoisie and its allies believe Reagan incomp~tent to negotiate advantageously with Gorbachev, \\lho
·ap·pears decidedly more willing than his predecessors in the

Kremlin to make major concessions to imperialism for the
sake of "peaceful coexistence."
Under the watchwords glasnost (openness) and perestroika '(restructuring), the two-year-old Gorbachev regime has' effected dramat·ic changes· in the SovietU nion.
From the White House basement'to'cafeteria's in Moscow
factories, people are asking: what does it all mean, where is
Russ'ia going?
'
Schematically, the current developments in the Soviet
Union can be broken down into three major components,
which Gorbachev and his supporters regard as integrally
linked. One, there is a genuine liberalization, of political
and intelIectual life marked by an outpouring of criticism
and dissent within both the bureaucracy and intelligentsia;
the relaxation of censorship and publication' of longsuppressed works; the freeing of some political prisoners
(there weren't many); renewed attacks on the historic
crimes of Stalin; and a purge of the bureaucracy, including
at the highest levels, for corruption and other violations of
legality. Two, there is a strenuous effort to accelerate economic growth by increasing the rate of investment and by
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strengthening labor discipline through anti-alcoholism/
a'nt'i~absenteeism campaigns as well as widening wage and
income differentials, Three, Gorbachev has expressed a
strong desire to improve relations with Western (and
Japanese) imperialism, indicating a willingness to make
greater concessions than his predecessors in the Kremlin,
especially to secure arms control.
The Gorbachev regime is not an aberrant development,in
the Soviet Union, Rather it is a response to the mounting
objective pressures upon the Soviet bureaucracy since the
mid-1970s, centrally matching the massive military buildup
of US imperialism, during, a ,period of deceleroting
economic growth. Additiqnally, the Gorbachev regime
reflects'the recrudescence of a Soviet intelligentsia both
o'yerlapping' but also to some degree alienated from the
bureaucracy.,
",' Gorhachev, like A:ndropov before him, has sharply condemnep ,the stultifying complacency and fatuous selfc~ngrat.ulati~n as well as the rampant corruption and
nepotism. of the last Brezhnev years:These attitudes in part
re'f1e~ted the genuine accomplishments of the first decade
Of the Brezhnev era: Between 1965. and 1975 the Soviet
Union sim'ultaneously achieved a rough strategic nuclear
pariiy with the US, which was bogged down by the Vietnam War, and incre,ased the living standards of its citizens
by around 50 percent. Additionally, the Kremlin was able
to massiv.ely subsidize. East Europe, Cuba and various
ThirdI World 'client states,
>

'

Behind the Economic Slowdown
, Beginning in the mid-1970s things began to go badly for
the Soviel bureaucracy. U $, imperialism partly recovered
: from the effects of the Vietmim War and began a major mil'itary buildup aimed at restoring nuclear first-strike
capability. At the same time, the Soviet Union was experiencing a sharp decline in economic growth, The period
1977"1982 marked the worst economic performance in the
post-World War II history of the USSR,
Historically, the growth of Soviet 'industrial development "has been what Western bourgeois economists call
extensive growth, constructing new factories and increasing the labor force to match. During the 1970s, 80 percent
of Soviet industrial investment went into new construction
compared to only 50 percent in the U,S, By the early 1970s
the Soviet Union (except for the Central Asian republics)
began to experience a serious labor shortage. Drawing
workers from the countryside into the industrial workforce only further weakened agriculture,the weak link' of
the economy,
For the past decade and a half, switching to intensive
economic growth, through retooling and modernizing the
existing industrial plant, has been a standard theme in
official Soviet economic pronouncements, However, this
confronts a fundamental obstacle in the microeconomic
effects oj bureaucratic parasitism. Managers routinely
hoard labor .and waste raw materials, sacrifice quality to
meet the quantitative plan targets, understate actual capacity and resist innovation and risk-taking. No less a
debilitating effect of bureaucratic rule is the workers' slack
attitude toward labor discipline, captured in the joke common throughout the, Soviet bloc: we pretend to work and
they preten? to pay us.

At a time when resources were needed to inoderiilze the
aging. Soviet industrial plant, the Kremlin leadership
sharply cut back the rate of investment to match the rapid
U.S. military buildup under Carter and Reagan. the
planned growth of investment fell from 7 percent a year in
the early '70s to 2 percent a year in the first half.ofthe 1980s.
However, the Soviet Union clearly could not continue to
maintain its military strength at the cost of economic
stagnation,
From the stand point of the Soviet bureaucracy, there are
only three alternatives. One is to sharply cut back living
standards to create an additional surplus for both investment and military spending, No element of the bureaucra.cy ha~ to date advocated or apparently contemplated s.ucr
a policy, Two is to reduce military spending. There appears
to be a consensus within'the Soviet leadership that a major
reduction depends upon ~'arms control"· agreements with
the West. Hence, the Kremlin, 'especially under Gorbachev, . makes this its primary aim in dealing with
Washington and the other NATO capitals. The third alternative is to increase labor productivity by 'one means or
another.
Andropov, during his short period ,of leadership,
attempted, this not through structural changes in" the
economy but through purging especially corrupt and
incompetent managers and officials and by countering slack work discipline through anti-alcoholism/antiabsenteeism campaigns. Such policies have been crc:;dited
for the moderate improvement in Soviet economic growth

"·Toward Revolutionary
Conjuncture"
"
Main document draft for the
Eighth National Conference of. the
Spartacist League/U.S .. June 1987
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current situation
in the U.S. and
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over the last few years, but the economic effects of such
campaigns are inherently limited and short-term.
The anti-alcoholism campaign expresses more than
simply economic calculation on the part of the Kremlin
leadership. There is a genuine concern about the moral
debilitation, of Soviet society. Within the Communist
Party, including its higher ranks, there are asceti'c Communists (Andropov and Mikhail Suslov were notable) who
willfully do not drink or collect fancy foreign cars like
Brezhnev did. Suth attitudes are shared and appreciated by
a wide spectrum of the intelligentsia.

Resurgence of the Intelligentsia
:. Gorbachev's new course is more than a conjunctural
response by the Soviet leadership to increasing pressure
from imperialist militarism amid mounting economic difficulties. It also reflects the changing social environmeni in
which the bureaucracy itself exists. After the Bolshevik
, Revolution, Stalin's purges and the H it Ie rite invasion,
there has re-emerged in Russia a substantial intelligentsia
with considerable social weight. The technical intelligentsia
wants to· modernize the country even if this entails driving
the workers harder and making the concessions necessary
to secure economic cooperation with Western capitalism.
The intelligentsia resents the phili'stinism of the typical
.'party boss and is repelled by the drabness of official culture. They are, embarrassed and also perhaps enviou,s that
leading artistic figures (e.g., Brodsky, Baryshnikov,
Rostropovich) emigrated to the West. Gorbachev has set
out 'to overco'me the alienation by the apparatchiks of
the intelligentsia, including among elements of the "dissidents" and emigres.
While there is presently .no known tendency within the
Soviet intelligentsia which aspires to revolutionary Marxism, the present intellectual ferment and openness could
lead elements of the intelligentsia back to authentic Bolshevism. In this respect the most positive aspect of glasnost
for us is the critical re-examination of Soviet history,

O.S.

Imperialists' first-strike
missiles target Soviet
workers state while
Gorbachev and Reagan
shake hands In Reykjavik.
Gorbachev's pipe dream:
peace with Imperialism.

"There should be no forgotten names or blanks either in
history or in literature," Gorbachev stated last February.
There has been a spate of new and previously suppressed
bOOKS and films about the crimes and failures of Stalin.
Even more significant is the renewed attention to the old
Bolshevik leaders killed by Stalin. A play about the treaty
of Brest-Litovsk scheduled to open in Moscow, presenting
Trotsky and Bukharin as historical figures-i.e., as leaders
of the Communist Party-constitutes clear repudiation of
the Moscow.Trials' shameful fabrications. Lenin's Testament has been publicized for the first time (although it has
long been available in the Collected Works). The new edition of the Soviet encyclopedia The Great October Socialist Revolution to be published next fall will include for the
first time such figures as Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev and
Radek.
' ,
Gorbachev and his supporters have denounced'Trotskyism not as a disguised form of counterrevolutionbut as
ultraleftism. Thus intellectuals who consider themselves to
the left of Gorbachev, especially on international questions, may well be drawn to Trotskyism as they are given to
understand it.

Potential for Worker Resistance .
While Gorbachev's 'course has been gene'rally and
warmly welcomed by the Soviet intelligentsia, the working
class has been far from enthusiastic if not outright
distrustful. And for good reason. Before Gorbachev took
power in the Kremlin in 1984, there was much speculation
in the West that he would introduce sweeping marketoriented reforms along the line of Kadar's Hungary and
Deng's China. Gorbachev himself has spoken of the need
for "radical" and even "revolutionary" changes in the
economy. However, to date the economic changes have
been quite modest, far less significant than those introduced by Brezhnev / Kosygin after they ousted Khrushchev
in the mid-'60s. The main economic changes thus far have
been making legal and therefore taxable individual and
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Soviet soldiers
holst red fl~g from
Relchstag, Berlin,
May Day 1945.
, Red Army
liberated Europe
from nightmare of
Nazi occupation.

family entrepreneurship (e.g., handymen, taxi drivers);
granting the 20 industrial ministries and over 70 industrial
associations and large enterprises the right to conduct foreign trade; and most recently widening income differentials
between workers and technical' intellectuals, and reintroducing piece rates, .only now based upon quality,
While modest in scope, the direction of these economic
changes is toward greater dependence upon market competitio·n. Within the framework of Stalinism there is an
inherent tendency toward economic decentralization as an
alternative to workers democracy. Since managers and
workers are not subject to the discipline of soviet democ-,
racy, a section of the bureaucracy sees subjecting the'
economic actors to the discipline of the market as the only
answer to the Soviet Union's serious economic problems.
A leading'Soviet manpower expert, Vladimir Kostakov,
maintains thaUayoffs of redundant workers are necessary
to improve labor productivity. The Gorbachev regime itself
identifies more rapid economic growth with increasing
inequality. A recent television program presented an imagined debate between a young Gorbachev reformer and an
older, conservative apparatchik. The .latter argued that
things aren't that bad and then said, in any event, "People
would prefer 'to live equally in poverty, rather than
unequally in wealth," Many workers are bound to ask, why
can't we have both wealth and equality as is promised us by
our country's official socialist doctrine?
Gorbachev's perestroika', not only goes ;igairist the
immediate material' interests of most workers but also
affronts their deep reservoir of collective feeling, At the
same time, the regime's call for glasnost permits a degree
of organized dissent against official policies. Thus last
December workers at the Kamaz truck plant east of Moscow protested against cuts in production' bonuses, arguing
that they were being penalized for the faults of manage-

menL The present situation in the Soviet Li riion is probably more favorable for the emergence of an independe//1
work'ers movement than at any time since th~ 1920s,
Prague Spring 1968, Moscow Spring 1987
In" its internal dynamics the present 'situation in'the
Soviet Union bears a resemblance to the 191)8 Prague
Spring. (Perhaps it is more than a: bi,ographical accident
that Gorbachev's roommate at Moscow University iii the
early 1950s was a young Czech Cominunisi, Zdenek
M lynar, wh'o later became one of the 1e'ading architects of
the Prague Spring.) After a period of economic stagnation:: there was a linkage between a section of the
Czechoslovak intelligentsia and a modernizing section of
the bureaucracy against the old-time Stalinist apparatchiks~ secret policemen and trade-union functionaries,
There were proposals to close uneconomic plants and to
make labor more plastic.
Initial/y, the Czech workers, through their bureaucratizedl trade unions, opposed the Dubcekite reformers since
they 'did not want labor to be plasticized. They were satisfied drawing down a not very good wage while doing nothing, But then the issue of soviet democracy came into play,
and sections of the workers began to realize that the ,parasites who were sitting on top of their "trade'unions"cDuld
be dumped, that maybe they'c.o~ld get something furidamentally better than the sfatusquo. Ther~ was,a historical
moment-not very long-in which the, censorship, ;secret
police and the rest of the Stalinist ~ruling apparatus was
embarrassed and paralyzed. 'It w'as fear of an incipient proletarian poiitical revolution which caused the Soviet-bloc
'armies to invade Czechoslovakia and put a stop to the
Prague Spring:
'
Compared to Czechoslovakia in 1968 the ,divisions
within the Soviet Stalinist bureaucracy today are far less
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sharp and the popular response far more passive. Thus tht;
present'liberalization could well gradually give way to a
conservative restoration', as happeried with Khrushchev's
'''thaw'' in the mid-1950s. But there is also in the dynamic of
the sit~aiion the potential for a Soviet version of the
Prague Spring. The 'Soviet army has in the past been
effective in suppressi'ng working-class unrest (Hungary
1956, Czechoslovakia 1968). However, in the face of an
incipient proletarian political revolution within Russia, the
army will very likely split with some units (both ranks and
officers) going over to the soviets, other units supporting
elements of the existing Kremlin regime. It would look perhaps more like a civil war, with the armed forces already in
place, than a revolution. (A variant of this was sketched in

Craig Thomas' novel The Snow Fa/con.)
The Red.Army, despite the Stalinist degeneration of the
Soviet Union, still sees itself as the defender of the social
gains of the October Revolution. Even on the foreign terrain of 1-1 ungary and Czechoslovakia, once the Soviet
troops realized they were not facing fascist counterrevolution, there were significant instances of fraternization with
the local populace. Bill Lomax in Hungary /956 describes
how:
"Despite the bitter lighting there were also numerous
scenes where Russian tanks were to tie found surrounded
by unarmed crowds. with young students passionately
arguing with the soldiers in Russian. More than one Russi"n was to declare to such a crowd that he had been told
t hat counterrevolutionaries and fascist bandits were on the
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rampage in Budapest, but that he could now see ihis
was false, and he would not shoot upon the Hungarian
people." (p. 120)

Similar instances occurred in Czechoslovakia in 1968.
The eagerness of the Gorbachev regime to make major
concessions to the Russia-hating, war-crazed Reagan
regime in pursuit of i)lusory hopes for detente cannot help
but generate deep misgivings among wide layers of Soviet
officers. The more historical-minded among them will
recall Stalin's sabotage of the defense of the Soviet Union
on the eve of World War II including his bloody purge of
Tukhachevsky and the cream of the Red Army officer
corps. At the base, Soviet veterans returning from Afghanistan largely see themselves as internationalists who did
their proletarian duty-and are evidently deeply disgruntled with the policies of the bureaucracy.
As Trotsky noted in "The Class Nature of the Soviet·
State" (I October 1933):
"A real civil war could develop not between the Stalinist
bureaucracy and the resurgent proletariat but between the
proletariat and the active forces of thc counterrevolution.
In the event of an open clash between the two mass camps,
there cannot. even be talk of the bureaucracy playing an
independent role. Its polar nanks would be nung to the
different sides of the barricade."

The 1956 Hungarian Revolution was a powerful confirmation of Trotsky's analysis and a deep refutation of
new-c1ass/state-capitalist theories of Stalinism. The bureaucratic apparatus in Hungary shattered, with the vast
majority going over to the side of the insurgent workers.
In the Soviet Union today the glasnost liberalization. of
political and intellectual life has already given rise to intensified centrifugal tendencies in and around the bureaucracy, most notably the sinister fas'cist organization Pamyat,
and in response the recent Moscow conference leading to
the founding of the Federation of Socialist Clubs. Largely,

albeif unconsciously, Merishevist in political outlook, the
Federation encompasses a spectrum ranging from ecologists to the Che Guevara Club.
Key to the situation is the large and cultured Soviet pro.
letari(lt. As noted, the effect of perestroika is bound to produce resistance, not only from advanced workers but also
from.the more backward. The prevailing conditions of
glasnqst make resistance all the more likely. Working-class
unrest (e.g., strikes, protests) can disrupt and polarize the
bureaucracy, creating the potential for organs of dual
power. This essentially is what happened in Czechoslovakia in '1968 before developments were cut short by Sovietbloc military intervention.
Sirrt'ilarly, there can develop in Russia an incipient pro~
letarian political revolution before the mass of workers
consciously challenge the ideology of "socialism in one
country." However, the perceived remoteness of socialist
revolution in West Europe and especially the U.S. remains
a major barrier to such a development. Soviet workers
today rightly despise an.d reject the pro-imperialist
dissidents of the Solzhenitsyn/Shcharansky stripe. The
currerit situation demands the advanced workers follow the
necessary course of judiciously opposing the excesses of the
bureaucracy while explaining to the Soviet masses the principled means by which the original goals of October can be
recreated.

For

~.oviet

Victory in Afghanistan!

Th~' fundamental difference between what is now happening in Russia and the Prague Spring is that the Soviet
Union"is not Czechoslovakia. Gorbachev's policies are very
much 'directed at improving relations with Western imperialism. For .the Kremlin tops are genuinely frightened of
nucle<l;r war and in this they reflect the mass sentiment of
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the Soviet people: a deep-seated, desperate desire for peace.
Howeve.r, the nationalistic and parasitic bureaucracy
translates the justified fear of war into a detentist outlook
that is groveling, absurd and' self-defeating.
Gorbachev has ind.icated he is prepared to go further to
secure "peacef\ll coexistence" than his predecessors in the'
K,remlin. Addressing the international celebri~ies who
assembled for the Moscow "no nuke" conference last February,. he declared:

While Shakhnazarov's is an extreme expression of the
Gorbachev line, the perception among the imperialist
bourgeoisie, including sections of its far right wing, is that
the current Kremlin regi~e is softer, more capitulatory on
international questions than its predecessors. Thus Arthur
Hartman, who recently completed a five-year stintas Reagan's ambassador to Moscow, believes:

. "Before my people, before you and before the whole world,
'1 state with·full responsibility that our international policy
is more than ever determined by domestic policy, by our
interest iii. concentrating on constructive endeavors to
improve.,our country."

"The Soviet leadership is preoccupied with their domestic
situation. Our relationship is colored highly by the Soviet
reactions to what they really have to do internally. And I
think basically what they would like to have now is a
period of calm. And therefore, there could well be opportunities for serious negotiations in a variety of fields."
-Nell' York Times, 29 March 1987

Georgi Shakhnazarov, a· senior official in the CPS U's
Socialist Countries Department, has stated that "political
ends do not exist which would justify the use of means
liable to lead .to nuClear war." The implication of this position is that the Soviet Union should not seriously confront
~r challenge U.S. imperialism anywhere on any. issue.

Above all, Washington' aims to pressure the Kremlin to
capitulate in those armed conflicts it considers proxy wars
with Russia: Afghanistan, Vietnam/Cambodia, Angola
and Nicaragua. For U.S. imperialism, the withdrawal of
Soviet troops from Afghanistan, on the southern border of
the USSR, is a key test of Gorbachev's "sincerity."

What have Stalin's
heirs wrought?
Russian fascists of
Pamyat ("Memory")
demonstrate on
Moscow's Karl Marx
Prospekt In May 1987.
Neo-Black Hundreds
are mortal threat to.
multinational Soviet
working class and
gains of October.
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Soviet forces land at Kabul airport, December 1979.. U.S. Imperialists
launched new anti-Soviet. war drive. Spartaclsts hailed Red Ar!1lY
Intervention against feudal counterrevolution.
Foi his part, Gorbachev has called Afghanistan "a bleeding wound" and stated: "We should like, in the nearest
future, to withdraw the Soviet troops .. :." In this same
speech, given' at the 27th Congress of the CPSU in
February 1986, he denounced "revolutionary war" as
"Trotskyite" and "Left Communist" heresy. These remarks
were presumably direcied at those elements in the Soviet
bureaucracy less ready to abandon Afgh!lnistan and perhaps also more supportive of the Vietnamese in Cambodia
and the Cuban forces in Angola.
The main obstacle to the Gorbachev regime extricating
itself from Afghanistan is finding an acceptable, facesaving compromise. The nature of Afghan society and the
savage civil war it generated precludes establishing a stable,
"nonaligned" regime in Kabul which would honor agreements with Moscow. It is impossible to envision the Finlandization or Austrianization of Afghanistan.
From the standpoint of the protection of the Soviet
Union, Afghanistan must be won. It is an organic compo-
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nent 9f the already assimilated Soviet Central Asia. This is
why the bureaucracy has found itself, against its will, so
deeply involved and' so unable to extricate. We must
demaI;ld, in consonance with all Soviet peoples, that this
nettle be firmly grasped. To promise war here for a generation is to conclude that war in,a few years. To temporize is
to protract it and leave endless opportunities for imperialist provocation. It is also important, as Soviet victory is
seen to become inevitable, that effective means be used to
facilitate the return and integration of the millions of
Afghans who were directed by,.their mullah leaders into the
patheiic, murderous, backward emigration to Pakistan.
Victory in Afghanistan!

Defend the USSR Through
Proletarian Revolutions Internationally
, More generally, Gorbachev's apparently greater will~
to make concessions to imperialism has not yet
been (ested, for the imperialist bourgeoisie has yet to offer'
ingne~s
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anything of value to the Kremlin in return. However, we
mus't warn of the possibility' of new deals, even if their concrete nature cannot now be predicted, between Washington
and Moscow at the expense of revolutionary and national
liberation struggles around the world.
From our standpoint, the Gorbachev regime in the
Soviet Union represents a highly contradictory development. Internally, ·the combination of glasnost and
perestroika produces a more favorable condition for the
emergence of left-wing currents among the intelligentsia
and of an independent workers movement. Externally,
there seems a greater likelihood for abandoning support to
revolutionary and national liberation struggles in the Third
World and reducing economic aid to Vietnam, Cuba and
Nicaragua, thereby strengthening and emboldening imperialism and weakening the defense of the USSR. One
should however keep in mind that the Kremlin tops could
pursue an aggressive detente line, as Brezhnev did in the
early 1970s, withoUlan infernal liberalization which can
open the road to proletarian political revolution.
The future of the Gorbachev regime is organically linked
to developments in the imperialist. West, centrally the
United States. The Reagan administrations, as well as that
of Carter, were and are a response of the American bourgeoisie to its loss of imperialist hegemony growing out of
the defeat in Vietnam. Central to this response has been a
massive arms buildup designed above all to give U.S. imperialism capacity for an effective thermonuclear first strike
against the USSR. This has been accompanied by a virulent anti-Soviet propaganda campaign, as well as an aggressive policy of military pfovocation aimed at the Soviet
Union:
During this. period the SL/U.S. has indeed faced the
Russian question "pointblank." Our principled unconditional military defense of the Soviet Union against imperialism, from Afghanistan to Central America to opposition
to the capitalist-restorationist Polish Solidarnosi:, has
given us a very high profile indeed in this period of disgraceful capitulation by the fake-left to the bourgeoisie's
rampant anti-Sovietism. After Reagan & Co. sent over 200
helpless' airline passengers to their deaths aboard the
Korean Air Lines 007 U.S. spy provocation, the·SL/U.S.
and international Spartacist tendency waged a virtual campaign of propaganda documenting the U.S. government's

Lo Bolchilvik

Spartacist League/U,S. protested rabidly anti-Soviet
television soap opera Amerlka, 15 Febru'ary 1987 In
New York.
lies and incidentally underlining the flinch of the CPUSA.
Our forthright Soviet-defensist propaganda on Afghanistan,' Poland, Vietnam, KAL 007, "detente," etc. has
brought our small French section to the attention of a layer
of advanced workers as "the Trotskyists who defend the
Soviet Union."
American imperialism's military program aims to breaI(
the will of the USSR, extracting counterrevolutionary concessions fr(lm the Soviet bureaucracy. However, this program has now brought the U.S. and indeed imperialis'm
internationally to the brink of a major crisis. The pres'ent
conciliatory tack of Gorbachev & Co. is thus doubly stupid and dangerous-both the best evidence that Gorba:~
chev represents simply another. variation of Stalinism,
historically anti-revolutionary and committed above
all to "socialism in one country," a'nd also an imperative
argument for a Soviet section of a reforged Fourth
International to lead a proletarian political revolution to
defend the gains of October and pursue a course of revolutionary proletarian internationalism.
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D.eng's China'and Politic'al Revolution
;' ~ •• !

'1

. ;;in;our 1969 conference document, "Development and
Manchukuos [Japanese puppet state in Manchuria,
Tactj.cs of the Spartacist League," we stated !against the
1932-45] as part of a resurrected Greater East Asia CoProsperity Sphere. In the "new economic zones" imperialthen .prevailing wisdom of both bourgeois pUl]dits and the.
fake-left: " ... we mlist warn against the growing objective
ist penetration is accompanied by increasing inequality and
possibility-given the tremendous industrial and military
economic polarization, underlining the fact that submitcapacity of the Soviet Unio"n-of a U.S. deal with China.".
.ting the economy to the "discipline" of market forcesUnfortunately this prediction was borne out: Mao and . instead of the discipline of soviet democracy-sharply
Nixpn' consummated their alliance in 1972; as the U.S ... increases the danger of capitalist restoration. Powerful
rained.bombs on Vietnam. 'Under the disastrous nationalforces for capitalist restoration arise as well from the upper
ist leadership of its Stalinist bureaucracy, post~Mao China
strata,of the huge, backward peasantry, which continues to
continues the "Great Helmsman's" anti-Soviet alliance
be an, enormous weight on the economy after decades of
with U.S. imperialism. In the service of this alliance; the'
burea\lcratic zigzags from Mao's "Great Leap Forward" to
the p~ograms of Deng.
. .
Chin~sedeformed workers state has supported NATO and
aided the Afghan, Angolan and Nicaraguan contras, while
Inthe "new economic zones," the Stalinist's have set up a
maintaining consianf military pressure on heroic Vietsituation where tens of ~housands of young workers lack
nam. The logic of this allian~e is suicidal for China, which
even trade-union protection and have been stripped of the
would quickly b'e cruslied if .the imperialists were to suc"iron iice bowl" of secure employment. Deeply resentful of
ceed in destroying the US~R. Despite recent tentative
bureaucratic privilege and imperialist profiteering, these
workers could radicalize rapidly. Meanwhile' the recent
m'oves toward Sinp-Soviet rapprochement, the reactionary program of "soCialism in one couniry" continues to
confused student protests witnessed both the singing of the
set China against Russia, to the benefit of imperialism.
Internationale and, reflecting the evidently widespread illuAs we have emphasized for two decades: Communist
sions in Western-style "democracy," the waving of picunity against imperialism requires proletarian political
tures of the Statue of Liberty. Winning over key sections of
revolution in Moscow and Peking. This is not only
the' working cjass, and. those elements of the intelligentsia
an urgent requirement of military defense but the .rathat seek to be iriternationalist communists against those
tional alternative to the autarkic
economic '
blind
alley
who ~ant to be imperialist stooges, reborn Chinese Trot/
.
pushed by the bureaucrats in both the Kremlin. and the
skyisf"\! must lead the political revolution so desperately
Forbidden City. Combined with socialist revolution
necessary to defend the most basic achievements of the
in Japan-Asia's powerhouse-it will make possible the
Chinese Revolution. This is the revolutionary alternative
natural economic partnership of China with the USSR
to the Mao/ Deng course of anti-Sovietism and nationaland Japan.
ism, which ultimately threaten China with disaster, bloody.
Deng's'''reform'' program combines the most dangerous
counterrevolution and a new colonization subjugating the
"market socialism" with wildly changing Maoist/Stalinist
country to the yoke of imperialism. Events in China-and
"rectification" campaigns (a sort of anti-glasnost), as well
Korea;-underscore the great responsibilities and tasks that
as the usual odious cultural puritanism. With one-fourth
revolutionists in Japan must carry out, inspired by the
the world's popUlation, and given Deng's moves to parheroic ,example of Ozaki [Hotsumi, Japanese assistant to
tially reopen the old "open door to China" for imperialist
heroic' Soviet spy Richard Sorge], following the internacapit!,\l, the country promises to be increasingly an arena
tionalist traditions of [Comintern leader Sen] Katayama,
for interimperialist rivalry-especially betl;\'een the deand helping finally to fulfill the Leninist aspirations of early
clining U.S. and a resurgent Japan, which yearns for new
Chine~e communists as well. •
.

RI9ht~:~~~~~~~~

Left: February 1979 New York Spartaclst demonstration agalnsr9hlna;s Invasion of Vietnam.
1983, Spartaclst protests UN seat for genocidal Pol Pot, demands seat for real Kampuchean government.-
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From the Transitional Program

"The USSR and Problems of
··the Transitional. Epoch"
Spartacist reprints below a section-"The USSR and
Problems of the Transitional Epoch"-from the founding
program of the Fourth International, The Death Agony of
Capitalism and the Tasks of the Fourth International,
more popularly known as the Transitional Program. We
have used the 1946 American Pioneer Publishers edition,
with the exception of the two sentences in brackets which
have'been translated by Spartacist from the Russian draft
text and which have never, to our knowledge, appeared in
any English-language edition.
The fact that minor differences exist among the various
French, Russian and English editions of the Transitional
Program is not surprising given the conditions under which
it was multiply translated, circulated, discussed, adopted
and published. The September 1938 Founding Conference
of the Fourth International was held in Europe in the midst
of the "M unich crisis" and under the shadow of the
approaching world war. In the year before the Conference
the, assassins of the Stalinist G PU escalated their murder-'
ous assault on the TrQtskyist movement. Erwin Wolf, Trotsky's former secretary and a member of the International
Secretariat (IS), was murdered in Spain in August 1937.
Leon Sedov, Trotsky's son and a leading figure in the IS,
was killed in Paris in February of 1938. Rudolf Klement,
Secretary of the Bureau of the Fourth International and
responsible for Conference preparations, was murdered in
July 1938.
The codification of program for a revolutionary Marxist party at any given time is no easy task. It involves combining the mastery of Marxist theory and the history ofthe
workers movement on the one hand, with significant living
practice in seeking to lead the proletarian class struggle on
the other. The Transitional Program was an attempt, at a
particular conjuncture of capitalist economic crisis and
impending war, to link the felt but partial struggles of the
,masses against exploitation and oppression to the struggle
for communism internationally. Thus the Transitional
Program, though expressing a peak of Marxist knowledge
and. determination, was more narrowly intended' than the
Communist Manifesto or the 1891 Erfurt program of the
German Social Democratic Party, and stands as a codificationunder later circumstances of a component of the truly
grea'i material of the first four Congresses of the Third,
Communist International.
The Fourth International in Trotsky's time never went
beyond a modest propaganda existence whereas the Communist International was the product of the great October
Reyolution and of the world revolutionary wave which follo~ed it. And even the work of the first four Comintern
Co,ngre'sses requires at points critical review (e.g., certain
confusions over the colonial question at the Second Congress and much schematic treatment afforded the workers

..

.

and peasants government question at the Fourth Congress
by Zinoviev, among others).
Real Marxists seek to grasp the past neither to reject nor
to mindlessly accept it, but to use it as a point of departure
for the future. Most currents which falsely claim the mantle of Trotskyism today, including especially those led by
Ernest Mandel and Pierre Lambert, occasionally pay lip
service to "Leon Trotsky's Transitional Program of 1938"
the better to mask their abandonment of a revolutionary
perspective. For the international Spartacist tendency the
Transitional Program lives. When the Fourth International was founded it stood as a beacon to proletarian revolutionists around the world. The international Spartacist
tendency fights today to reforge that Fourth International.
The Soviet Union emerged from the October Revolution as a workers' state. State ownership of the means of
production, a necessary prerequisite to socialist development, opened up the possibility of rapid growth of the
productive forces. But the apparatus of the workers' state
underwent a complete degeneration at the same time:"ifwas
transformed from a weapon .of the working class into a'
weapon of bureaucratic violence against the working class
and more and more a weapon for the sabotage ofthecountry's economy. The bureaucratization of a backward and
isolated workers' state and the transformation of the
bureaucracy into an all-powerful privileged caste .constitute the most convincing refutation":"'noi only theoretically but this time practically-of the theory of socialism
in one country.
The USSR thus embodies terrific contradictions. But it
still remains a degenerated workers' state. Such is the social
diagnosis. The political prognosis has an alternative char~
acter: either the bureaucracy, becoming ever more the
, organ of the world bourgeoisie in the workers' state, will
overthrow the new forms of property and plunge the country. back to capitalism; or the working class will crush the
bureaucracy and open the way to socialism.
To the sections of the Fourth International, the Moscow Trials came not as a surprise and not as a result of the
personal madness of the Kremlin dictator, but as the legitimate offspring of the Thermidor. They grew out of the
unbearable conflicts within the Soviet bureaucracy itself,
which in turn mirror the contradictions between the
bureaucracy and the people, as well as the deepening antagonisms among the "people" themselves. The bloody "fantastic" nature of the trials gives the measure of the intensity
of the contradictions and by the same token predicts the
approach of the denouement.
The public utterances of former foreign representatives
continued on page 32
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M3 .-,~(n~p~~.O.qH~M flP_~rpaMMbl»
,

:!.nOnOHieH·M~ CCCP.
M3aAa~M.1 nep;~XOAHOM 3nOXM
'."

.Spartacist. (.CnapTaKOBel\») npHBOIIHT HH>Ke TeKCT
OIlHOn . H3 '1acTen OCHOB(mOnaralOl.Qen npOrpaMMbl
qeTBepTOrO HHTepHal\HOHana - ' • AroHHfI KanHTanH3Ma H
3alla'lH qeTBepTOrO HHTepHal\HOHana., 60nee WHPOKO
H3BeCTHon nOli Ha3BaHHeM .llepexOIlHon nporpaMMbI". Mbl
nepeH311aeM '1aCTb 3Ton nporpaMMbl, 03arnaBneHHon'
.llonO>KeHHe ,CCCP H 3alla'lH ne'peXOIlHon 3nOXH»'- 3TO,T
npellBapHTenbHbln PYCCKHn 'TeKc'T B3fIT HaMH H3
.BIOJlJleTeHH Orino3Hl\HH»' (N~ 66-67, Man~HIOHb 19.38
rOlla). B TeKCT 3Ton '1aCTH nporpaMMbI BKnlO'IeHbl IIBa
npellnolkeHHll, KOTopble,
HaWHM CBelleHHllM, He' BXOllfIT'
B feKCT HH OIlHoro H3 H3l1aimn' Ha aHrnHn'CKOM 113bIKe. .
TOT, cpaKT, 'ITO CYl.Qe·CTBYIOT 'Man03Ha'lHTenbHbl'e
paCXO>KlleHHll B pa3nHQHblX cppaHl\Y3KHX, PYCCKHX H
aHrnHnCKHX H311aHHllX .nepeXOIlHon nporpaMMbl';, He
YIIHBHTeneH, ecnH npHHllTb BO BHHMaHHe ycnoBHfI, npH
KOTOPblX TeKCT nporpaMMbl HeOIlHOKpaTHO nepeBOIIHnCll,
pacnpOCTpaHfInCfI,
06CY>Kllan'Cll,
npHHllManCfI
H
ony6nHKoBl.IBanCli. CeHT1l6pbCKali Koi:cpepeHl\HH 1938
rOlla:, nonO>KHBWali Ha'lano qeTBepToMY HHTepHal\HOHany,
npoxolIHna B EBpone, Bpa3rap -MIOHxeHCKoro KpH3Hca»H B
npellBepHH MHpoBon BonHb!. 3a rOil 110 KOH<pepeHl\HH
y6Hnl\bl H3 CTanHHCKoro rllY pa3BepHynH KpOBaBYIO
KaMnaHHIO HanalleHHn ·Ha TPOI.\KHcTcKoe IIBHlKeHHe.
BblBwHn ceKpeTapb TpOl\KOrO H '1neH Me>KllyilapollHoro
CeKpeTapHaTa (MC) 3PBHH Bynbcp 6bIJI y6HT B HcnaHHll, B
ailrycTe 1937 rOlla . .tIeB CelloB, CblH TpOl\KOrO H OIlHH H3
PYKOBOIIHTenen MC, norH6 B llapH>Ke, B cpeBpane 1938 rOlla.
Pyilonbcp KneMeHT, CeKpeTapb BlOpo qeTBepToro HHTepHal\HOHana, fIBnllBWHnCli OTBeTCTBeHHblM 'nHl\OM 3a
nOllrOTOBKY KOHcpepeHl\HH, 6bln y6HTB, HlOne 1938 rOlla.
KOIIHcpHKal\HfI
nporpaMMbl
peBOnlOl\HOHHOn,
MapKcHcTcKon napTHH B nlO60e lIaHHoe BpeMfI llBnlleTCfI
HenerKon 3allaQen. C ollHon CTOPOHbl, He06xoIIHMO
BnalleHHe MapKcHcTcKon TeopHH H HCTOPHH pa60'lero
IIBH>KeHHfI, C IIPyron, 3Ha'lHTenbHali >KH3HeHHali npaKTHKa
nonblTKH BelleHHfI KJIaCCOBOn 60Pb6bl nponeTapHaTa. llPH
TaKHX CTe'leHHllX 06cToliTenbcTB, KaK 3KOHOMH'IeCKHn
KpH3HC KanHTanH3Ma H HallBHraBwallCli BonHa,
.llepexollHafI
nporpaMMa»
llBnllnaCb
nonblTKoii
06'beIlHHHTb OI.QYTHMhle,. HO '1aCTHble IIBH>KeHHll Macc
npOTHB 3KcnnyaTal\HH H yrHeTeHHfI C 60Pb60n 3a
KOMMYHH3M BO BceM MHpe. TaKHM06pa30M, HeCMOTpli Ha TO,
'ITO .• llepeXOIlHali nporpaMMa. Bblpa>Kana c060n OIlHY H3
BblCWHX TO'leK MapKcHcTcKoro"3HaHHll H peWHTenbHOCTH,
OHa Bce~e 6b1na 60neeY3KO HanpaBneHa He>KenH
.KOMMYHHCTH'IeCKHn MaHHcpeCT» HnH 3pcpypTCKali
riporpaMMa repMaHCKon COQHan-lleMOKpaTH'IeCKOn napTHH
1891 rOlla .• llepexollHali nporpa!dMa» npellCTaBnlleT ~06'qii
KOIIHcpHKal\HIO, npH HOBenWHX ycnoBHllx, cocTaBHon '1aarH'
nOHCTHHe BeJiHKoro MaTepHana nepBblx '1eTbl!iex
KOHrpeCCOB TpeTbero KOMMYHHcTH'IecKoro HHTepHal\HOHana.
qeTBepTbln HHTepHal\HOHan npH >KH3HH TpOl\KOro
HHKorila
He
BbIXOIIHn. 3a
paMKH
CKpOMHoro
nponaraHIIHCTCKoro CYl.QeCTBOBaHHfI, B TO BpeMfI KaK
KOMMYHHCTH'IeCKHn HHTepHaI.\HOHan fIBnllnCfI npOIlYKTOM
seJlHiwn' OKTfI6pbCKon
PeBOnlOl\HH
H
MHpOBon

rIO

peBoJiIOl\HOHHOn BonHbl, nocnellOBaBwen 3a Hen. ~a>Ke
pa60Ta nepBblx '1eTblpex KOHrpeccoB KOMHHTeplia Tpe6yeT
B OTllenbHblx MeCTax KpHTH'IeCKOrO nepeCMOTpa. (T: H:
HeKoTopble lIe30pHeHTal\HH no nOBOIlY 'KonOHHanbRoro
Bonpoca», paccMaTpHBaBwerOCli Ha BTOPOM KOHrpecce, a
TaK>Ke, npeYBenH'IeHHo CXeMaTH'IHOe TonKOBaRHe Bonpoca
npa~HTenbCTBa pa60'lHX H KpecTbliH Ha qeTBepTOM
KOHrpecce, no 3aMe'laHHfIM, cpellH npOQHX, 3HHOBbeBa).:
HaCTOlll.QHe MflPKCHCTbI nblTalOTCli OC03HaTb npownoe He
IInli Toro, '1T06bl OTpe'lbCli OT Hero HnH' 6e311YMHO ero
npHHllTb, a IInli Toro, '1T06bl Hcnonb30BaTb npownoe KaK
OTnpaBHon nyHKT IInfI 6YIlYl.Qero. BonbWHHCTBO Te'leHHn;'
cpanbWHBO Plllllll.QHXCli cerOIlHll B Olle>Kllbl TpOl\KH3Ma,
oc06eHHO Te Te'leHHll, KOTopble cnellYIOT 3a· 3pHeCTOM
MaHlleneM H llbepOM JIaM6epTOM, BpeMli OT ,BpeMeHH
• KJI11HYTCli' B npellaHHOCTH • llepeXOIlHon nporpaMMe JIbBa
TpOl\KOrO 1938. rOlla», '1T06bl KaK MO>KHO HCKYCHee
3aMaCKHpOBaTb
CBon
YXOII
OT
peBOnlOl\HOHROn
nepcneKTHBbI. ~nll HHTepHal\HOHanbHon TeHII~Hl\HH
CnapTaKOBl\eB .llepeXOIlHali nporpaMMa. peanbHO >KHBeT,
Korlla 6bln OCHOBaH qeTBepTbin HHTepHal\HOHa'n," OH
cny>KHn nYTeBollHon 3Be3110n IInli peBOnIOl\HOHHO'ro
npomiTapHaTa BO BceM MHpe, HHTepHal\HOHanbHali TeHlIeHl\H'll CnapTa~OBl\eB 60peTcli cerOIlHll 3a B03pO>KlleHHe
3Toro qeTBepToro HHTepHal\HOHana,
Co~eTcKHI! COlO3 Bblwen H3 OKTA6pbCKOl! peBOJlIO-

UHII, KaK pa60'lee'

rOCY)lapCTBO.

OrocY)lapCTBneHHe

Cpe)lCTB npoH3Bo~cTBa, He06xo)lHMOe ycnoBHe' COUHamICTH'IeCKOro pa3D1-ITHlI, OTKpbl.10 B03MOlKHOCTb

61>1-

cTPoro pOCTa npOH3BO~HTenbHblX CH.1. AnnapaT pa60'1ero ,rocy ll.apCTBa nq.'l.BeprCIi yeM BpeMeHeM nonHOMY
nepepO;K.!l.eHHIO, npeBpaTHBWHCb H3 OPYAHA pa60'lero.
Knacca D opYll.He 6IOpOKpaTH'IeCKHX HacHnHI! HaJJ. pa60'lHM' K.laCCOM H, 'leM ll.aJlbWe, TeM 60JlbWe, B opYll.He
ca60Taa<a XO~lIl!cTBa, DIOpOKpaTH3aUHA OTCTanoro

Ii

H30JlHPOBaHHoro pa60'lero rocYll.apCTDa H npeBpaw.eIiIle 61OpoKpaTHH BO BceCH,1bHYIO npHBH.1erHpOBaHHYIO

,

((acTY'IIB,lI1IOTCIi caMbiM y6e.!l.HTeJlbHblM '

,

TH'IeCKHM TO.1bKO, a npaKTH'IeCKHM -

He yeope·

onpOBep>KeHHeM

TeOpH" COll1-la.11f3Ma B OT.!leJlblfol! CTpaHe;
Pen<'HM CCCP

3aKJlIO'Iaer B ce6e, TaKIfM

• •1

06pa~oM,
••

:

ya<acalOw.lJe npOIHBOpe'llfli. Ho 08 npOll.OnlKaer OCTa"
BaT'bCR' pelKH:.IOM nepepOllHBwerOCR

pa6o"~ro roCYA.ap~

eTBa. TaKoD COUlfaJU>Hbll! ll.HarH03, nO,1HTH'lecKHI! nporn03 ;iMeeT

a,~bTepHaTHBHblll

KpaTHlI', 'Bce 60.1ee

xapaKTep: J11160 61Opo-

cTaHOBRw.allcA opraHoM MHPOB'OI!

6YP)KY~3HH B pa60'leM rOCYll.apCTBe, onpoKHHeT HOBbI~
CPOPMI~ 'c06nBeHliOCTH 8 OT6poCHT CTpaHY K KanHTa-

,l'H3MY~', .lH60'
pa60'lHI! K.1aCC pa3rpoMHT 61OpOKpaTHkl
.
..
H OIKP'oeT BblX0ll. K COUHa.1H3MY.
I"

,.
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(continued from page 30)
of the Kremlin, who refused to return to Moscow,
irrefutably confirm in their own way that all shades of
political thought are to be found among the bureaucracy:
from genuine Bolshevism (Ignace Reiss) to complete fascism (F. Butenko). The revolutionary elements within the
bureaucracy, only a small minority, reflect, passively it is
true, the socialist interests of the proletariat. The fascist,
counter-revolutionary elements, growing uninterruptedly,
express with ever greater consistency the interests of world
imperialism. These candidates for the role of compradors
consider, not without reason, that the new ruling layer can
insure ~heir positions of privilege only through rejection'of
nationalization, collectivization and monopoly of foreign
trade in the name of the assimilation of "Western civilization," i.e., capitalism. Between these two poles, there are
intermediate, diffus.ed Menshevik-S. R.-liberal tendencies
which gravitate toward bourgeois democracy.
Within the very ranks of that so-called "classless" society, there unquestionably exist groupings exactly similar
to those in the bureaucracy, only less sharply expressed and
in inverse proportions: conscious capitalist tendencies
distinguish mainly the prosperous part of the collective
farms (kolkhozi) and are characteristic of only a small
minority of the population. But this layer provides itself
with a wide base for petty-bourgeois tendencies of
accumulating personal wealth at the expense of general poverty, and are consciously encouraged by the
bureaucracy.
Atop this system of mounting antagonisms, trespassing
ever more/on the social equilibrium, the Thermidorian
oligarchy, today reduced mainly to Stalin's Bonapartist
clique, hangs on by terroristic methods. The latest judicial
frame-ups were aimed as a blow against the left. This is true
also of the mopping up of the leaders of the Right Opposition, because the Right group of the old Bolshevik Party,
seen from the viewpoint of the bureaucracy's iriterests and
tendencies, represented a left danger. The fact that the
Bonapartist clique, likewise in fear of its own right allies of
the type of Butenko, is forced in the interests of selfpreservation to execute the generation of Old Bolsheviks
almost to a man, offers indisputable testimony of the vitality of revolutionary traditions among the masses as well as
of their growing discontent.
Petty-bourgeois democrats of the West, having but yesterday assayed the Moscow Trials as unalloyed gold, today
repeat insistently that there is "neither Trotskyism nor
Trotskyists within the USSR." They fail to explain, however, why all the purges are conducted under the banner of
a struggle with precisely .this danger. If we are to examine
"Trotskyism" as a finished program, and, even more to the
point, as an organization, then unquestionably "Trotskyism" is extremely weak in the USSR. However, its'indestructible .force stems from the fact that it expresses not
only revolutionary tradition but also today's actual opposition of the Russian working class. The social hatred stored
up by the workers against the bureaucracy-this is precisely what from the viewpoint of the Kremlin clique
constitutes "Trotskyism." It fears with a deathly and
thoroughly well-grounded fear the bond between the
deep but inarticulate indignation of the workers and the·
organization of the Fourth International.
The extermination of the generation of Old Bolsheviks

and of the revolutionary rep.resentatives of the middle and
young generations has acted to disrupt the political equilibrium still more in favor of the right, bourgeois wing, of
the bureaucracy, and of its allies throughout the land.
From them, i,e., from the right, we can expect ever more
determined attempts in the next period to revise the socialist character of the USSR and bring it closer in pattern to
"Western civilization" in its fascist form.
From this perspective, impelling concreteness is
imparted to the question of the "defense of the USSR." If
tomorrow the bourgeois-fascist grouping, the "faction of
Butenko," so to speak, should attempt the conquest of
power, the "faction of Reiss" inevitably would align itself
on the opposite side of the barricades. Although it would
find itself temporarily the ally of Stalin, it would nevertheless defend not the Bonapartist clique but the social base of
the USSR, i.e., the property wrenched away from the capitalists and transformed into state property. Should the
"faction of Butenko" prove to be in alliance with Hitler,
then the "faction of Reiss" would defend the USSR from'
military intervention, inside the country as well as on the
world arena. Any other course would be a betrayal.
Although it is thus impermissible to deny in advance the
possibility, in strictly defined instances, of a "united front"
with the Thermidorian section of the bureaucracy against
open attack by capitalist counter-revolution, the chief
political task in t~e USSR still remains the overthrow of
this same Thermidorian bureaucracy. Each day added to
its domination helps rot the foundations of the socialist
elements of economy and increases the chances for capitalist restoration. It is in precisely this direction that the Comintern moves as the agent and accomplice of the Stalinist
clique in strangling the Spanish Revolution and demoralizing the international proletariat.
As in fascist countries, the chief strength of the bureaucracy lies not in itself but in the disillusionment of the
masses, in their lack of a new perspective. As in fascist
countries, from which Stalin's political apparatus does not
differ save in more unbridled savagery, only preparatory
propagandistic work is possible today in the USSR. As in
fascist countries, the impetus to the Soviet workers' revolutionary upsurge will probably be given by events outside
the country. THe struggle against the Comintern on the
world arena is the most important part today of the struggle against the Stalinist dictatorship. There are many signs
that the Com intern's downfall, because it does not have a
direct base in the G PU, will precede the downfall of the
Bonapartist clique and the Thermidorian bureaucracy as a
whole.

*

*

*

A fresh upsurge of the revolution in the USSR will
undoubtedly begin under the banner ofthe struggle against
social inequality and political oppression. Down with the
privileges of the bureaucracy! Down with Stakhanovism!
Down with the Soviet aristocracy and its ranks and orders!
Greater equality of wages for all forms of labor!
The struggle for the freedom of the trade unions and the
factory committees, for the right of assembly and freedom
of the press, will unfold in the struggle for the regeneration
and development of Soviet democracy.
The bureaucracy replaced the soviets as class organs with
the fiction of universal electoral rights-in the style of

.
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CKall KJlIIKa, KOTopaA 60llTcn TaKlKe H CBOHX npaBbiX

(Ha .. a.no Ita emp.3!)
nJIII CeK1(HR 4eT8epToro MHTepHa1(HOHa.la MOCK08CKHe np01(eCCbI IIBH,1I1Cb He HeOiKII.'1aHHOCTblO, He pe3YJlbTaTOM

nll'lHOrO

IlHKTaTopa,

a

nOMewaTenbCT8a

KpeM.iesCKoro

3aKOHOMepllbiM lleTllw.eM TepMHllopa.

OHII BblpocnH H3 HeCTepnllMbiX TpeHIIR 811)'TPH COBeTCKOlt 61OpOKpaTIIH, KOTopble, B C8010 O'lepellb, OTpaiKalOT npOTIIBOpe'lllll MeiKiJ.Y 61OpOKpaTllelt II HapOIlOM,
KaK II yrny6.1111OW.HecA aHT3rOHII3MbI B caMOM CHapoIle,. K p08all c$aHTaCTII'IHOCTb)

np01(eCCOB

ABnlleTCA

nOKa3aTe.,eM CIIJlbI ",mpAlKeHIIII npOTHBOpe'lIlA II npell-

8b1CTynJleHIIII

6bl8WIIX

3arpaHII'IHblX

areHTOB KpeMJlA, OTKa3aBWHXCR 8epHYTbCII 8 MOCXBY,
HeonpOBeplKHMO nOIlTBepllHJlH, C cBoeR CTOPOHbI, 'ITO
B COCTaBe 61OpOKpaTHH HMelOTCA Bce OTTeHKH nOnHTII'1ecKolI MblCJlH:' OT

nOllnHHHoro

60JlbWeBH3Ma

(41.

Pallcc) .'10 3aKOH'IeHHOrO $awlI3Ma
BOJlIOUIIOHHhle 3J1eMellTbi

(M.

EYTeHKo). Pe-

61OpoKpaTHII, COCTaB.1111Ow.lle

-He60JlbWOe MeHbwllHCTBO, oTpalKalOT, naccIIBHo, npaBIla, COUllaJlHCTII'IeCKlle HHTepec.bI npOJleTapmlTa..
WllcTcKlle, Bo06we

4Ia-

KOHTp-peBOJlI01(HO'HHble 3neMeHTbl,

RenpePblllHO pacTyw.lle, Bblpa)l<alOT Bce 60nee nocne1l0naTenbHO HHTepecbI MHpoBoro IIMnep"aJII3Ma.

3TII

K3HIlllilaTbi H3 ponb KOMnpailopOB He 6e3 OCHOBaHIIR
C'IIITalOT, 'ITO HOBbiA npa811w.1I11

cnoll ?dOlKeT 3acTpaxo-

BaTb CBOI! npH811nerllpOBaHHble n0311UIIH nllWb nYTeM
OTKa3a OT

lIaUIIOHa.1113a1(IIII, KonneKTIIBII3aUHII II 1010-

HonO,11111 BHeWHeA ToprOBnll, BO 1110111 yC80eHHA C3anallHoll 1(HBII.1113a1(HH', T.-e. KanHTaJlI!3Ma. Me)l<.llY 3THMH
.ll8yMII nO,11OcaMII
paCnJlblB'IaTbie

pacno.laralOTCR

'caMocoxpaHeHHR, npOll3BeCTII nO'ITII noro-

nOBHoe Hcrpe6neHHe CTaporo nOKoneHIIII 60nbweBHKOB,
IISJlireTclI HeocnopHMblM CRHJleTeJlbCTBOM lKHBY4eCTH pe80.1101(1I0HHblX Tpa.llIl1(HR B Maccax, KaK H pacTyw.ero
HeioBOnbCTB3 9THX nOCne.llHHX.
MenKo-6YP)f{ya3Hble JleMOKpaTbi 3anaJla, B'Iepa ew.e
npllliHMaBWlle MOCKOBCKlle npoueccbI 3a '1HCTYIO MOHeTY, CerO.l1l1l HaCTOR'IIIBO nOBTopAIOT, 'ITO CB CCCP
HeT HH TP01(KH3M3, HII TPOUKHCTOU. OHH He 06'IICHIIlOT, 'IOJlHaKO, nO'le!olY BCII 'IHcrK:l npoXOJlIIT no.ll 3HaKOM

8eulaeT Te!ol caMbiM npll6J1l1lKeHlle pa3BA3KII.
ny6nll'lHble

COlO3HHKOB, Tllna EYTeHKO, OKa3anaCb BblHYlK.lleHa, B
IIHT~pecax

npOMe)l<YTO'lHble,

MeHbweBHCTCKII - 3C-9P08CKII - nll6e-

paJlbHble TeH.lleHUII, KOTopble TllrOTelOT K 6YPlKya3HoA
lleMOKpaTlIH.

60Pb6b1 HMeHHO C 3TOA onaCHOCTblO.

EcnH

6paTb

CTP01(KII3M), K3K 3aKoH'IeHHYIO nporpaMMy, TeM 60nee
KaK:.opraHII3aUHIO, TO CTPOUKH3M» B CCCP .HeCOMHeHHOKpallHe cJla6.
O.llHaKO, B TOM,

HecoKpywIIMall CHna ero COCTOHT,
'ITO 011 Bblpa)f{aeT He TonbKO peBO-

nlO1(1I0HHYIO TpaJlH1(HIO, HO H CerOJlHIIWHlO1O onn03H1(1110 caMoro pa60'lero KnaCC3. C01(HaJlbHall HeHaBHCTb
pa60tlHX K 610PDKpaTHII -

no

II eCTb B rna33X KpeM-

JleBCKoA KJlHKII np01(KH3M'. OHa CMepreJIbHa H BnonHe OCHOBaTeJlbHO 60RTCR CMbI'IKH Me)f{JlY rnYXHM B03MyuteHHeM pa60'lIlX H opraHlI3a1(lIeA 4eTBepToro MHTepHa1(1I0Ha.1a.
. H.CTpe6,1eHlle CTaporo nOKoneHIIII 60JlbWeBIIKOB H peBOJlI01(1I0HHblX npe.'1CTaBIITeneA CpeJlHerO H MJlaJllUerO
nOKoneHIIR eW.e 60JlbWe HapYWllno nOJlHTH'IeCKOe paBHoneClle B. nonb3Y npaooro 6YPlKya3Horo Kpbl,1a, 610.poK·paTHH Hero COlO3HIIKOB 11 CTpaHe.

Orc IOJla , T.-e.

cnpaBa, MOlKHO )f{JlaTb B 6J1HlKaAwIIA nepHO.ll Bce 60lIee peWIITeJlbHblX nonbiTOK nepeCTpOIITb COUHanbHbIA
pe)f{HM CCCP, npH611113HB ero K C3anaJI.HoA 1(HBHJlH3a1(HH», npellMyw.ecTBeHHO B ee !j>aWIICTCKOA !j>opMe.
9ra

nepcneKTHBa

npH.llaeT 60JlbWYIO

KOHKpeTHOCTb

Ronpocy 0 c3aw.IITe CCCP,. ECJlH 3aBTpa 6YPlKya3Ho-

B caMOM, TaK Ha3b1BaeMOM, c6eCKnaCCOBOM" 06w.e-

$aWIICTCKall rpynnHpoBKa, TaK cKa3aTb, c!j>paK1(HII By-

CT8e· HMelOTClI' HeCOMHeHHO Te )I<e rpynnllpOBKl!, 'ITO II

TeIlKO:', BblcTymfT Ha 3aBOeB3fllle

8 61OpOKpaTIIH, TonbKO MeHee RPKO 8b1pa)l<eHHble I! 8

1(HII PaRcca:. HellJ6elKHo 3aAMeT CBoe MeCTO no .llPY-

06paTHoII

rylO CTOPOHY 6appIIKallbi. OKa3aBWHCb BpeMeHHO CO-

npOnOpUHI!:

C03HaTeJIbHble

KanHTanI!CTH'le-

BnaCnf, TO

c$paK-

CKHe TeHlleHUHII, cBoRcTBeHHble, rJlaBHblM 06pa30M, npe-

103HHIleA CTanHHa, OHa 6Y.lleT 3aw.IITaTb, pa3yMeeTcII,

ycneBJIOUlell 4aCTII KO.1X03HHKOB, xapaKTepHbI

nllWb

He !!ro 60HanaPTHCTCKYlO KJlIIKY, a C01(HanbHylO 6a3Y

.llJlII He60.1bworo MeHbWHHCTBa HaCeJIeHIIR. Ho OHI! Ha-

CCCP, T.-e. BbipBaHHYIO Y KanHTaJlIICTOIl H orocy Jlap-

XOIlRT ce6e WHPOKYIO 6a3y 8 MenKo-6yplKya3HblX TeH-

CTOJleHHYIO c06CTBeHHOCTb. EcnH c!j>paK1(HII EYTeHKO)

lleHUHIIX nH'IHOrO HaKOnJleHHR, KOTopble BbipOCTalOT H3

OKa)f{eTCII

06w.eR HY)f{.llbi H C03HaTenbHO noow.plllOTCII 6IOp'OKpa-

1(HII :'PaAcca:. 6Y.lleT 3aw.Hw.aTb CCCP OT BoeHHoR !lH-

THeil.

TePBeH1(HH, BHyTpH CCCP, KaK H Ha MHPOBOA apeHe.

Ha 3TOn CHCTeMe pacTyw.HX aHTarOHH3MOM, Bce 60nee HapywalOw.HX C01(lIanbHOe paBH<?BeClle, .llep)f{IITCII,

8 1l0eHHOM COlO3e C rllTJlepOM, TO c!j>paK-

BCIIKoe Jlpyroe nOBe.lleHHe 6b1no 6b1 H3MeHoR.
ECJlH, TaKHM 06pa30M, He.!l.onycTHMO OTpH1(aTb 3apa-

MeT0.'13MII Teppopa, TepMII.llopHaHCKaA onHrapXIIA, CRelt-

Hee :'B03MO)f{HOCTb,

wallcs Hbllle, rJlaBHblM 06pa30M,

Ce)lHHOrO $poHTa:. C TePM'HJlOPH3HCKOII '13CTblO 6lOpo-

K

60llanapTHCTCKOA

KJlHKe CTaJlHHa.
nOcnellHHe cYIle6Hble np01(eCCbI npe.llCTaBnllnH c660JO
Y Ilap HSneBO. 3TO OTHOCIITCII' TaKlKe II K pacnpaBe Ha.ll

0

cTporo

oilpe.lleneHHblx cJlY'lallx,

KpaT'HH npoTIIB OTKpblToro HacTynlleHHII KanHTanficTH-

"

'1ecKQA KOHTp-peBOIlI01(HH,

TO r.laBHoR

nO,1HTH'IeCKOA

3a1l3'1eA B CCGP OCTaeTCR, lice' }Ke, HH3Bep)f(eHHe ca-

BO)f{IlIIMII npaBolI Onn03H1(III1, 1160, C TO'lKII 3peHIIA HH-

MoA' TepMH.llOPHaHCHoA 6ropOKpaTHH. Ka)f{.llbiA JllIllIHHit

TepecoB II TeHjleHUIIR 61OpoKpaTHH, npaBall rpynnHpoB-

,IleHb ee rOCnOJlCTBa

Ka crapoR 60JlbweollCTcKoR napTIIII npellCTaBJlReT co-

3ner.ieHTbI X03l1AcTBa H YBeJlH4HBaeT W3HCbl KanHTa..1H-

6010 neBYJO onaCHOCTb. TOT $aKT, 'ITO 60HanaPTIICT-

llpOOOJlJICeHUe Ita emp. 34

pacwaTblBaeT C01(lIaJlHCTH4eCKHe
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(continued from page 32)
H itler-Goebbels, It is necessary to return to the soviets not
only their free democratic form but also their class content. As once the bourgeoisie and kulaks were not permitted to enter the soviets, so now it is necessary to drive the
bureaucracy and the new aristocracy out of the soviets, In
the soviets there is room only for ,representatives of the
workers, rank-and-file collective farmers, peasants and
Reo Army men,
'
Democratization of the soviets is impossible without
legalization of soviet parties, The workers and peasants
themselves by their own free vote will indicate what parties
they recognize as soviet parties,
A revision of planned economy from top to bottom
in the interests of producers and consumers! Factory committees should be returned the right to control production, A democratically organized 'consumers' cooperative
should control the quality and price of products,
Reorganization of the collective farms in accordance
with the will and in the interests of the workers there
"
engaged!
The reactionary international policy of the bureaucracy
should be replaced by the policy of proletarian internationalism, The complete diplomatic correspondence of the
Kremlin to be published, Down with secret dijJlomacy!
All political trials, staged by theThermidorian bureaucracy, to be reviewed in the light of complete publicity and
controversial openness and integrity, [The organizers of
the forgeries must bear the punishment they deserve,
It is impossible to put this program into practice without overthrowing tlte bureaucracy, which maintains itself
through violence and forgery,] Only the victorious revolutionary uprising of the oppressed masses can revive 'the
Soviet regime and guarantee its further development
toward socialism, There is but one party capable of leading the Soviet masses to insurrection-the party of the
Fourth International!
Down with the' bureaucratic gang of Cain-Stalin!
Long live Soviet democracy!
Long live the international socialist revolution! iii

(Ha'tClJlo Ita emp, 33)
eTII'leeKOII peCTanpaUIIH, B TOM lKe HanpaBJIeHlIl1 AelleTByeT H KOMHHTepH, areHT II e0061llHIIK eTaJlHHcKol!
Knlliru no YAyuieHfllO HenaHeKolI' peBOJllOlJ,HH H AeMOpaJlll3aUHII MelKAYHapoAlloro nponeTapllaTa.
KaK H B cIpaHax ljJawlI3Ma, rJlaBHali CILIa 6lOpol>paTim. He B Hell caM 011, a B pa30'lapOOaHIIH MaCC,B OTCYTCTDHII Y HHX HOBOII nepCneKTHBbI, KaK H B CTpaHax ljJawH3Ma,
OT KOTOpor<i rionIrrH'leCIIHA annapaT
CTaJlIIHa HH<ie,M He OTJlH'lael'CR, KpoMe 60nbluell pa3HY3AaHHocTH, B CCCP 'B03MOlKHa cell'lac TonbKo nOArOTonHTenbHaR nponaraHAHCTCKaR pa60Ta.
KaK H B
CTpaHax ljJawH3Ma, TOn'lOK peBOJlIOUJlOHHOMY AnHlKe,HHIO coneTCKHX pa60''lllx AaAYT, BepoRTHo, BHeWHHe
e06blTHli. ooPb6a npoTllB KOMHHTePHa Ha MHPOBOII apeHe eCTb ceil'lac BalKHellwaR '1aCTb 60Pb6b1 npoTIIB cTanHHcKolI AJlKTaTYPbl. MHoroe rOBopHT 3a TO, 'ITO pacnaA KOMHHTepHa, He HMelOlllero nPJlMoA onopbl B
rny, 6Y)leT npe,llWeCTBOBaTb na,lleHHIO 60HanajYf1lCT·
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CKol!' K.1HK" II Bcell Bo06111.e TepMH)lopHaHCKolI 6iOpoXllaTHH.

;.

:HoBbllI nOA eM peBonlOUHH B CCCP Ha'l'HeTCR, 'HecoMHeHHO, nOll 3HaMeHeM 60p~6b1 npOTHB COUH8JlbHOrO
HePaBeHCTBIl H nOOHTH'IeCKOrO rHera. LloJlolI npHBUJler'M" 6IOPOKp8THH! Ll.onoA CT8X8HOB1II.HHY, ,llOJloA coBeTel(YIO' apHCTOKpaTlllO, C ee 'lHHaMH H OPJleH3MIlI
Eonbwe paBeHCTB3 B onnaTC Bcex BH)lOB TpYial
: Eopb6a 3a CB0(0)lY npoljJeccHoHa,lbHblX COlO30B H
3BBO)lCKHX KOMHTeTOB, 3a CB060,llY c06paHHA, H ne'laTH pa3BepHeTCR B 60pb6y 3a B03pOlK)leHHe H p33BH·
THe COBeTCIIOA AeMollpaTHH,
EiopoKpaTHR 3aMeHHJla COBtTbI, KaK KJlaCCOBbie opraH&I,: lPHKUHeA nce06111.ero H36HPBTeJlbHOrO npaBa,
B
"c:\'Hile fHTJlepa-fe66eJlbCa, COBeTaM HYlKHO BepHYTb He
TOJlbKO fiX Cn0(0)lHYIO )leMOKpaTH'leCKYIO IjJOPMY; HO H
',H'X KJlaCCOBOe CO)leplKaHHe, KaK paHbwe B COBeTbi He
,,AOnYCKaJlHeb 6ypn<ya3HR H Kyna'leeTBO, TaK Tenepb H3
coseTOB nOJllKHbI 6blTb H3rHaHbI 61OpoIIPaTHli H' HOBall
apHCTOlIPaTHIi. B eOBeTax MceTo TOJlbKO npe)lCTaBHTeJllIM pa60'lflx, PR)lOBbiX KOJlX03HHKOB, KpeCTbRH, KpacHoapMeAueB,
LleMoKpaTH3aUHR
COBeToB HeMblC.lHMa 6e3 neninHsaUHH COBeTCIIHX napTHA. CaMH pa60 l IHe It KpecTbRHe,
CBilHM CB0(0)lHblM rOJlOCOBaHHeM, nOKalKYT, KaKHe napTHH lIBJlRIOTCR COBeTCKHMH,
,nepeCMOTP nnaHOBoro X0311ACTB8 cBepxy no HH3y B
HHTepecax npOH3BO)lHTeJleA II nOTpe6HTeJleAl 3aBO)lCKHe KOMHTeTbi )lOJllKHbl oepllYTb ce6e npaBa KOHTPOJIll 'Ha)l npOH3BO)lCTBOM. LleMoKpaTH'IecKH opraHH30BaH·
HaR nOTpe6HTeJl~CKaR KoonepaUHR ,AOJllKHa KOHTPOJlII·
pOBaTb Ka'leCTBO npOAYKUHH H ueHbI.
PeopraHH3alJ,HR KOJIX030B B COOTBeTcrBHH C B<;lJleA
KOJlXOJHIIKOB H B HHTepec3X KOJIX03HltKOBI
, KOHCepBaTlIDHaR MelK,llYHapo)lH811 nOJlHTIIII8
6lOpoKpaTHH )lOJllKHa 6blTb 3aMeHeHa nOJlHTHKOA npOJleTapCKoro HHTepHaIJ,HOHaJlH3Ma. BCR )lHnJlOMaTH'leCKali ne.penHcKa KpeMJlR .Ilo.llKHa 6b1Tb ony6J1HKOBaHa, LlonoA
TaAHYIO AHIlJIOM8THIOI
'
. Bee nOJlHTH'leCKHe npoueCCbI, nOCTaB.'IeHHble TepMH)lopHaHcKolI 6IOPoKpaTHeA, ilOJllKHbI 6b1Tb nepeCMOTpeHb!, ,B 06cTaHOBKe nOJlHoA rnaCHOCTH H COCT1I3aTenbHOfO Ha'la.la. OpraHH3aTopbl nO)lJlOrOB ,AOJllKHbI nOHeCTlI
3acJly;.neHHYIO Kapy.
OCYlIJ,eCTBHTb ,lTy nporpaMMY HeJlb311 6e3 HH3BeplKeHHR 6lOpoKpal'HH, KOTOP3lI )lepll(HTCIi HaCHnHeM H no,ll'JlOrOM. TO.lbKO n06e.!lOHOCHOe peSOJIIOUHOHHoe BoccraHHe )THeTeHHblX Macc Mon<eT B03PO)lHTb COBeTCKHA p\!)JIHM H 06eCne'lHTb ero naJlbHeAwee )lBHlKeHHe. K co·UHaJlH3MY.
nOBeeTH cooeTCKHe MaCCbI Ha BoccraHHC
cnOC06Ha TOJlbKO napTHR 4eTBepToro I1HrepHaUHoHaJla.
LlonoA 60HanapTltcTcKYlO waAKY KaHHa-CTanHHal
Lla 3)lpaUeToye.T COBeTCKaR ,AeMOKpaTHIiI
Lla 3)lpaBCToyer MelK,AYHapO)lHaR eOUHaJlHCTH'leCK3lI
peBOJlIOUHIII.
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Spectre of Trotsky
.
Haunts
Gorbachev'sRussia
REPRINTED FROM WORKERS VANGUARD
NO. 430. 12 JUNE 1987

They were accused of being saboteurs and terrorists,
agents of Nazi Germany and imperial Japan. "I demand
that dogs gone mad should be shot, every one of them!"
screeched prosecutor' Andrei Vyshinsky at the M~.scow
Trials of the mid-1930s. And every last one of them was
shot.
They were the Bolshevik Central Committee of 1917,
Lenin's closest comrades-in-arms, the men and women
who guided the fledgling Soviet state through the Civil War
and imperialist military intervention, the commanders of
tne Red Army and founders of the Communist International. In the monstrous frame-ups known as the Moscow
Trials, Stalin exterminated the founding generation of the
modern Communist movement. And in 1940 a Stalinist
assassin drove a mountaineer's ax into the skull of the
man who above all symbolized the revolutionary spirit of
Bolshevism: Leon Trotsky.
But now a play, Mikhail Shatrov's "The Peace Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk" (originally written in 1962), is reportedly
scheduled to open in Moscow on the 70th anniversary of
the October Revolution. The text of the play was recently
published in the literary monthly Navy Mir. According to
the New York Times (30 April), this work "portrays Trotsky and Bukharin as devoted associates of Lenin, though
misguided by excessive revolutionary zeal." It may be difficult for a Western audience to appreciate the shock effect
for Russians of a Soviet play which presents Trotsky and
Bukharin as authentic leaders of the Bolshevik Revolution.
The Bolshevik Old Guard murdered by Stalin have been
treated as non-persons in the present-day Soviet Uni'on,
and earlier were branded as "traitors to the socialist
motherland." Well within living memory, anyone who
defended the victims of the Mo'scow Trials was sent to a
Siberian labor camp. Only yesterday to write favorably of
Bukharin or especially Trotsky was enough to get one

After machine-gun attack on his home In Mexico
1940, Trotsky accuses Stalln of seeking his death, A
few'months later he was assassinated by a Stallnlst
agent.
expelled from the Communist Party, fired from one's job
and victimized in all kinds ofways .. Why this taboo that has
lasted haifa century? Because the Kremlin bureaucracy,
und'er both Stalin and his heirs, had at all costs to suppress
the authentic Leninist program, represented by the TrotskYist Left Opposition.
Now the Moscow Trials are being exploded in this
Moscow play. So long as the figures are more or less historically accurate, it means the rehabilitation of every shot
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Lenin addressing troops 'on way to war with Poland, 5 May 1920. When counteroffensive against Pllsudsl,d
brought Red, Army to the border of Poland, Lenin argued for revolutionary war, hoping to spark a workers
uprising.
'
,

Old Bolshevik. Once the Kremlin tops do this, they can no
longer be silent about the role of and what happened to any
of the leaders of the October Revolution. Whatever the
intentions of Shatrov or the Gorbachev regime, the play
indicts the Stalinist gravediggers of the rev~lution. There
remains in the Soviet Union an abiding identification of
Trotsky with the ideals of the Bolshevik Revolution, which
are alive in the consciousness of the people. If the Bolshevik Old Guard are restored to their rightful places, Trotsky's fight for Leninist internationalism against Stalin's
conservative nationalism can no longer be buried.

It Is the Kremlin Bureaucracy
Which Stands Accused
For some time, various fake-Trotskyist outfi\s have
appealed to Stalin's heirs in the Kremlin to rehabilitate
Trotsky, Bukharin, Zinoviev and the other Old Bolsheviks. Gorbachev's glasnost (openness) has revived these
grotesque appeals. There is now a campaign in Britain, also'
involving a number of left Labour M Ps, to "Clear the
Names of the Accused in the Moscow Trials." It calls "on
the Soviei government to re-examine the cases against all
these victims of the perversion of Soviet justice" (Bulletin in
DeJehse oJ Marxism, June 1987).
Trotsky and the other Old Bolsheviks don't need to be rehabilitated! The Dewey Commission of 1937 exposed the
Moscow Trials as a monstrous frame-up. History has just

been a little slow to catch up with this verdict. For mimy
years workers and intellectuals entrapped in the Stalinist
movement actually believed that Trotsky was a Nazi agent.
Seeking tv counter this incredible slander, in 1946 his
widow, Natalia Sedova, even made a pathetic and misguided request that the Nuremberg tribunal on Nazi wllr
crimes take up the case'of Trotsky in order to show he had
nothing to. do with the Gestapo. But especially after
Khrushchev's 1956 "secret speech" denouncing the crimes
of Stalin, no one in the world believed the charges of the
Moscow Trials any longer.
'
Trotsky in particular is regarded as a noble and heroic
figure even by people far from sympathetic' to the Trotskyist cause of international proletarian revolution. The
eminent British left-liberal historian A.J. P. Taylor \:,oneluded an essay on Trotsky: "Colonel Robins, the Amei'icim Red Cross representative at Petrograd, pronounced
history's verdict: ',6. four-kind son-of-a-bitch, but the great C
est Jew since Jesus Christ'." French ·New Wave' director
Alain Resnais used the figure of Trotsky in exile in his film
Stavisky as personifying opposition to the del;adent,
corruption-ridden· Third RepUblic of the I 93.0s. The
French bourgeoisie thought so, too. In 1939 the 'French
ambassador to Germany, Robert Coulondre, warned
Hitler, if war breaks out "there would be only one real
victor...,-Mr. Trotsky." Such examples can be multiplied
a hundredfold. In the political consciousness 'of the
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Lenin's Testament

shown excessive pre09cupation with the purelyadministrative side of the work ....
. Bukharin is not only a most valuable and major
Lenin's Testament was written in December 1922theorist of the Party; he is also rightly considered the
january 1923. It was read to the delegations at the 13th" " favo~rite of the whole Party, but his theoretical views
Congress of the Communist Party in May 1924 and
can be classified as fully Marxist only with great rethereafter suppressedfor decades. Publishedfor thejirst
serve, for there is something scholastic about him (he
time in the Soviet 'Union in I 956fo 110 wing Khrushchev,'s . has never made a study "of dialectics, and, I think, never
"revelations to the 20th Party Congress, the Testament', . fully understood it)....
"
'was recently widely publicized iri the English, French'."
December 25, 1922
and Russian-language Moscow News. "/t has naturally

become a hot item of discussion and debate in Soviet
"
.
,

'politic~l and intellectual circles. ".

.

'

"," Comrade Stalin, having become Secretary,
'General, has unlimited authority concentrated, in his'
hands; "and I am not sure whether he will always be
capable' of usi.ng that authority with sufficient caution.
'Comrade Troisky, on the other hand, as his struggle
"against tl1e CC. on the question o( the "People's
Commissariat for Communications h'as already proved"
is distinguished' not only by outstanding ability. He',is.
personally perhaps the most capable man in the present
C.c.,. but he has displayed excessive self-assurance'and

contemporary world Trotsky stands as a paragon oUevolutionary integrity and militancy.
'
'Thus the old Staliriist slanders against Trotsky and ~he'
oih~r iolsh~vik leaders and their treatment as non"persons
in present"day .Russia discredit the Soviet bureaucracycr\".l,es jus,tified by lies and followed by cover-up, So now
the ,K,remlin tops are trying to rehabiliiate themselves. The.
Gorbachev regime, which takes pride in its suave handling
of public opinion, has shifted the official Soviet treatment,
of Trotsky. He is now presented as a revolu,tionary'
rom,antic,' an ultraleftist whose political line would embroil
the Soviet state in disastrous wars with the Wester~ imperi~
alist powers.
'
, ,
,
This, c:iistortion is not a new invention; it is also taken
right .from the ideological arsenal of Stalinism. Before
Stalin accused Trotsky of being a Nazi agent he accused
him of advocating military adventurism against the·West:
Fon,example, S. Rabinovich's Stalinist-revisionist HistorY.
of the Civil War (1935) condemns Trotsky for allegedly

Stillinis too rude and this defect, although quite
tolerable in our midst and in dealings among us Communists, becomes intolerable in a Secretary-General.
That is why I suggest that the comrades think about a
way 'of removing Stalin from that post and appointing
another man in his stead who in all other"respects differs
from Comrade Stalin in having only one advantage,
namely, that of being more tolerant, more loyal, more
polite and more 'considerate to the comrades, less
capricious, etc",,"
"'
January 4, 1923
Lenin

wanting to ~'bring the revolution to Europe on the bayonets of the Red Army." The extermination of the Bolshevik Old Guard and the special vilification of the Left,
OPP9sition in the Moscow Trials of the mid-1930s was"
designed to further Stalin's program of "socialism in one
country," in particular through the "popular front" with
the "democratic" imperialist powers (Britain and France)
against Nazi Germany. Simultaneously, Stalin sirangled
"
". :
the $panish Revolution. "
Sl}atrov's play about Brest-Litovsk serves the Stalinist
program of "peaceful coexistence" with imperialism
althQugh it was not written by one of Gcirbachev's glib
propagandists. Written in 1962, it is a product of the fermeni which gripped the Soviet intelligentsia following
Khrushchev'S denunciation of Stalin. In the late 1950s, -the
Stalinist victims of the Moscow Trials and military men
like Marshal Tukhachevsky were officially rehabilitated,
B~t as the late Isaac Deutscher wrote at the time, it was grotesqlle and indecent that little-known'Stalinistapparatchiks

Trotsky testifying
before 1937
commission of Inquiry,
headed by American
educator John Dewey,
, which exposed Stalin's
"Moscow Trials as a
monstrous frame-up.
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Lenin's General Staff of 1917
STAUN, THE EXECUTIONER, ALONE REMAINS

De.d

Dud

Dbappeared

MIl.IUTIN
Mlpln,

JOFFB
Suicide

Tho C,mtralCommittClo of ThQ llolshGvik Party in 1917
Socialist Appeal

American Trotskyists' Socialist ~p-p-eal (1938) documented S'talln's extermination of the Bolshevik leadership
of the October Revolution.
.
.

like Eikhe and Postyshev were rehabilitated with much
fanfare while nothing was said of Trotsky, Bukharin or
Zinoviev.
Surviving veterans of the revolution and Civil War,
families of the Moscow Trials victims and young Communist intellectuals like Roy Medvedev demanded historical justice for the Bolshevik Old Guard. In 1962 Khrushchev promised Bukharin's widow and son to consider
restoring the man Lenin once called "the favorite of the
whole Party" to party honor. But by then the Khrushchevite '''thaw'' was already freezing over, and after Khrushchev was ousted in 1964 a lid was clamped 01') those
intellectuals concerned with the fate of the Bolshevik Old
Guard. Roy Medvedev, for example, was expelled from the
Communist Party in 1968 after writing a letter to Pravda
criticizing an article which had defended Stalin.
But th'e ghosts of the Bolshevik Old Guard refused to lie
buried. Now, since Gorbachev has stated "there must be no
forgotten names, no blank spaces, either-in history or in literatu~e," there has been a spate of new and long-suppressed
works dealing »,ith the crimes of Stalin and the "hidden history" of Soviet Russia. They're again attacking Stalin's
sabotage of the Soviet Union's defense against the Nazi
German invasion of 1941. And a new edition of the Soviet

encyclopedia The Great October Socialist Revolution to be
published this fall will include for the first time such figures as Trotsky, Kamenev and Radek.

The Gorbachev Line and Brest-Litovsk
Why has Shatrov's play on the 1918 Brest-Litovsk treaty
with Germany, written a quarter century ago, now been
revived and on such an auspicious occasion as the 70th
anniversary of the October Revolution? Because Gorbachev has utilized and distorted the dispute within the
Bolshevik leadership over signing this treaty to justify
conci~iation of imperialism in general and opposition to
.revolutionary war inprinciple. Addressing the 27th Congress of the CPS U early last year, he stated:
.. ... socialism has never, of its own free will, related its
future to any military solution of international problems.
l'his was borne out at the very first big discussion [over
the Brest-Litovsk treaty] that took place in our Party after
the· victory of the Great October Revolution. During that
discussion, as we may recall, the views of the 'Left Communists' and the Trotskyites, who championed the theory
of 'revolutionary war' Which, they claimed. would carry
socialism to other countries, were firmly rejected ....
Today, too. we are firmly convinced that pushing revo-
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Play on Brest-LlIovsk treaty by
Mikhail Shatrov (shown left In Izvestia
Weekly) portrays Trotsky and Bukharln
as authentic Bolshevik leaders. New
Times printed excerpts from the play.
which recently previewed In Moscow.

TOW.IOS THE 7DTH ANNIVUSAn Of THE OCTO.U REVOLUTION

THE BREST PEACE
30 March 1987

lutions from outside. and doubly so by military means. is
futile and inadmissible."
-Nell' Times [Moscow], 10 March 1986

What Gorbachev is concerned with here is not simply, or
mainly, general principles and historical analysis. S!nce
late 1979 the Soviet army has been fighting and winninga
war in Afghanistan against CIA-ar~ed Islamic fanatics
who want to re-enslave Afghan women·to the veil. 'In a
bureaucratically deformed way Russia is noll' engaged in a
revolutionary war on its southern border. U.S. imperialism has demanded Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan as
a key test of Gorbachev's "sincerit/' in seeking better
relations.
For its part, the Gorbachev regime has indicated a will-,
ingness to abandon Afghanistan if a face-saving deal can be
made. But "national reconciliation" with the feudalist
Islamic reactionaries is utterly unreal, and would mean
abandoning Afghanistan to imperialist-backed counterrevolution. And in denouncing revolutionary war, Gorbachev may also be going after the Vietnamese, whose liberation of Kampuchea from the genocidal Pol Pot regime has
upset U.S. imperialism and its local ASEAN puppets.
Shatrov's play on the Brest-Litovsk treaty falsifies
Lenin's position in a way that serves the Gorbachev line.
'While only the concluding scene has to date been translated into English (Nell' Times, 30 March), the political
thrust of the work is clear. The play ends with Lenin giving
ihis supposed speech:
. "We have to build. and hence for us the desire for peace is
not a tactical manoeuvre in a moment of weakness. it is the
sum and substance of the whole of our policy, our whole
lives. An hour of peace is worth a thousand times more to
socialism than a day of war, even a'victorious war." .

Lenin never said anything remotely like this during the
Brest-Litovsk dispute or a~y other time. In fact, he said
exactly the opposite in the very article in which he argued
for immediately accepting the German terms:
- "Unquestionably, even at this juncture we must prepare
. for a revolutionary war. We are carrying out this promise.
as we have, in general. carried out all our promises that
could be' carried out at once: we annulled .the secret
treaties. offered all peoples a fair peace. and several times
did our best to drag out peace negotiations so as to give

'other peoples a chance to join us.
.
}
"But the question whether it is possible to carryon a
:. revolutionary war now. immediately, must be decided,
'. exclusively from the point of view of whether material conditions permit it, and of the interests of the socialist revo- ;
lution which has already begun." [emphasis in original]
-"On the History of the Question of the
Unfortunate Peace" (January 1918)

What, then, was the dispute over the Brest-Litovsk treaty.
really about? Three and a half years of imperialist war with,
Germany broke the old Russian army; soldiers were deserting en masse. As Lenin put it, the peasants in uniform were,
voting with their feet for peace. When the new Bolshevik ~
government entered peace negotiations with the central.'
powers at Brest-Litovsk, the German high command'
dema'nded a peace of surrender, annexing Poland, the.
Baltic lands, Byelorussia and much of the Ukraine. Voicing the indignation of many Communist militants,'
Bukh'arin called for "a holy war against militarism and
impetialism." Lenin did not oppose such a war in principle. But he insisted that the fledgling Soviet state did not at
that ;noment have the forces to wage it. Even Shatrov's
play ~as Lenin arguing against Bukharin: "A revolutionary war requires an army-we have no army." The Soviet
state soon built the Red Army, led by Trotsky, which drove
the forces of 14 imperialist powers out of Russia.
Under the slogan "neither war nor. peace," Trotsky
sought a middle way between Bukharin's call for a revolutionary war and Lenin's willingness to sign a peace of surrender. His formula: "We interrupt the war and do not sign
the peace-we demobilize the army." Basically, this was a'·
maneuver to buy time for the German and Austrian working classes to topple Hindenburg/Ludendorff. Again,
Lenin! did not oppose Trotsky'S maneuvering in'principle;
he simply didn't believe it would work. Without a peace'
treaty he feared the German high command would immediately resume the offensive, and the German workers would
not rise up in time to save the Soviet repUblic. Lenin's
judgment proved realistic. When Trotsky broke off negotiations in mid-February, the Germans did resume the
offensive, threatening Petrograd, and dictated even worse
peace. terms. And the German Revolution did not break
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out until nine months after the Brest-Litovsk treaty was
finally signed.
The Gorbachev line that Lenin opposed revolutionary
war in principle is totally fraudulent. This was clearly
shown in the 1920 Russo-Polish war when Lenin and Trotsky, as it were, switched roles. In the spring of 1920 Polish
strong man Joseph Pilsudski (lately the hero of Solidarnosc) invaded the Soviet Ukraine with the aim of annexing
it. A successful counteroffensive brought the Red Army to
the borders of national Poland. The question was then
posed pointblank: conclude peace with Pilsudski or go over
to the offensive in a revolutionary war against Poland.
Of the top Bolshevik leaders Trotsky most strongly
advocated an immediate peace. In his 1930 autobiography, My Life, he explained his position:
"Even more perhaps than anyone else. I did not want this'
war, because I realized only too clearly how difficult it
would be to prosecute it after three years of continuous
civil war ....
"A point of view that the war which began as one of
defense should be turned into an offensive and revolutionary war began to grow and acquire strength. I n principle,
of course, I could not possibly have any objection to such a
course. The question was simply one of the correlation of
forces." .

So much for the Gorbachev line that Trotsky was a compUlsive military adventurer!
The hardliner on the Bolshevik Central Committee for a
revolutionary war against Pilsudski's Poland was none
other than Lenin. In particular, he argued that the road
linking Soviet power with Germany, then still in the throes
of revolution, lay through Warsaw. Speaking to a congress of leather industry workers in October 1920~ shortly
after the Red Army was turned back from Warsaw, Lenin
stated:
. "The Versailles Peace has turned Poland into a buffer state
which is to guard against German contact with Soviet
communism and is regarded by the Entente as a weapon
against the Bolsheviks ....
"Had Poland· turned Soviet, had the Warsaw workers
received from Soviet Russia help they awaited 'and welcomed, the Peace of Versailles would have been smashed,
and the entire international system set up as a result of the
victory over Germany would have collapsed. France
would not then have had a buffer protecting Germany
against Soviet Russia."

So much for the Gorbachev line that Lenin opposed using
the Red Army to promote revolution in capitalist Europe!
Arid it's worth noting that a major cause of the Russian
defeat in Poland was that Stalin, then senior commissar on
the southern front, repeatedly defied orders from the
Soviet Supreme. Command to reinforce Tukhache\'sky's
main army outside Warsaw. This failure allowed Pilsudski, aided by French military advisers, to successfully
attack Tukhachevsky's flank. (For a discussion of the 1920
Russo-Polish war and the disputes generated by it within
the Bolshevik leadership, see "The Bolsheviks and the
'Export of Revolution'," Spartaeist [English edition] No.
29, Summer 1980.)

Return to the Path of Lenin and Trotsky! .
Gorbachev and his intellectual supporters 'd'oubtless
think they're being very clever in handling the explosive
Trotsky question. They are rehabilitating him in a back~
handed way without actually condemning Stalin for murdering the co-leader of the October Revolution. Thcy have

The Last Words
of Adolf Joffe
Adolf Jojfe was one of Trotsky's oldest and closest
political collaborators. joining the Bolshevik Central
Committee with him in July 1917. His health failing
and iJersecUled by the Stalinist regime. he committed
suieide in 1927. Near his deathbed wasfound a letter to
Trotsky.
"I have never doubted the correctness ofthe way you
have pointed out, and you know that for more than
twenty years, ever since the 'Permanent Revolution,' I
have been with you. But I have always thought that you
lacked the inflexibility, the intransigeance of Lenin, his
resolution to remain at tlie task alone, if need be, in the
road that he had marked out, sure of a future majority,
of a future recognition by all of the rightness of that
road. You have always been right politically, beginning
with 1905, and I have often told you that with my own
ears I have heard Lenin admit that in 1905 it was not
he, but you, who were right. In the face of death one
does not lie, and I repeat this to you now.
But you have often renounced your right position in
favour of an agreement, a compromise, whose value
you overestimated. That was wrong, I repeat: politically you have always been in the right, and now more
than ever you are in the right. Some day the party will
understand this, and history be forced to recognize it.
Moreover, don't be afraid today if certain ones
desert you."
-from The Last Words of Adolf Joffe:
A Leller to Leon Trotsky (16 November 1927)

conceded that Trotsky was subjectively a revolutioriary
while portraying him as an ultraleftist an!! military adventurer. But Gorbachev will be no more s.uccessful in bending the history of Soviet Russia to his line of "peaceful
coexistence" than Stalin was in falsifying the history of the
revolution with the executioner's bullet.
Politically thoughtful Soviet workers as well as intellectuals will want to see for themselves what Trotsky had to
say. If Gorbachev's talk of glasnost and removing the'
"blank spaces" in Soviet history are to mean anything, the
state publishing houses should bring out the writings of
Leon Trotsky, co-leader of the October Revolution. There
the S'oviet reader will find courageous denunciations of
Stalin'S crimes and betrayals at the time, not half a century
late. They will learn of the existence of tens of thousands of
Left Oppositionists in the USSR who went to their deaths
rather than betray the heritage of October.
They will also find a program to overcome the corruption, social pathology (e.g., widespread alcoholism)
and political and economic malaise of Gorbachev's Russia.
And they will find a program to end once and for all the terrible threat of nuclear holocaust which hangs over mankind. That program is to return to the road of Lenin, to'
reforge Trotsky'S Fourth International, to restore soviet
democracy by ousting the Kremlin bureaucracy, and
extend the October Revolution to the entire planet..
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stalinist Reformers Look to the Right Opposition

The Campaign to
"Rehabilitate" Bukharin
.

Mikhail Gorbachev singled out Nikolai Bukharin; of all
Stalin's victims, for special lTlention in his speech· commemorating the 70th anniversary of the Russian Revolu~
tion. \Vhile Gorbachev stopped sllort of rehabilitating
Bukharin, or any other Old Bolshevik, his praise of Bukharin's contributions to the "struggle against Trotskyism"
clearly signaled that Bukharin's political legacy lies somewhere within the "permissible" limits of glasnost-and
Leon Trotsky's outside of them.
In the late 1970s, a campaign to demand the rehabilitation of Nikolai Bukharin was initiated by Bukharin's
widow and son and vigorously pursued by the "Eurocommunists," a current tending' toward social democracy
within the West European Stalinist parties. By taking up
Bukharin's cause, the Eurocommunists were able to adopt
a leftist veneer while at the same time distancing themselves from the Kremlin. U.S. imperialism's Cold War 11
under Jimmy Carter's hypocritical "human rights crusade" had just begun. The Eurocommunists defended.
Bukharin and the likes of admitted imperialist spy Anatoly
Shcharansky, to prove their "democratic" credentials to
their own bourgeoisies and U.S. imperialism.
Trailing in the wake of the Eurocommunists were the
fake-Trotskyists of Ernest Mandel's "United Secretariat of
the Fourth International" (USec). Mandel heads the list of
centrist and reformist charlatans who have dragged the
name "Fourth International" into the muck of antiSovietism.' All wings of Mandel's very disunited international organization signed up as foot soldiers in western
imperialism's drive against the land of the October Revolution. Today they call for the withdrawal of Soviet troops
frorlt Afghanistan and give fulsome support to counterrevolutionary Polish Solidarnosc, the 'only "union" loved by
the Vatican and the world bourgeoisie.
But Ernest Mandel and his followers are nothing if not
consummate opportunists who always go with what is popular in petty-bourgeois circles. With "Gorby chic" now the
going thing, will the USec be able to resist tailing Gorbachev or some wing of the Soviet bureaucracy? Mandel has
peddled the illusion of bureaucratic self-reform before.
After the East German workers uprising in 1953, he and his
mentor Michel Pablo published a manifesto which made
no mention of the critical vehicle for political revolution
which the uprising lacked-a party imbued with the revolutionary goals of Lenin and Trotsky. Instead, they called
for "Real democratization of the Communist Parties." As
if any of the Communist Parties today could represent the
continuity of Lenin's revolutionary Communist lnterna-

'.

I

Nlk61al Bukharln. Of all the Moscow Trial victims not
in Stalin's own faction, Bukharln can most easily be
claimed by the bureaucracy as one of its own.

tional! Pablo/ Mandel destroyed Trotsky's Fourth Interna~
tion~1 with their revisionism in the period 1951-53, when
they abandoned the struggle to build proletarian vanguard
parties, instead liquidating the small Trotskyist nuclei into
the reformist Stalinist parties.
.
We reprint here an excerpt from "The Campaign to
'Rehabilitate' Bukharin," (Workers Vanguard .No. 220,
I December 1978) which analyzes why the economic
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and' 'sociaf proposals of Bukharin during, the period of
Stalinization in the mid to late 1920s might be palatable to
the liberal Stalinist reformers of today. Trotskyists call for
an independent party on a program of workers power to
swet!'p out the ,bureaucratic usurpers!
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While refusing to call on the Stalinist murderers to pass
judgment on their victims, while proclaiming their innocence and calling on the Soviet working class to restore
them to their true role in history, we do not therefore ~Io
~ify.all,those slain by the GPU as intrepid revolutionaries.
lri"fact, those who were made to "confess" to the most
~bsurd,crimes at the Moscow Trials, then to be ignominious!y shot after they had served their purpose, were one
and all former right oppositionists, members of the Stalin
faction or capitulationists. Many of them had already done
years of dirty work for the Kremlin against the persecuted
Left Opposition.
The current appeal is no doubt partially due to his
family's latest efforts. But it is far from accidental that it is'
Bukharin-rather than, say, Zinoviev or Kamenev, not to
mention Trotsky-who' is the focus of the "rehabilitation"
campaign. "Bukharinism" has been a popular current
, among sections of the East European Stalinist bureaucracy and among certain "socialist dissident" circles, as
well as among Western liberals. -Bukharin's biographer
Stephen Cohen is representative of this viewpoint, as the
~oncluding words of his book make clear:
"If. .. reformers succeed in creating a more liberal.communism, a 'socialism with a human face: Bukharin's outlook and the NEP-style order he defended may turn out to
have been after all, the true prefiguration of the Communist future-the alternative to Stalinism after Stalin."
-Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution (1971)

Those social and economic policies associated with
Bukharin have exerted a widespread, if generally underground, influence among reformers in the East European bureaucratic/petty-bourgeois elite, from economists
to top CP politicians. Alexander Erlich's The Soviet

Stalin's press smeared oppositionists. Left: Bukharln
and Trotsky as Gestapo's running dogs, 1938. Right:
Trotsky, Zlnovlev, Kamenev depicted in league with
Nazis In 1936.

Industrialization Debate (1960) points out that: "It is
astonishing to discover how many ideas of Bukharin's antiStalinist program of 1928-29 were adopted by current
reformers as their own .... " A later work by Moshe Lewin,
Political Undercurrents in' Soviet Economic Debates
,(1974), is devoted to the thesis that Bukharinism is
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Ernest Mandel (left)
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the major "undercurrent" of ecoriomic thought in the
deformed workers states,
Cohen, Lewin and others cite such figures as Ota Sik, the
author of Dubcek's economic program during the 1968
Prague Spring, and Hungarian reform Stalinist Imre Nagy;
executed in 1958 by "de-Stalinizer" Khrushchev, as proponents of Bukharinist policies, albeit in guarded fashion.
What appeals to these libenil Stalinists in Bukharin's economic ideas is his opposition to centralized phinning and
his advocacy of market-oriented autonomy for state enter'
prises and of a significant private peasant sector.
During the mid-1920s, the period of the New Econoinic
Policy (NEP), Bukharin and his bloc partners Rykovand'
Tomsky represented the most conservative elements of the
bureaucracy, those most conciliatory to the wealthier peasants (the kulaks) and petty capitalists '(the Nepmen).
Bukharin generalized the retreat, the "breathing space"
which the NEP was intended to provide after the devastation of the Civil War, into a theory that reliance on the
peasant private market was the only possible road to so.cial.ism. Hence his sensational 1924 challenge to the kulaks,
"Enrich yourselves!" (This slogan, a direct translation.of
the admonition by Guizot, minister of France's "bourgeois
·monarch" Louis Philippe in the I830s-"enrichissezvous"-was too much even' for Stalin.)
Bukharin actually provided early on much of the
."theoretical" justification for Stalin's pronouncement of
the theory of "socialism in one country." In explaining his
theory of "peaceful-organic-economic" growth he wrote in
early 1924 that "A victory in this type of class struggle (we
abstract here from the problem of the external order) is the
final victory of socialism." Bukharin'evc;",n developed an
implicit theoretical justification for the bureaucracy. In a

long'article, "The Bourgeois Revolution and the Proletarian ~evolution" (1922), he developed his thesis that the
proletariat as a class, throughout the world, was "unripe"
and'~unable to prepare itself for organizing all of society"
prior to seizing power.
. While Stalin may have been a· more sinister figure than
Bukharin, the economic program of the Bukharin/Rykov/
. Tomsky Right Opposition was the more immediate and
dangerous threat to the preservation of proletarian state
power. As the 1927 Platform of the Joint Opposition
pointed. out; these policies led to "abandonment of the
fundamental principle of Marxism that only a powerful
socialized industry can help the peasants transform agri-'
cult~re along collectivist lines." The logic of this conciUation of petty commodity production would pose the threat
. of cQunterrevolution: "capitalism, recruiting its strength in,
the country, will undermine the foundatioris of socialism in'
the t'owns."
: '
.
It is. these aspects of Bukharinism which are particularly'
attractive to liberal Stalinist reformers of the Dubcek or·
Imre' Nagy variety, because they simultaneously appear to:
provide for more "freedom"-actually more latitude for an
educated technocratic elite, from which they are drawnwhile claiming to avoid the harsh necessity of shattering
burellucratic domination by restoring workers democracy
and soviets and extending the revolution intermitiopally,
~ukharln's
,I,

,

Cl:Ipltulation
.

.

Bukharin was hardly the staunch anti-Stalinist' his supporters make him .out to be. Actually he was a vital ally of
Stalin in smashing the United Opposition of Trotsky and
Zinoviev/Kamenev in 1926-27 at a crucial moment in the
consolidation of the bureaucracy's power. Stalin found
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Bukharin's talents as a facile theorist and his popularity
As the miserable history of the Right Opposition demoninvaluable, and the lovable "favorite of the whole party" " strates, "Bukharinism" was incapable of being any "altersoon became one of the rabid polemicists against the left: '
native'" to Stalinism as a "road to socialism." Bukharin's
identification with the parasitic, bonapartist bureaucracy,
Isaac Deutscher, in The Prophet Unarmed (1959), describes 'his "strange, almost m,!cabre performance" at the
and his recoil from the capitalist appetites' of hi's' base,
15th CPSU Congress in October 1926, where his cynical
c'ompletely paralyzed_any ,independent struggle the Busneers, vicious character assassination and sophisticatedkharinites could have mounted. Attempts by Stalinist re- '
sounding pyrotechnics caused even Stalin to laugh, "He
formers in East Europe to implement Bukharinist reforms
have led only to increased class tensions and instability.
does not argue with them, he slaughters them."
"You have done well to make up your mind-this is the
The logic of "consistent BUkharinism"-i.e., "s()cialism in
last minute-the iron curtain of history is just coming
one country" built through reliance on market forces, pardown," Bukharin reportedly told Zinoviev and Kamencv
ticularly private peasant agriculture-leads ultimately, to
after the breakup of the Joint' Opposition and their
unleashing the forces of capitalist restoration. . ,
'
capitulation in December 1927, Bukharin was to remain
The only revolutionary alternative to· Stalinist d,oininabehind that "iron curtain" of Stalinism even after Stalin
tion of the degenerated/deformed workers sUites is the
had dumped him and the Right, had become the Right
program of Trotskyism: for trye re-establishment of
Opposition. All Bukharin's differences with Stalin over
workers democracy through political revolution; for
industrialization, and collectivization were consciously
centralized economic planning and collectivization of
contained within the upper levels of the Soviet bureaucagriculture, controlled not by technocratic/bureaucraiic
racy, bounded by his acceptance of the fundamental tenet
elites but by genuine soviets; for economic integration of
of Stalinism: that an apparatus ruling over the proletariat,
ihe workers states and extension of the revolution. And
noi soviet de11)ocracy, was necessary,
this requires the construction of a Trotskyist vanguard
And,Bukharin soon capitulated, in a manner no less desworkers party irreconcilably' hostile to all wings of the
picable than Zinoviev's and Kamenev's, Writing some time
ruling bureaucracies .•
later, Trotsky insisted on the intra-bureaucratic nature of'
the Right Opposition's differences with Stalin: '
"There is an altogether different. but in its kind 'no less
symptomatic. significance in the 100 percent capitulation
'of Rykov, Tomsky, and Bukharin, The political cohorts of
these leaders spread far into the camp of class enemies. We
predicted more than once that the sharpening of the crisis'
of the revolution must inevitably throw the tiny Bolshevik
~ead of the Right Opposition against its hefty counterrevoluiionary tail. The 'moment for lhis has arrived.
Alarmed by the mood of their own followers, leaders of.
the Right Opposition crawled on their knees to the official
leadership, They were able to go through with this all the
more easily because ,no matter how acute the fight has
become from moment to moment. it nevertheless
remained a fight between left and right shadings in (he'
Free America's '--=~"!IIJ
camp of bureaucratic centrism."
.Class-War -"Alarm Signa)!" (March 1933)
,
Prisoners!
Right down to his execution in 1938 Bukharin n,ever
again played an independent political role, functioning
simply as an errand boy for Stalin, who allowed him to edit
Izvestia for a while. He was also permitted to draft the
notorious "Stalin Constitution" of 1936, then hailed as "the
world's most democratic constitution. " Bukharin was
apparenily proud of his role in producing this piece of
sophistry, and the Russell Foundation devotes an entire
chapter in Ken Coates' little book on the campaign to
"Bukharin's' Constitution," This is his "legacy" to the
Soviet people, it seems, for:
'
':. .' International Women's
"The cry of a whole new generation of critics of the Soviet
Establishment since 1956 has been, not 'overthrow the
Constitution: but 'enforce the Constitution'."
This amounts to a stunning criticism of the current gen$2/4 issues
eration of "Soviet dissidents." It would not have occurred
to the Left Oppositionists jailed in the labor camps of
Women and Revolution
,; "
Vorkuta and Siberia to appeal to Stalin 0]1 the basis of the
:',
JOfJrnal
of
the
Spartacist
League/U,S,
"Bukharln Constitution," Nor, obviously, was it of much
, Women's Commission
use'to its author. But, then, neither were the rest of his
voluminous writings on Stalin's behalf against the Left
Order from/make cheeks payable to:'
'Spartacist Publishing Co:, Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116, USA
Opposition, There is never much point to ingratiating
oneself with traitors.
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In' Oef'ense of
Marshal Tukhachevsky
REPRINTED FROM WORKERS VANGUARD
NO. 321. /4 JANUARY /983

Letter:
24 November 1981
Department of English
Montclair State' College
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
the' Editor, Workers. Vanguard
Dear'Sir:
In your interesting articl.e exposing Solidarnosc ("Pilsudski and Counterrevolution in Poland", WV 20 Nov.
1981, p. 7), you state that the failure of the Red Army's
drive in July-August 1920 against Warsaw was due in part
to' "Stalin's ·insubordination."
This is not the opinion of the most recent scholar of the
subject, Professor Norman Davies. In an article in the anticommunist journal Soviet Studies (Vol. 23, No.4, April,
1972), Prof. Dav·ies concluded that Stalin was not guilty of
insubordination (p. 584). Davies also reveals that the "Stalin's in,subordination" story is pushed today by current
Soviet defenders of Marshal Tukhachevsky, who had been
in 'overall command of the operation against Warsaw for
the Red Army.
Soviet historians do not speak of it today, but Tukhachevsky was'a well-known anti-Semite and right-wing
Socialist, not at all unlike-the Pilsudski portrayed in your
article. Tukhachevsky's views were outlined by a friend and
ex-comrade in German captivity, the former French officer
Remy Roure ("Pierre Fervacque"), in his book, Le chef de
I'armee rouge ("Head ~fthe Red Army"), 1928 (see pp. 24-5
for Tukhachevsky's attacks on Jews and Bolsheviks). Far
from repudiating this account, Tukhachevsky kept up'his
friendship with Roure until shortly before his execution in
theJ"military purges" of June, ·1937 (see Fervacque's article
in Le Temps, July 24, 1937, p. 3).
' .
.[' think you should beware of repeating judgments that
ech'o those of contemporary Soviet historians, even when,
as in this case, the latters' views appear to correspond with
those
of Trotsky..
.
:!.
Respectfully yours,
Grover C. Furr III

Reply:
WVreplies: 'We th~nk Professor Furr for his letter drawing .ouf attention to the continuing circulation of certain
fi,meworn falsehoods regarding Marshal of the Soviet
Union Tukhachevsky. Tukhachevsky a "well-known antiSemite arid right-wing Socialist"? It is not surprising to find

Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky, Red Army hero,
murdered in Stalin's purge.
.
such' defamation is still current-after all, lots of people
still "know" that Lenin was the Kaiser's agent and Trotsky
Hitler's. Underlying the questions of historic fact raised by
Professor Furr is a crucial political issue: whether Stalin
was justified in liquidating the senior cadres of the Req
Army officer corps on the eve of Hitler's invasion of the
Soviet Union.
.
Mikhail Tukhachevsky, Red Army commander and Bolshevik since World War I, was executed by Stalin in 1937 as
a Ge'rman spy; his wife and brother died in prison. He was
"rehabilitated" in the Soviet Union in the course of the 1956
Khrushchev revelations which exposed a fraction of Stalin's monstrous crimes against the October Revolution.
Obv'iously only the Kremlin archives could lay bare the full
depth and breadth of Stalin's murder and defamation of
Marshal Tukhachevsky. We have drawn on the limited
materials at our disposal to sort out historical fact from
Stalinist falsehoods; it seems sufficient for the point at
hand. 'If other readers believe they have significant new
information to offer on this question, we would be glad to
discuss it further.
Leon Trotsky, in Stalin (1941), wrote of the young
'
Tukhachevsky:
, "Until the conqu'est o(power by the Bolsheviks, he had
been a lieutenant in the Tsarist Arm~;. The October Revolution won him over heart and soul. He not only offered his
services to the Red Army but became a Communist. He
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distinguished himself almost immediately at the front, and
within a year had become a general of the Red Army. His
brilliance as a strategist was acknowledged by admiring
foes who were the victims of that very brilliance."
Trotsky, as Tukhachevsky's immediate commander during the 1920 Polish campaign, was certainly in a position to
know what occurred then. Writing in Oct.ober 1939, shortly
after the Hitler-Stalin pact and t'he entry of Soviet troops
into eastern Poland, Trotsky gives the following account of
Stalin's earlier betrayal:
"But Stalin also has his personal motive for the invasion of
Poland, as almost always, a motive of vengeance. In 1920
Tukhachevsky, the future marshal, led the Red troops
against Warsaw. The future Marshal Yegorov advanced
toward Lemberg[Lw6w]. Wiih YegorovwasStalin. When
it became clear that Tukhachevsky was menaced on the
Vistula by a counterattack, the Moscow command ordered Yegorov to turn north in the direction of Lublin, in
order to help Tukhachevsky. But Stalin feared that Tukhachevsky, after having taken Warsaw, would 'seize'
Lemberg, thus depriving him of this achievement. Hidden
behind the authority of Stalin, Yegorov did not fulfill the
order of the general staff. Only four days later, when the
critical situation of Tukhachevsky became acute, did the
armies of Yegorov turn north toward Lublin. But it was
, already too late. The catastrophe was at hand. In the high
councils of the party and of the army, all knew that the person responsible for the crushing ofTukhachevsky was Stalin. The present invasion of Poland and the seizure of
Lemberg is thus for Stalin a revenge for the grandiose failure of 1920."
-Trotsky, Portraits, Political and Personal
(reprint of an article dated 2 October 1939)
This is confirmed in Wollenberg's The Red Army, where
both Tukhachevsky and Pilsudski are quoted in detail;
their statem'ents fully confirm Trotsky's account. We have
previously written on the 1920 Polish campaign, in partic- .
ular in our article "The Bolsheviks and the 'Export of Revolution'," in Spar/aeist No. 29, Summer 1980.
Professor Furr's letter cites as his "authority" the article
. in Soviet Studies by Norman Davies, an open admirer of
Pilsudski's "iron will." But far from acquitting Stalin of
insubordination, this article in fact confirms Stalin's deliberate defiance of the directives of Lenin and the Politburo"
Davies acknowledges "the absence of coordination
between the Soviet Western Command [under Tukhachevsky] and the three armies of the South-Western Command [led by Stalin and Yegorov). Despite an order of 13
August to assist the Western' Front, the South-Western
Command played no significant part in' the b,Htle
whatsoever .... " He goes on to describe Stalin's opposition
to a' planned division of the South-Western Command
which would have placed a major section under Tukhachevsky's command: " ... there is definite proof that he'
accepted the Politburo's plan with bad grace. On 4 August,
when Lenin informed him of the proposed division of the
South-West Front, he cabled back: 'The Politburo ought
not to bother with such trifles'." After vacillating under
pressure from Stalin, Kamenev finally ordered the Twelfth
Army and the First Cavalry Army(the"Konarmia") transferred on August l3-an order which Stalin, as political
commissar, refused to sign. According to Davies, Stalin did
not directly countermand this order, but instead "ordered
the Konarmia on 12 August to besiege Lw6w, knowing that
it was due to be transferred to the West .. ,. Was it to spite
Tukhachevsky, as Trotsky and other more recent Soviet
commentators have maintained? Was it to win glory? Was
it' to enmesh the 'Konarmia' in an engagement from which

no order of Kamenev's could extract it? .. All one can say
f6r certain is that Stalin was profoundly suspicious 'of the
regrouping, ... that he did nothing to help it but that he was
not guilty of open insubordination" (our emphasis). No,
not open insubordination~underhanded, treacherous
sabotage and subterfuge! Davies concludes by blaming
Tukhachevsky for having "angered Egorov and Stalin" and
attributes the Red Army's defeat at Warsaw to this "cumulative friction"! (Perhaps Trotsky too was guilty of having
"angered" Stalin, his exile and assassination on Stalin's
orders also the result of "cumulative friction"?)
One of the principal architects of the mechanization and
scientific modernization of the Red Ari)1y, Tukhachevsky's outstanding military career is well documented. Likewise are the myriad Stalinist lies invented to justify the
murder of a brilliant Red Army officer whose only crime
was to present a potential threat to Stalin's power. Tukhachevsky's early military victories included the rout of the'
anti-Bolshevik Kroristadt Uprising in 1921-hardly the act
of a "right-wing Socialist." An improbable characterization as well of hi& political deviations: in fact, he bent the
stick too far in the other direction, seeing an International'
Red Army as the instrument of world revolution.
.
To leave unchallenged th~ charge of anti-Semitism
would be to suggest that Stalin shot Tukhachevsky legitimately as a secret anti-Semite and Nazi sympathizer. Professor Furr cites the testimony of a French officer interned
with Tukhachevsky in a German prisoner-of-war camp at
Ingolstadt during WW I. At that time a pan-Slavist nationalist and bonapartist; Tukhachevsky may well have said, as
Roure asserts, "I detest socialists, Jews and Christians."
But like many other young tsarist officers, under the'
impact of war and revolution he was won to the Bolshevik
cause.
After the 1928 publication of Roure's book, Tukhachevsky himself repudiated his earlier views when a group

Tukhachevsky
was won to
BolshevIsm
during the
October
RevolutIon.
At age 26, the
brilliant general
led the maIn
Soviet forces
in the Polish
campaign.
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International Trotskyist movement upheld unconditional military defense of USSR during WW II_
oCFrench officers offered a toast in memory of their common imprisonment: "I became a Marxist. I neverthink ·of
my views at Ingolstadt without regretting them, since they
could cause doubts about my devotion to the Soviet
motherland" (Alexandrov, The Tukhachevsky Allair).
Among the officers in attendance was Remy· Roure
himself.
A most persuasive argument against the imputation of
an!i-Semitism to Tukhachevsky was his long-standing
friendship with the Soviet composer Dmitri Shostakovich,
who drew heavily on Jewish musical traditions in. his work
and sought to make his music a statement against the persecution of the Jews in Europe. According to Solomon
Volkov's Testimony (l979), an account of Shostakovich's
life based on conversations with him, the composer said, "I
broke with even good friends if I saw they had any antiSemitic tendencies." Vet Shostakovich reportedly described his symphonies as tombstones for his murdered
friends, among them Mikhail Tukhachevsky.
No, anti-Semitism was Stalin's weapon, used against
Trotsky and the communists of the Left Opposition, the
Old Bolsheviks, anyone who stood in his way as he consolidated his bureaucratic stranglehold over the first proletarian state. While never .a Trotskyist, Tukhachevsky
resisted enormous pressure and refused to publish a single
condemnation, or even criticism, of his former commander. As late as 1928 he was still quoting Trotsky as a
military authority in his contribution to Armed Insurrection, the classic "Third Period" textbook on military
tactics by A. Neuberg-actually a pseudonym for a group
of. Com intern military experts which included Tukhachevsky, Ho Chi Minh, the German Communist (and later
Trotskyist) Erich Wollenberg, cl org sec Piatnitsky and
Unschlicht (the latter two both Old Bolsheviks executed by
Stalin). In his 1970 introduction to the book, Wcillenberg
.
points to the origin of the "anti-Semite" slanders:
"The mosl absurd legends were put about to explain· the
·background to Tukhachevsky's liquidation, and indeed
are still believed to this day. 'Diabolical intrigue by SS
General Heidrich who smuggled forged documents into
the hands of Benes in order to weaken the Soviet army by
having it decapitated of its commanders'; 'Conspiracy
between General Fritsch and Tukhachevsky to overthrow
Hitler and Stalin'; . 'The "anti-semite" from the Russian
elite sympathized with Hitler'; etc., etc. Marshal of the
Soviet Union 'Tukha' was liquidated by Stalin as.a mem-

ber of an oppositional group whose best-known members
included the Old Bolsheviks Bukharin and Rykov, and in
the army the 'Jew' Gamarnik, political commissar, and the
,I 'Jew' and army general Yakir! 'Tukha' was denounced by
Radek, who in his own trial hoped to save his skin by
L mentioning the name of Ihe Marshal of the Soviet Union in
connection with the soviet democratic. opposition."

In fact, there was a Gestapo plot to frame Tukha by providing falsified documents naming him as a German spythe· convenient pretext Stalin needed to eliminate a
potentially dangerous adversary. In his 1939 work In
, Stalin's Secret Service, W.G. Krivitsky, chief of Soviet Military Intelligence in Western Europe at the time ofTukha·chevsky's murder, described the G PU /Gestapo frame-up.
Afte~ piecing together the plot krivitsky wrote bitterly,
" ... from my vantage point in the Intelligence Service, I saw
Stalin extend the hand of secret friendship to Hitler. I saw
him, while thus paying court to the Nazi leader, execute the
great generals of the Red Army, Tukhachevsky, and the
other chiefs with whom and under whom I had worked for
years in the defense of the Soviet Union and of socialism."
In The Great Game Soviet master spy Leopold Trepper, a
Polish Jew and Cpmmunist, wrote:
"The Red Army was the last bastion to be removed; it
alone still eluded his control. For the ·Stalin regime,
liquidating the leaders of the army became an urgent
". objective. Since the lead.ers in question were old Bolsheviks who had distinguished themselves during the October
Revolution, and since an accusation like 'Trotskyite' or
'Zinovievist' against a Tukhachevski would not stick. il
was necessary to strike hard and with great strength. Sta..
lin used the complicity of Hitler to murder the army of the
Russian people."

Trepper goes on to tell the account, related to him in 1943
by Giering of the Gestapo, of how at Stalin's initiative Nazi
InteIligence provided faked documents to prove Tukhachevsky was conspiring with the Wehrmacht. However,
these documents were never introduced until after Tukhac
chevsky had already been shot. His summary execution·
. was·ordered on the basis of his activities collaborating with
the German military, carrying
what was Irom 1922

out

until 1935 ojjicial Soviet policy.
In fact Tukha and his fellow "co-conspirator," the
Jewish Red Army commissar Van B. Gamarnik, were
among the hardest opponents ·of-German Nazis,m. When
Hitler came to power, they had demanded immediate
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suspension of military relations with the Reichswehr, in
opposition to Stalin,. Isaac Deutscher, in Stalin (1949),
describes Tukhachevsky's report to ihe Central Executive
Committee in January 1936: "His speech was remarkable
for its shrewd anticipation of Hitler's methods of warfare
and for its extraordinary emphasis on the danger from
the Third Reich. Tukhachevsky's emphatic warning
sharply contrasted with Stalin's ambiguity." Liquidation
of the anti-Nazi generals became essential for the consummation of Stalin's policy, the 1939 Hitler-Stalin pact.
Trepper describes the purge that followed Tukhachevsky's
execution:
"The blood of Red Army soldiers flowed: 13 out of 19 commanders of army troops, IIO,oul of 135 commanders of
divisions and brigades, half the commanders of regiments, and most of the political commissars were
executed. The Red Army, bled white, was hardly an army
at all now, and it would not be again for years.
"The Germans exploited this situation to the full .... "

In 1941 Hitler's troops invaded the Soviet Union; to defeat
them cost the lives of 20 million Russians.
Trepper captured the bitterness and bewilderment of
those who watched Stalin's terror.against the heroes of the
Revol.ution and the Civil War. But he also recognized who
did not capitulate:
"All those who did not rise up against the Stalinist machine
are responsible, collectively responsible. I am no exception

\

to this verdict.
"But who did protest at the time? Who rose up to voice his
outrage?
"The Trotskyites can lay claim to this honor. Following
Ihe example of their leader, who was re'warded for his
obstinacy with the end of an ice-axe, they fought Stalin- ,
ism to the death, and they were the only ones.who did. By
the time of the great purges, they could oilly shout their
rebellion in the freezing wastelands where they had been
dragged in order to be exterminated. In the camps, their
conduct was admirable. But their voices were lost in the
tundra.
"Today, the Trotskyites have a right to accuse those who
once howled along with the wolves. Let them not forget,
however, that they had the enormous advantage over us of
having a coherent political system capable of replacing
Stalinism. They had something to cling to in the midst of
their profound distress at seeing the revolution betrayed.
They did !lot 'confess.' for they knew that their confession
would serve neither th~ party nor soc.ialism." ..

We trust that we have adequately demonstrated that
Professor Furr has been misled by his "authorities." If there
are those in the Soviet Union today who would honor
Marshal Tukhachevsky, and seek to clear away the filthy
Stalinist slanders against his memory, this is to be welcomed. We look forward to the day w'hen the Russian
working class recovers the bann'er of the Red Army's
founder, Leon Trotsky, and returns it to its rightful place,
waving high over Red Square .•
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Heroic Soviet Spy Leopold Trepper:
il

On Stalin's Sabotage
of Soviet Defense
Leopold Trepper was the head of the Soviet espionage
network which operated in Nazi-occupied Western
Europe, the "Red Orchestra," as it was dubbed by German
army counterintelligence. Trepper and Richard Sorge
(who operated outofTokyo) were typical of those Trotsky
referred to as the "Reiss Faction" of the Soviet state apparatus. They, like Ignace Reiss (a GPU official who was
assassinated in 1937, six weeks after he denounced Stalin
and declared for Trotsky's Fourth International) and many
others of lesser fame, anguished over the horrors of Stalinism but remained politically paralyzed, burying themselves in the Soviet military /intelligence apparatus. They
accomplished brilliant work, heroically risking their lives
to defend the USSR. Yet Stalin, blinded by his pact with
Hitler (which Gorbachev now declares a smart maneuver),
ignored their information about the Nazi invasion plans.
The Stalinist terror apparatus treated Trepper and Sorge
no differently from countless others. Immediately upon'
Trepper's return to Moscow 'in January 1945, he was
arrested and thrown into the Lubianka where he stayed for
almost ten years. There he learned from a captured Japanese general that the Soviet government had refused to
exchange Sorge after his capture in 1941, and allowed the
Japanese government to execute him in November 1944.
Trepper himself was freed from prison only after Stalin's
death.
Working with the Red Orchestra in Berlin after 1939 was
the anti-fascist resistance group led by Arvid Harnack and
Harro Schulze-Boysen, an intelligence officer in Goring's
air force ministry. The Schulze-Boysen group was broken
up by the Nazis in the summer of 1942 when more than 50
were executed; including the two leaders.
We reprint below an excerpt from the memoirs of
Leopold Trepper, The Great Game (New Yqrk, 1977).
On December 18, 1940, Hitler signed Directive Number 21, better known as Operation Barbarossa. The first
sentence of this plan was explicit: "The German armed
forces must be ready before the end of the war against
Great Britain to defeat the Sovi'et Union by means of a
Blitzkrieg."
Richard Sorge warned the Center immediately; he forwarded them a copy of the directive. Week after week, the
heads of Red Army Intelligence received updates on the
Wehrmacht's preparations. At the beginning of 1941,
S'chulze-Boysen sent the Center precise information on the
operation being planned: massive bombardments of Leningrad, Kiev, and Vyborg; the number of divisions
involved-In February, I sent a detailed dispatch giving the

"
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exact' number of divisions withdrawn from France and Belgium,' and sent to the' east. In May, through the Soviet
military attache in Vichy, 'General Susloparov, I sent the
proposed p.lan of attack, and indicated the original date,
May 15, then the revised date, and the final date. On May
12, Sorge warned Moscow that 150 German divisions were
massed along the frontier. On the 15th, he cited June 21st
for the beginning of the operations, a date that was confirme!i by Schulze-Boysen in Berlin....
.
Hewho closes his eyes sees nothing, even in the full light
of day. This was the case with Stalin and his entourage. The
generalissimo preferred to trust his political instinct rather
than the secret reports piled up on his desk. Convinced that
he ha~ signed an eternal pact of friendship with Germany,
he sucked on the pipe of peace. He had buried his tomahawk and he was not ready to dig it up yet.
Thirty years after the war was over, Marshal Golikov,
writing in a Soviet historical review, officially confirmed
the value of the information received.
"The Soviet I ntelligence Services had learned in good
time ,~he dates of the attack against the USSR and had
given .the alarm before it was too late .... The intelligence
services provided accurate information regarding the military potentia" of Hitler's Germany, the exact number of
armed forces, the quantities of arms, and the'Strategic plans
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of the commanders of the Wehrmacht. ... "
Marshal Golikov was in a good position to make such a
statement. From June, 1940, to July, 1941, he was the
Director of Red Army Intelligence. If the Russian chiefs of
staff were so well informed, what was the reason for the
debacle after the German attack? The answer is no doubt
contained in a note·Golikov himself addressed to his services on March 20, 1941:
"All the documents claiming ihat war is imminent must
be regarded as forgeries emanating from British or even
German sources."
On the most important dispatches sent to him by Sorge,
Schulze-Boysen, and me, Golikov noted in the margin
"Double agent" or "British source." ...
On June 21, 1941, we had confirmation from Vasily
Maximovich and Schulze-Boysen that the invasion was set
for the next day. There was still time to put the Red Army
in a state of alert. I rushed to Vichy with Leo Grossvogel .... I insisted that Susloparov send the dispatch. Late
that evening I went back to my hotel. At four in the morning the manager woke me up, shouting in my ear,
"It's happened, Monsieur Gilbert! Germany is at war
with the Soviet Union!"
On the 23rd, Wolosiuk, the attache for the army air force
under Susloparov, arrived in Vichy, having left Moscow a
few hours before the outbreak of the war. He.told me that
berore his departure, he had been called in to see the
Director, who had given him a message for me:
"You can tell Otto"-my code name-"that I have
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passed on the information on the imminence of the Ge~
man attack to the big boss. The big boss is amazed that a
man like Otto, an old militant and an intelligence man,
has allowed himself to be intoxicated by English propaganda. You can tell him again that the big boss is completely convinced that the war with Germany will not start
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The "complete conviction" of the big boss, Stalin, was to
be expensive. Having decapitated the Red Army in 1937which was responsible for the first defeats-the inspired
strategist then turned over what was left of the army to
Hitler's hordes. During the first hours of the German
offensive-in defiance of all the evidence, and because he
had the idea of a planted rumor so firmly in mind-he
refused to allow a counterattack ....
The results: the ·airfields pounded by German bombers;
the airplanes smashed to pieces on the ground; the German fighter planes masters of the sky, transforming the
Russian plains into graveyards strewn with demolished
tanks. On the evening of the 22nd, the leaders of the army,
whom Stalin had forbidden to put their troops on alert,
received the order H> drive the enemy outside their borders. By this time ihe armored divisions of the Wehrmacht
had already penetrated several 'hundred kilometers into
Soviet territory.
It would take the sacrifices of a whole nation rising up
against its invader to reverse the military situation. But
meanwhile, Stalin's error would cost Russia millions'of
lives and prolong the war..
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Interim Preliminary Agreement
for Common Work in Japan
Spartacist prints below an agreement between the iSt
and a Japanese Group.
I. The iSt and the Japanese Group recognize the vital
and urgent necessity to forge an authentic Trotskyist vanguard party in Japan, rooted in the proletariat and
organized according to Leninist norms as codified in the
Organizational Resolution of the Third Congress of the
Communist International.
2. Such a party can only be created by waging an uncompromising struggle against the anti-Marxist state-capitalist
theories of the Japanese fake-Trotskyist "far left." Writing
about the USSR in January 1921, V.1. Lenin noted: ~A
workers' state is an abstraction. Whalwe actually have is a
workers' state,.with this peculiarity, first, that it is not the
working class but the peasant population that predominates in the country, and, secondly that it is a workers' state with bureaucratic distortions." In comrade
Lenin.'s acute observation, subsequently deepened and
expanded by Trotsky and the Left Opposition in their
struggle against the consolidating Stalinist bureaucracy,
are laid bare both the roots of Stalinism and the necessity of
defending the Soviet Union against imperialism and capitalist counterrevolution. The iSt and the Japanese Group
uphold the analysis and programmatic conclusions of L D.
Trotsky expressed in The Revolution Betrayed and In
DeJense oj Marxism. Only a party that steadfastly defends
the Soviet Union will win the Soyiet proletariat to the banner of Trotskyism and be capable of leading a successful

proletarian political revolution against the parasitic Stalinist bureaucracy. In Japan today the acid test for Trotskyists is the Russian question. In Trotsky's words: "It is
the duty of revolutionaries to defend every conquest of the
working class even though it may be distorted by the pressure of hostile forces. Those who cannot defend old positions will never conq uer new ones."
3. We stand for unconditional military defense of the
Soviet Union and the deformed workers states' against
imperialism and internal counterrevolution. We therefore
unconditionally defend the Soviet Union's right and indeed
obligation to have such nuclear weapons as are required to
counter the nuclear arsenals of the imperialists. The Japanese Group agrees with the iSt's positions on Poland and
Afghanistan and joins the iSt in denouncing the reactionary anti-Soviet alliance of the Chinese Stalinists and U.S.
imperialism.
.
4. Further the Japanese Group endorses the 5 October
1986 iSt telegram addressed to the Commander-in-Chief,
Soviet Navy regarding the recent accident aboard a Soviet
submarine in the Atlantic Ocean.
5. The main enemy is at home! In Japan it is therefore
the elementary duty of revolutionaries to oppose Japanese
imperialism's revanchist and chauvinist claims to the four
so-caJled Northern Islands, now part of the USSR. For the
right of unrestricted passage of all Soviet ships through the
Tsushima, Soya and'Tsugaru Straits and all other passages connecting the Sea of Japan to the Pacific!
6. The Japanese Group defends workers democracy and

Eastern Department
at the Fourth
Congress of the
Comlntern. Moscow
1922, Among the
members:
Tan Malaka of
Indonesia and
M,N. Roy of India ,
(back row. third and
fourth from left).
Ho Chi Minh of
Vietnam (front left).
and Elzo Kondo and
Sen Katayama.
founders of
Japanese
Communism (front.
second and third
from left).
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decisively rejects the gangsterism and thuggery that the
Japanese "far lefts" inflict upon each Qther's organizations. Such behavior has everything in common with the
most infamous methods of Stalinism and must be rooted
out of the workers movement.
7. A Trotskyist party must be a·tribune of the people. In
Japan this means championing and defending the
oppressed and discriminated-against minorities in Japa-.
nese society-the Ainu, the Koreans, the .Chinese, the socalled half-castes and the burakumin.
8. Trotskyists in Japan must also, as a central part of
their ongoing work, consciously and persistently struggle
against the pervasive oppression of women in Japanese
society. Japanese women, as a part of the leadership of the
revolutionary party, will be a powerful force for workers
revolution.
9. It is the Japanese Group's intention to study not only
the basic documents of the iSt, but to learn more about
specific positions of iSt sections on various problems and
events in the world so as to become a fighting propaganda
group capable of fully articulating the policies of the iSt
and of intervening as Trotskyists in various struggles and
movements. The Leninist party in Japan will be built from
above through splits and fusions of the Japanese ostensibly revolutiDnary organizations.
10. It is the perspective of the iSt and the Japanese
Group, after a period of study and common work, to fuse
and forge a Japanese section of the iSt.
II. The iSt will assist the Japanese Group by making
available such literature as will aid in this process.
12. The iSt and the Japanese Group look forward to an
early exchange of visits of representatives.
13. In order to facilitate common work and integration
into a common international organization, the Japanese
Group members will undertake the study of English. For its
part the iSt will assign suitable comrades to begin to learn
Japaflese.
14. In the period forwhi~h this agreement will be in
effect the Japanese Group will assist the iSt by translating
into .Japanese and producing selected fundamental documents, and arranging for a modest distribution of these
and other English-language materials in Japan.
15. As a culmination of these perspectives we look forward to an educational international summer camp to be
held in 1987.
16. In matters of mutual concern regarding Japan, both
parties to this interim preliminary agreement will consult.
17. In the spirit of the above agreement and as a first step
in implementing this agreement, iSt representatives and
comrades from the Japanese Group will on Sunday 26
October 1986 visit Tama Cemetery in Tokyo and lay a
wreath at the grave of heroic Soviet spies Richard Sorge
and Ozaki Hotsumi. Inscribed in English and Japanese on
the wreath will be: "In honor of the memory of Richard
Sorge, hero of the Soviet Union, ahd Ozaki Hotsumi who
died fighting in the cause of the international proletariat.
[Signed by both groups.]"
Forward to a Japanese Trotskyist party that will stop
at nothing short of the dictatorship of the proletariat!
Forward to the rebirth of the Fourth International!
Signed by representatives of the iSt
and the Japanese Group
Tokyo (Tama Cemetery), 26 October 1986

The grave of Richard Sorge, Hero of the Soviet .. "lIn,,,
In Tokyo's Tama Cemetery. Inscription placed by 1St
and the Japanese Group honors Sorge and fellow
Soviet spy Ozaki Hotsuml, "who died fighting In the
cause of the International proletariat."
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Memoirs
of a Revolutionary
Jewish Worker
The Jollowing 'miele. translated Jrom the German
edition oj Spartacisf No. 13. Autumn /.987. is a review
oj Memoirs of a Jewish Revolutionary by the Polish
worker Hersh Mendel. Published originally in Yiddish in
1959 (/. L. Peretz Library. Tel Aviv). translations were subsequently 'published in German (Rotbuch Verlag. Berlin.
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In the days of Lenin.and Trotsky'S Communist International, it was said: "The Germ'an party is the biggest, the
Polish party is the best." The Polish party was the party of
Rosa Luxembiirg, the'3ewish-Polish woman who fought-

and died-for the German workers revolution of 1918-19;
this party, though condemned to illegality throughout its
existence, was supported by the mass of the Polish
proletariat.
With the rise of Polish SolidarnCisc and its consolidation as a company union for the CIA, the Pope and West
German bankers, the imperialists and their lackeys on the
left hailed this agency for social counterrevolution as representing the tradition of the Polish working class. This is a
lie. Solidarnosc is a capitalist-restorationist outfit whose
idol is the fascistic dictator of Poland in the 1920s and '30s,
Marshal Jozef Pilsudski. In December '1981, at the last
moment, the Jaruzelski regime spiked Solidarnosc' counterrevolutionary bid for power. The greatest crime of the

Schocken

Vllna, Poland, 1905. Polish and Russian Social Democrats and members of the Jewish
Blind demonstrate In memory of the victims of the tsarist pogroms. Right: Hersh
Mendel at the front in Russia during the Civil War, 1918.
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.Three l1enerations of Polish Revolutionary Socialism

no credit

. Ludwlk Waryr'lskl

Julian Marchlewskl

Rosa Luxemburg

Adolf Warskl

Henryk Waleckl

Polish Stalinist bureaucracy is to have driven a large part of
the Polish working class into the arms of clericalnationalist reaction.
It is the heroic revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg who is
representative of the real t~adition of the Polish working
class. ,As a woman,' a communist and a Jew, Rosa
Luxemburg is triply hated by the reactionary nationalist
forces of'Solidarnosc, and by the nationalist S'talinist
bureaucracy as welL Most of the few remaining tens of
.thousands of Jews who survived the Nazi Holocaust (and
trye postwar pogroms led by anti-Communist nationalists)
were drive'n out of Poland by an anti-Semitic campaign
o~chestrat~dby Stalinist bureaucrat M ieczyslaw Moczar in
1968. The Polish proletariat needs to be rearmed. There isa
proud history to be recaptured. From Ludwik Warynski's
party Proletariat of the early l880s to the Social Democracy cifthe Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania (SDKPiL)
of Luxemburg, Leo Jogiches, Felix Dzerzhinsky and
Julian Marchlewski to the early Communist Party of Adolf
Warski, ihe tradition of revo/Ulionar\' internationalism is
deeply rooted' in the history of the Polish workers
movement.
In Hersh Mendel's 'autobiographical Memoirs of a
Jewish Revo/utionary we find (despite certain his.torical
inaccura,ies) a story of the tremendous struggles and real

Wera Kostrzewa

Waryr'lskl-Leader of the
party Proletariat at the
end of the 19th century;
Marchlewskl, Joglches and
Luxemburg of the SDKPIL
leadership; Adolph Warskl,
Henryk Waleckl, Wera
Kostrzewa-the
"Three W's" of the
early Communist Party.

hopes of the Polish workers. In his lifetime, Mendel ~ir
rored a generation of political upheavals, victories and
defeats. He began as a supporter of the Jewish Bund, then·
adopted anarchism; in Russia during the 1917 revolution,
he joined with the Bolsheviks and went through a period as.
a supporter of the Trotskyist Left Opposition. Tragically,
like many of his generation, he reacted to the betrayals of
. Stalinism and the devastation of World War II by retreating into Zionism. T-he Polish Marxist historian Isaac
Deutscher observes in his preface, written in 1958, that this
book is "not only a self-portrait of Hersh Mendel, but
rather of the fighting Jewish-Polish workers in generaL"
The Jewish workers and intellectuals constituted a significant component of the Polish revolutionary workers
movement. Out of their ranks came not only Luxemburg
and Jogiches,' but Karl Radek and countless others. This
tradition was carried on by Deutscher himself, followed by
Abram Leon, the brilliant young World War II Trotskyist
leader who authored the decisive Marxist analysis of the
Jewish question shortly before being dragged off to his
death in Auschwitz. And there was Leopold Trepper,
leader of the Soviet anti-Nazi spy network, the Red
Orchestra.
What made these Jewish revolutionaries into such
. committed internationalists? In his famous essay, "The

"l~f[~ff~~;~lf:~',~\ ~,~',
. I
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Non-Jewish Jew," Deutscher speaks of the Jews of East
Europe:
.
"They were a priorie.xcept'ional in that as Jews they dwelt
on the borderlines of various civilizations, religions, and
national cultures. They were born and brought up on the
borderlines of various'epochs. Their mind matured where
the most diverse cultural influences crossed and fertilized
each other. They lived on the margins or in the nooks and
crannies of their respective nations. Each of them was in
society and yet not in it, of it and· yet not of it. It was this.'
that enabled them to rise in thought above their societies,
above their nations, above their times and generations,
and to strike .out mentally into wide new horizons and far
into the future,"

Hersh Mendel as a Jewish worker was right at the heart
of the Polish socialist workers movement,The spirit ofproletarian internationalism motivated Rosa Luxemburg to
playa' key rolein the revolutionary movements of Poland,
Russia and Germany. Indeed, the Russian/ Polish/G~r
man axis was. seen as key to the international revolution,
. Warsaw was a center of revolutionary ferment in East
Europe, and also the center of European Jewry, In the gas
chambers of Auschwitz, Majdanek and Treblinka, Hitler's
Nazis liquidated the 3-1/2 million Jews of Poland; today
the Solidarnosc-Iovers feed off the vestigial anti-Semitism
of Polish .nationalism to liquidate even their memory,

Jewish Warsaw: A Revolutionary Crucible
Before the Russian Revolution, most of Poland was pilrt
of thetsarist prison house of peoples. The Polish workers
movement was tempered in the flames of tsarist terror'and
n'ational oppression; it matured under the blows of Polish
mition'alist revanchism and Pilsudskiite dictatorship .. Of
such, cond it ions, Russian Bolshevik Alexander Shlyapnikov wrote in his On the Eve of 1917: "Bitter struggle, exile
imd prison crippled thousands, but they reared individuals
incomparably better than the 'peaceful' struggle in the

west."
:'. Hersh Mendel (revolutionary pseudonym of Hersh
Mendel Shtockfish) was born into an impoverished
. working-class family in Warsaw's Jewish quarter, one of
the worst slums in Europe, just before the turn of the
century. The Jewish ghettos of East Europe bore all the

New York, September 1981: SL demonstration
against Solidarnosc with sign in Russian: "600,000
Red Army soldiers fell In the fight to liberate Poland
from the German Nazis."
'
hallmarks of. ghetto oppression: suffocating poverty,
. ~idesp~ea(numpen crime and underworld activity, be.nigh ted religious obscurantism. Only four of the ten chil. ctreilhorn to his parents survived infancy, His father was
,ostracized by their Orthodox relatives for becoming a
workingman~ his sister denied the right either to educate
herself or to work.
.
. In this environment, only two choices offered any
a'ttraction to young people: social struggle or criminal
activity. Hersh Mendel was still a young boy when the Russi.a~:Revolution of 1905 broke out, enveloping Warsaw and
the',rest of Poland in revolutionary upheaval. But its impact
was 'electric. Here, then, was a road out of the all-sided
. oppression of the ghetto: "Had it not been for the Revolution of 1905 there is no doubt that I would have sunk into
the swamp of the Smocza Street underworld." The choice
between loyalty to the underworld and loyalty to the revolution was made in the course of sharp, bloody clashes, as

.. Dy6 . z~yeif1zonym
llUO ulee
- to zwyeil1Btwo I .
Zwyeil1iJ'6
i spoez,\6 na laurach
. - to kll1ska - ..
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Pope blesses counterrevolutionary
rnosc leader Lech Walesa (left). Solidarnosc poster glorifies the
fascistic Polish dictator Jozef· Pllsudskl· (center). Right: J)lIsudskl (In uniform), with Nazi leader Joseph
Goebbels, 1934.
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the employers turned to underworld elements to break
strikes:
.
"One of these pitched battles in thc year 1905 lasted several
days. That time, the workers laid waste to allthc bordellos, beat the fences bloody and tracked down the underworldniks where they lived with the aid of drawn-up lists."

But most decisive was the impact of the class solidarity
between the Polish and Jewish proletarians forged in strug-.
gle. In response to calls,for anti-Semitic pogroms by the
counterrevolutionary Polish National Democrats, workers defense guards were formed block-by-block, house-byhouse. At night, young Hersh would accompany his father,
armed with a huge ax, to stand guard duty outside their
block of flats. He recalls his childhood impression:
"I thought that the pogromists would have to come from
Russia, that when they had finished their work there, the
tsar would send them to us in Poland. I had come to the
conclusion that they would have to come from Russia. that
they could not be indigenous Poles. because there were
also Polish workers participating in the self-defense organizations. On Pawia Street there were more Polish
workers organized for self defense than Jewish workers.
The Polish workers continually assured us that Poland
was not Russia and that there would be no pogroms here."

Henryk Erlich (left) at May Day demonstration,
Warsaw, 1933 and Victor Alter. Both were socialist
leaders of the Jewish Bund and anti-Stalinist
defenders of the Soviet Union. Both were murdered
by Stalin's agents in 1941.

Out of such experiences, the young Hersh Mendel
decided to become a fighter for socialist revolution. The
reactionary Zionist utopia of a national homeland in Palestine was of interest only to tiny handfuls of middle-class
intellectuals. In Mendel's youth, he recalls, "There were
also Zionist groups, but they were then unknown to us on
Gesia Street." In 1911, already a veteran of clandestine
trade-union organization, he joined the only Marxist
organization he knew, the Jewish Bund:
.

in the founding of the Russian Social Democratic Labor
Party (RSDLP) a ye".later. But at the famous 1903 Congress of the RSDLP, Lenin's fight for a programmatically
based, disciplined revolutionary party led to a split with
numerous elements including the Economists, the Bund
and the Mensheviks. With the influx of newly revolutionized workers into all the socialist parties two years later,
Lenin conceded to a (shallow and temporary) reunification with the Mensheviks in 1906, incorporating the Bund,
the Latvian Social Democrats and the SDKPiL on a semifederated basis. In the subsequent political fights within the
RSDLP. the Bund generally aligned with the Mensheviks
while the SDKPiL generally stood with the Bolshevik
internationalists. Thus, the Bund joined the Mensheviks in
opposing the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, while the
SDKPiL became a mainstay in the nascent Communist
Party of Poland.
Before World War I, the SDKPiL waged an intransigent fight against all forms of nationalism within the

"Everyone, no matter how young they were, dreamed. of
giving their lives for the revolution. And this is how they
remained. I cannot remember one single comrade from
those days who left the workers movement in order to
establish himself in private life. This goes for those who
remained loyal to the Bund as well as for those who went
over to other workers parties."

The Revolution Comes From the East
Tlie Bund (General Jewish Workers Union of Lithuania,
Poland and Russia), was formed in 1897 and participated
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Polish workers movement. Luxemburg rightly insisted that
the fate of Poland was inextricably bound up with the proletarian class struggle in its oppressor nations, Russia,
Prussia and Austria. But her dogmatic rejection of Lenin's
correct call for Poland's right of self-determination weakened her struggle against chauvinist currents within the
Polish working class.
Noi surprisingly, the Jewish Bund also opposed Polish
nationalism, which was synonymous with the pogrom ism
incited by the, Catholic middle classes and wealthy landowners. But when it came to the Jewish question, the.Bund
pursued a nationalist line of its own, arguing for Jewish
"cultural/national autonomy" and insisting on the separate organization of Jewish workers apart from their Russian and Polish class brothers. The Bund was the target of
many of Lenin's polemics against nationalist influence
within the workers movement.
The prewar political disputes between the Mensheviks
and the Bolsheviks were avidly pursued by Hersh Mendel
and his young comrades, who overwhelmingly opposed the
Bund's pro-Menshevik positions. They saw lhe emancipation of their' people as part of the world socialist revolution: the Polish workers their comrades-in-arms, the
Russian workers their vanguard. The revolutionary winds
of freedom that swept through the Jewish ghetto of
Warsaw blew from the east, from Russia. In his "The
Tragedy of the Polish Communist Party," Isaac Deutscher
observed: "if the history of the Polish CP and of Poland at
large proves anything at all, it proves how indestructible is
the link be/IVeen the Polish and the Russian revolutions"
(emphasis in original).
When the Lena ,gold fields of Russia were shaken by a
massive and bloody strike in 1912, signaling a new period
of revolutionary upturn, the reverberations were felt in
Gesia and Mila Streets in Jewish Warsaw. To express their
solidarity with the Russian workers, the Bundist youth set
about organizing a political general strike for May Day.
"By ten o'clock in the morning the strike in the Jewish quarter's working-class streets and alleys had become a general
strike." Taken.aback by their own success, with no leader-
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ship forthcoming from the Bund, they decided to organize
a demonstration to confront the police. "We wanted something more; we wanted to do something which would find
an echo. If the following day's papers should carry the news
that demonstrations and street fighting with the police had
broken out in Petersburg, then they had better have the
same thing to print about us Jewish workers." And so it
was. Pravda, writes Mendel, saw the action as vindicating
"the Bolshevik proposition that we were entering a new
epoch of revolutionary struggle." For Hersh Mendel it was
also to usher in his first period of imprisonment and exile.
After a year in a tsarist prison, he made his way to France,
where he was taken in and harbored by a French workingclass family.
But such internationalist sentiments among the workers
were about to be ravaged by their social-patriotic leaders.
The great betrayal of August 4, 1914, when the German
Social Democratic deputies voted for war credits to their
own bourgeoisie, came as a shock to all revolutionaries.
Lenin immediately launched the struggle for a new, Third
International, seeing in the August 4 vote and the squalid
chauvinism of all the major Social Democratic parties, the
decisive degeneration/collapse of the Second International. Mendel, forced into hiding as patriotic hysteria
swept France, reacted by abandoning Marxism in disgust
at the capitulation of the social-chauvinist misleaders of
the Second International and sought an alternative in
anarchism.

"A Revolution 'for the Brotherhood of Peoples"
Little more than three years after August 4-three years
in which all of Europe was turned into a slaughterhouse of
the proletariat-the Bolsheviks' intransigently internationalist stance in opposition to social-patriotism and
centrist conciliationism was vindicated. The February
Revolution in Russia which overthrew the tsar opened up a
stormy period of dual power. Mendel joined the many
thousands of others who flocked to Russia to play their
part in the revolutionary events. Though still an anarchist
when he arrived in Moscow a few weeks before the

Strikers massacred by
the tsar's soldiers
during 1912 strike in
the Lena gold fields
in Siberia; Strike
ignited a wave
of revolutionary
struggle throughout
the Russian empire.
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Victims of a pogrom
by Ukrainian White
forces under
Petllura. Violently
anti-Semitic Ukrainian
counterrevolutionaries
massacred scores of .
thousands of Jews
before being
decisively defeated
by the Red Army In
November 1920.

October insurrection, he was struck by the first mass Bolthe·'anarchist illusions he had' carried with him since the
shevik demonstration he attended: "I was there, saw the
start o(the war. When he read Lenin's State and Revoluenthusiasm and confidence of the people, and understood
tion, 'he found a Marxist analysis of the betrayal of the
that this is how men feel when they are sure of. victory:::
Social'bemocrats and a comprehensive theoretical underMendel enlisted in a Bolshevik unit of the army and,
standihg of the revolution he had just witnessed. He joined
within days, not even knowing how to load the rifle hI< car:the COll)munist Party, which was formed through a fusion
ried, he was to find himself defending the insurrectionary
. of the SDKPiL and the PPS-Left, a left split from Pilsudski's party following the 1905 Revolution. Out of this
oarricades. The revolution he had dreamed of as a child
"had arrived. I, a Jewish worker from Smocza Street;
fusion came the leadership of the "three W's"-Warski,
Walecki, Wera Kostrzewa-which was to lead the CP
would go to the barricades tonight." Workers .streamed
toward the Moscow Soviet, begging to be armed. The sense
through its early heroic period. The party's Jewish forces
were augmented by the fusion with the Combund, a proof internationalism was all-encompassing. At one point, at:
~he front, he encountered an argument among some Red
Communist faction from the Bund', as well as with smaller
Guards over what they were fighting for-land, peace, posleft splits from the Zionist movement. Communist influ'session of the factories? No, exclaimed one, for the brothence among the Jewish trade unions in Polan<;l rapidly out c
erhood of peoples! "An odd folk, these Russians. They had
stripped that of the Bund. Likewise the CP gained control
made two revolutions in one year and taken to the front in a
over key bastions of the Polish proletariat-in the rair.;·
civil war for nothing less than the brotherhood of peoples.
ways, large metal factories, coal mines. In March 192Q the
How could you not love such a people?"
party prepared to face its first test of insurrectionary
struggle.
.
. Hersh Mendel soon learned how to load-and aim-:
his rifle, and distinguished himself among his comrades,
Today, the Communist parties foster the belief that the
largely Russian peasants, many of whom had until recently
use of the Soviet army as an agency to foment revolution in
been anti-Semites. Mendel briefly left the Red Army durother countries is antithetical to Leninism. Nothing could
ing the Civil War,. but when he overheard some Russians
be further from the truth than this "diplomatic" conception of Bolshevik internationalism. In response to Piltalking about how they would deal with the "Bolsheviks
and the Jews" when the Whites returned, he immediately
sudski's revanchist assault on Soviet Ukraine, the Polish
re-enlisted. The White forces brought in their wake antiCP s'et up a Military Revolutionary Committee, to which
Semitic and anti-Communist terror, while the numerous
Mendel was appointed, "to organize Red units to fight the
anarchist bands in some cases (like Mendel himself) fought
PPS units, and to enable the Red Army to march rapidly iQ
for the revolution, in other cases against it, and many were
the German border to gauge the pulse of the revolution in
Germany, as Lenin expressed it."
.
simply criminal bandits. The Red Army, in its struggle to
The Bolshevik leadership was divided on whetl}er a
defend and consolidate the new proletarian state power,
necessarily had to sweep away the pogromist old order. The
revolutionary offensive by the Red Army could succeed at
October Revolution had thrown open the doors to full
that moment;. with Trotsky in particular skeptical am)
equality for the Jews; many Jewish officers distinguished
advocating negotiation of an immediate peace. But the
themselves in the army and especially the Cheka (AIlquestion, as Trotsky. later wrote in My Life, "was si(l1plY.
Russian Extraordinary Commission for Struggle Against
one of the correlation of forces," certainly not the principle
Sabotage and Counterrevolution).
" of rev'oluti'o~ary war. And had the Red Army advance on
Warsaw been successful, it might well have altered the
whole' course of history. The offensive was attempted"but
Building the Polish Communist Party
the Soviet"forces were unable to cross the Vistula, where
In early 1919, Mendel returned to Warsaw in a nowindethey faced not only Pilsudski but his imperialist patrons in
pendent Poland, and it was here that he finally broke from
the person of French
. general Weygand and French arms:
.
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Contributing to the Red defeat was Stalin's treacherous
refusal to bring his units into the battle when ordered to do
so. Pilsudski's so-called "miracle on the Vistula" frusirated Lenin's plans and helped to prepare the stage for the
horrendous destruction that was to play itself out on the
same territory two decades later .
. In 1923 both the German and the Polish parties failed to
take advantage of revolutionary opportunities. The failure
of tHe German Revolution in particular helped to assure
the victory in the Soviet Union of a conservative'
bureaucratic caste under Stalin. Proletarian democrl!cy in
Soviet. Russia was trampled underfoot; thi: Leninist pro- ..
g'ram of world revolution was abandoned in favor of an .
illusory perspective of building "socialism in one country"
while seeking to placate Russia's imperialist enemies. The
Stalinist Thermidor had its concomitant disorienting effect,
0'1) the Communist parties. In 1926, the PolishCP commit- .
ted what came to be known as the "May mistake," initially
supporting Pilsudski's bonapartist coup against the reactionary parliamentary regime as a populist uprising.
Trotsky saw in this the disastrous influence of Stalin's resuscitation of the old slogan for a "democratic dictatorship
of the proletariat and the peasantry." The party corrected
its line within days and became the only opposition to the
consolidating fascistic dictatorship of Pilsudski, but the.
consequent disorientation within the party was to be
far-reaching.

Struggle for the Left OppOSition
Throughout much of this period, Hersh Mendel was in
one Polish prison after another, suffering a number of
arrests. In early 1924, following an assignment to carry out
clandestine propaganda activity among Ukrainian and
Byelorussian peasants, Mendel was arrested and locked up
for four years. The heroism of the Communist political
prisoners was incredible. Todefend.themselves they fought
with' the only weapon they had left-their preparedness to
die in hunger strikes or in outright defiance of the prison
authorities. When the authorities at Mendel's prison for,bade the celebration of May Day in 1928, the politica~pris
oners bared their chests to the rifles pointed at them and.
burst into a chorus of the Internationale.
Released from prison that year, Mendel was struck by
the deep changes which had overcome the party. Freewheeling internal political debat~ had given way to blind
obedience, clear-cut political struggle to murky factionalism over who had been more culpable for the "May mistake," with both sides jockeying to please the Kremlin. Sent
to the Soviet Union to attend a Comintern school, Hersh

"Order of the Red
Banner of Labor,"
medal from Soviet
Byelorussia In 1920,
Inscribed In the
three languages:
Byelorusslan, Polish
and Yiddish.
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Leon Trotsky addressing the Red Army on the eve of·
the 1920 Polish campaign. Trotsky was Chairman 01
. the R4i!volutlonary War Council 01 the Republic and
People's Commissar lor Military and Naval Affairs.
Mendel became convinced that the Stalin regime was fundamentally antagonistic to the principles of the Bolshevik
Revolution. He witnessed the terror which gripped veteran Bolsheviks and the horrific waste accompanying the
forced coliectivization of agriculture, carried out l)y Stalin
at breakneck pace after years of nurturing the restorationist ambitions of the wealthy kulaks. He was disturbed by
the Stalinist clique's incapacity to honestly answer Trotsky's arguments. In 1930 he demanded to return to War-'
saw: "Of the more than thirty comrades from Poland,
barely seven or eight made the trip back home." Founding Polish Communist Wera Kostrzewa was one of those
kept behind, and subsequently murdered, by Stalin.
The burning question of the day was the struggle against
fascism in Germany. The Social Democrats placed their
faith in the fragile "democracy" of the Weimar regime and
refused to fight; the Stalinists, who zigzagged between
pseudo-ultraleftism and opportunism, were in the midst of
their "third period" policy of spurning united action with
the Social Democracy-and thus with the majority. of the
politically active workers still under its control-which
they dubbed "social-fascists." Mendel and others-who
soon included Isaac Deutscher, then a young Communist
propagandist-initiated a faction founded on three points:
for united fronts against fascism; for trade-union unity
against the idiotic and sectarian "third period" policy of:
splitting away "red unions"; for party democracy.
This very partial program demonstrates a weakness of
the Polish Opposition which it never overcame. This program did not represent Trotfkyism and, indeed, these
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points were shared by many left Social Democrats and the
Communist Right Opposition, whose leading mouthpiece
was the German Heinrich Brandler. Thus Trotsky wrote:

shortly thereafter with' their disorientation in the aftermath of Hitler's rise to power.
The"Polish CP had offered more resistance to Staliniza-.
tion than' any other large party of the Communist Internatiorial. In December 1923 the Polish Central Coinmittee
protested against the anti-Trotsky attacks' of the St~lin
Kamenev-Zinoviev triumvirate: " ... for our party, nay for
the whole Comintern, for the whole revolutionary world
proletariat the name of Comrade Trotsky is insolubly connected with the victory of the Soviet Revolution, with the
Red Army, with communism" (quoted in M.K:. Dziewanowski, The Communist Party of Poland, 1976). In his
drive to make the Comintern slavishly subservient, Stalin'
not only murdered the central'leaders of the Polish party;
but finally in 1938 ordered the liquidation of the party as a
whole., According to Deutscher:
"
.
"Stalin saw the Polish CP as the stronghold of hated Luxemburgism-the Polish 'variety of Trotskyism'-which
had defied him as long ago as 1923; the Party in which
some leaders were close to' Bukharin and others' 'io
Zinoviev; the Party of incurable heresies, proud of itS'trilditions and of its heroism .... "
.

Deutscher recalls that out of 1,000 CP members in War- '
saw,300 were won to the Opposition. So much authority
did Mendel have among the party ranks that when the

"The Brandlerites speak only of the ultraleftism of the,
Stalinists because they, the Brandlerites, along with the
Stalinists, have zigzagged in the direction of oppo'nunism
and still do,"
-"Zigzags and Eclectic Nonsense,"
Leon Trotsky, Writings [I 932]

When Trotsky was exiled from the Soviet Union in,l929
he set about organizing his supporters on three programmatic points: opposition to remaining in the AngloRussian Committee after the British labor bureaucracy's
betrayal of the 1926 General Strike; opposition to the
Stalin/Bukharin line on the Chinese Revolution (i,e., to
political liquidation into the bourgeois-nationalist Kuomin'tang); and opposition to the doctrine of "socialism in
one country" in the Soviet Union. As Trotsky said at the
time, these points, centrally against the class collabora~
tionism of the Com intern, were to "serve as a bridge to a
future program of the Communist International," that is, a
program for interna.tional workers power. But the founding program of the Polish Opposition was clearly inade, quate to this task, a failing which was to become apparent

i

Miriam Shumlk and her husband Hersh Mendel alter
their release Irom the Sledlce prison In 1928. MIriam
Shumlk remained' a socialist until she died In the
Warsaw Ghetto.
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• Heroic Jewish partisan Marla Brusklna and two of her
comrades, Klrlll Trus and Volodya Shcherbatsevlch, In
Minsk, USSR, 1941, being led to the gallows by their Nazi
executioners. The Stalinist nationalists have denied
Brusklna her Identity and have refused to grant the
Jewish partisans, who fought with the Red Army against
the Nazis, their rightful place In history.
Stalinists moved to expel him in mid-1931, they felt compelled to summon a special two-day conference at which he
~as given an hour to defend Trotsky's theses on the united
front in Germany. Even then opposition to .his expulsion
was so widespread that Mendel was first suspended for a .
month "to think things over."

Despair and Disorientation
Trotsky's warnings of impending catastrophe, in Germany. were soon tragically vindicated, as the Nazi jackboot unopposed crushed the German proletariat under its
heel. Overcome by despair over the Stalinists' worldhistoric betrayal, Mendel (and the Polish Left Opposition
as a whole) began to express defeatist tendencies which
would soon lead to a break with Trotsky. In a letter to the
Polish Bolshevik-Leninists dated 18 July 1935, Trotsky
noted that "the dominant tone of [their] documents could
be called pessimistic." 'He urged them to carry out an entry
into the PPS' in line with the "French turn"-the international tactical orientation initiated by the entry of the
F!ench Trotskyists into the Socialist SFIO-aimed at
intersecting left-moving forces in the social-democratic
pa'rties: By this means, explained Trotsky, they could get
closer to the industrial kernel of the Polish proletariat: "one
cannot help the Jewish workers to get out of the dead end of
the Bund toward a larger arena except by revolutionary
work 'crowned with success among the Polish proletariat."
M.endel counterposed entry into the London-Amsterdam
Bureau, a centrist bloc at whose 1935 conference he had
been an observer. Trotsky replied to Mendel's position in
"Centrist Combinations and Marxist Tactics" (28 February 1935).
Even after Stalin dissolved the CP in 1938, Mendel
opposed the creation of a new communist party. Indeed,
the bulk of the Polish Opposition, Deutscher included,
'opposed the formation of the Fourth International. Both

Mendel and the second Polish delegate, Stefan Lamed,
voted against it at the founding conference in 1938. But
however meager its organizational forces, it was only this
new International which fought under the banner of revolutionary internationalism in the face' of the impending
imperialist carnage.
.
The outbreak of World War II found Mendel again in
exile in France, where, as the Nazis raided the Jewish quarters, he suffered helplessly knowing that an active internationalist proletarian policy could have prevented the
fascists from taking power. It was the awesome horror of
Hitler's Holocaust, prepared by .the criminal treachery of
the Stalinists and Social Democrats, that drove the likes of
Hersh Mendel into the arms of Zionism. Concluding his
book, Mendel writes: "Nearly all of Europe's peoples were
forced to pay a bloody price for these policies in the end,
but the highest and bloodiest price of all was paid by us, the
Jewish people." By 1944 he had become an active Zionist;
four years later he hailed the creation of the Zionist state of
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leader Henryk Erlich,
was raised in the
tradition of proletarian
Internationalism.
Alexander Erlich was a
professor at Columbia
University, New York
and author of the
definitive work, The
Soviet IndustrlalizalfOil
-oebate, 1924-1928.
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Israel. He renounced the very foundations upon which he
had struggled for'the Left Opposition-defense of the gains
of the October Revolution-and drew the conclusion that
the counterrevolution had triumphed completely in the
USSR. In his preface to Memoirs of a Jewish Revolutionary, Isaac Deutscher polemicizesagainst Mendel's antiSovietism, but correctly sets it apart from the proimperialist Cold War circles in which such "anti-Stalinist
dogmatism is in fashion": "It is an outcry of disappointment and pain from a participant in the October uprising
who cannot and will not forget the Stalinist slaughter of
those who led and participated in the uprising; and from a
Jew'who is incapable of forgiving the wrongs to which the
Jewish people have been subjected by Stalinism." Hersh
Mendel survived the Holocaust; his revolutionary will did
not.
.
.
In 1940, on the eve of the Holocaust, Trotsky wrote:
"The future development of military events may well transform Palestine into a bloody trap for several hundred
thousand Jews. Never was it so clear as it is today that the
salvation of the Jewish people is bound up inseparably
with the overthrow of the capitalist system."
-"Leon Trotsky on the Jewish Question"
(Pathfinder, 1970)
And so it remains. The Zionist "dream" has revealed itself
to be a hideous nightmare-a deathtrap for the Jews, a
Nazi-'Iike charnel house for the Arabs. During World War
II Western Zionists not only accepted-and fostered-the
racist closed-door policy of the imperialist "democracies"
toward Jewish refugees but even collaborated with the
Nazis in order to secure handfuls of emigrants for Palestine to carve a reactionary nation-state out of the living
body of the Palestinian Arab people.
It was the Bolshevik Revolution-internationalist to its
core-which provided a true beacon for the Jewish people.
At the founding congress of the left-Zionist Hashomer
Hatzair youth organization in 1918, the impact of the Bolshevik Revolution was palpable: of three wings which
emerged, two demanded either immediate fusion or collaboration with the Communists in counterposition to the
Zionist project of building a Jewish national state. Out of
this split Leopold Trepper was won to communism. A generation later, Abram Leon was won to Trotskyism from
the same Hashomer Hatiair, to become leader of the
underground Trotskyist organization in Belgium and
an organizer of ciandestine revolutionary propaganda
among German soldiers. In his incisive book The Jewish
Question, Leon demolished the metaphysical mythology
surrounding the Jews and analyzed them as a "peopleclass" based on mercantile and pre-mercantile capitalism.
He said:
"The conditions of the decline of capitalism which have
posed so sharply the Jewish question make its solution
equally impossible along the Zionist road. And there is
nothing astonishing in that. An evil cannot be suppressed
without destroying its causes. But Zionism wish~s' to
resolve the Jewish question without destroying capi-:
talism. which is the principal SOurce of the suffering of
the Jews."

Reforge the Fourth international!
Reagan thirsts for a bloodbath of Polish and Russian
workers. The imperialists saw the rise ofSolidarnosc as the
best chance since World War II to turn Poland into a reactionary battering rall! to smash the Soviet, workers state. A.t

Many broke with leftZionism to become
Communists. Heroic
Soviet spy Leopold
Trepper (above, seated
in the middle) with
comrades of the
Hashomer Hatzair
In Poland, 1922.
Right: Abram Leon,
Trotskyist organizer
and theoretician,
murdered in
Auschwitz.

Bitburg Reagan joined West German chancellor Kohl in
honoring the Nazi SS killers who ran the concentration
camps which annihilated the Jews. This grotesque display
by Reagan and Kohl was their expression of common cause
with the H itlerite "anti-Bolshevists" as part of the crusade
for a new thermonuclear "Operation Barbarossa" against
the, Soviet Union.
The socialist brotherhood of peoples to which Hersh
Mendel and his comrades dedicated their lives remains for
us to fight for and win. Today as in Mendel's day, that goal
requires the most intransigent military defense of the:
deformed workers states and, above all. of the Soviet
Union. despite bureaucratic degeneration. Today as then
ihe only sure defense of the gains of the October Revolution is the struggle for international socialist revolution to
root out the savagery which is capitalism. And in the
deformed and degenerated workers states, only a LeninistTrotskyist vanguard standing at the head of proletarian
political revolutions can oust the nationalist Stalinist
bureaucracies and revive the internationalist tradition of
Rosa Luxemburg, restoring the historic revolutionary'
unity of the German, Polish and Russian workers. Down
with Solidarnosc counterrevolution! Defend the Soviet
Union! Reforge the Fourth Interna\ional, world party of
socialist reyolution!.
"
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Soviet Far East target
of repeated U.S. war
provocations. Arkansas
penetrated major Soviet naval
complex at Petropavlovsk.
KAL 007 spy plane crossed
Kamchatka and Sakhalin

In 1983.

Kamchatka Provocation ~ ..
(conti~ued from page 64)

and snapped a photograph of the cruiser wiih the mountains of Kamchatka looming up just behind the cruiser!
The Soviets, after responding "in force with planes and
ships" (San Francisco Chronicle, 17 August) then held
back-they simply issued an angry public protest on May
21 and dogged the U.S. Fleet halfway back to the
Aleutians. The U.S. Navy Times printed the Arkansas
photo on Augu'st 10 with an appropriate caption: ."Too
close for comfort." The swaggering Arkansas officers had
T-shirts made up with the photo, What are they trying to
prove-that they 'could get the world blown up?
The Arkansas officers were not acting on their own but
as part of a criminal U.S. government strategy o/provocation designed to intimidate the Soviet Union in preparation for a nuclear first strike. Last year, just before their
terror-bombing raid against Libya, the U.S. Navy pulled'a .
similar provocation off Black Sea Fleet headquarters in
Sevastopol. And in April 1983, an armada of three U.S. aircraft battle groups assembled off the Aleutian Islands:
Navy planes from the carriers Midway and' Enterprise
engaged in a sudden mock attack, reportedly violating
Soviet airspace over the Kuril islands, A few months later,
Korean Air Lines Flight 007 made its infamous provocation across Kamchatka and Sakhalin island, triggerin'g
Soviet defenses along the way as intended by U ,S. intelligence agencies. More than 200 innocent lives were sacrificed by the imperialists in pursuit of their anti-Soviet war
drive,
We will never forget that the American ruling class
dropped the atomic bomb on innocent civilian populations in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. By President Truman's
own account, this atrocity was meant as a warning to the
Soviet Union. The insanity emanating from the White
'House today reflects not the craziness of one man, but the
plight of an entire ruling class in its twilight years, The
imperialists are intent on taking back that part of the world
which has been ripped from the capitalist world, and this
means principally the industrial and military powerhouse'

of. the Sov'iet Union, Those like Gorbachev who preach the
illusion of "arms control" and "peaceful coexistence" with
imperiali~m are living in a fool's paradise. The U.S, ruling
madmen-who pull the strings on both their Democratic
and Republican puppets-can be stopped only when the
working people of the United States, goaded beyond any
limit, smash this ruling c1ass'and seize the future for themselves. We don't have a lot of time,.

KAL 007:
U.S. War Provocation
Spartacist Packet
Tells the Truth!
Now available-updated packet
containing Spartacist pamphlet
and,many
additional
articles from
Workers
Vanguard.

$1.50
Make checks payablel
mail to:
Spartacist Publishing Co,
Box 1377 GPO
New York, NY 10116, USA
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U.S. guided missile cruiser Arkansas penetrates Soviet territorial waters off Kamchatka Peninsula.

u.s. Missile Ship in
Soviet· Waters

U.S. imperialism's insane anti-Soviet provocations conti.nue. In May, the USS Arkansas, a nuclear-powered
guided missile cruiser spearheaded "exercises" of the U.S.
Third Fleet and penetrated Soviet waters off Kamchatka
Peninsula. According to M9SCOW'S New Times, the
Arkansas penetrated the restricted waters near the top-

secret Soviet Naval base at Petropavlovsk not once, but
t\Vice-first on' May 17 and again on May 21.
A few details of the inc'ident appeared in the American
press. As the Soviet defense forces mobilized, the brazen
little Rambos aboard the Arkansas launched a small boat
continued on page 63

